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Preface

The Commitment
Member States participating in the Euro Plus Pact have presented commitments representing over
100 separate measures in total. These commitments constitute a good first step towards achieving
the objectives of the Pact and must now be implemented at the national level.
“Malta is currently developing a national strategy for the cultural and creative industries. The
strategy prioritises 4 pillars: education and professional development; route to market;
internationalisation; and governance. In addition to this initiative, the 2011 Budget announced 7
new initiatives and programmes to address the immediate needs of the CCIs namely in the field of
training and education, audience development and CCI financing mechanisms to leverage private
investment. The aim of the strategy is consistent with the vision of Malta’s new cultural policy in
transforming the cultural and creative sector into the most dynamic facet of Malta’s socioeconomic life in the 21 century, with the first national milestone being the hosting of the
European Capital of Culture in 2018.”

The Context
Awareness is increasing amongst policy makers of the central role that the ‘creative economy’ plays
in stimulating innovation and growth in the wider economy. For years hard evidence of this has been
problematic. However a significant body of empirical evidence is now taking shape on the primary
and secondary economic impacts of the cultural and creative industries (CCIs), uncovering their
economic performance and the vital inter-linkages with other industries. Government intervention is
proposed on the basis that CCIs have become a turning wheel for the modern economy, whilst
maintaining the drive for innovation, fast changing IT platforms, digitisation processes and new
interactive media forms, as well as arts and heritage appreciation, cultural expression and identity.
Policy intervention is further evoked to counterbalance the market failures constraining these
industries, as well as to mitigate institutional and regulatory frameworks which may as yet not be in
tune with CCIs characteristics.
The Green Paper launched by the European Commission1 to address policy-making for CCIs in Europe
sheds light on the primary needs and concerns for creating a healthy environment conductive to
business growth and success. Accordingly, strategies addressing CCIs should establish the right
enablers, including: spaces for experimentation, innovation and entrepreneurship; facilitating the
growth of the skills base required; and easier access to funding. The paper also emphasises the
importance of mobility (of artists, cultural practitioners and works), the reduction of regulatory
burdens on creative entrepreneurs, and an effective regulatory framework for the protection of
intellectual property rights.

The Scope
The Maltese economy is invariably becoming dependent on its ability to diversify towards high
value-added industries generating a higher rate of return than others. The Cultural and Creative
Industries (CCIs) offer great opportunities in this respect.2 Between 2001 and 2007, CCIs accounted
for 4% of GDP, with an annualised average growth of 9%. In 2007, 3,600 enterprises operated in
these industries, generating EUR 28,000 per person employed. An additional 3,000 were involved in
related manufacturing, retail and distribution chains.

1

Green Paper COM(2010) 183 of the European Commission of 27 April 2010: Unlocking the potential of cultural and creative industries.
The pillars of the creative economy are the Cultural and Creative Industries: Heritage (crafts, antiques, cultural sites, traditional festivals
and celebrations); Arts (visual arts, music and performing arts); Media (publishing and audiovisuals); and Creative Business Services
(design, software, architecture, advertising and cultural services).
2
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CCIs have the potential to generate economic growth, employment and development (social and
cultural). Through talent, skill, entrepreneurship and IPR, creative workers can generate new jobs, as
well as help other industries re-tool for the future. However a quality shift is required to maximise
generation of value added from the CCIs.

Structure of the report
Part 1 introduces and defines the Cultural and Creative Industries as understood in this report,
introducing their characteristics and economic importance. It also lays out the policy context within
which this strategy is being proposed. The detailed Economic Report, which is also the first ever
economic analysis of the Cultural and Creative Industry in Malta, provides the backbone of this
strategy. This part also includes a case-study on the role of Valletta as a City of Culture. The study by
the Creative Economy Working Group in collaboration with the National Statistics Office focuses on
cultural activity in Valletta and attempts to measure the economic impact of arts and culture on the
city and national economy, during a defined time-period.

Part 2 presents the main recommendation of this strategy: a renewed Governance model for CCIs
in Malta. It analyses current governance scenarios, establishes needs and direction, investigates and
compares potential scenarios and defines the way forward. Ministries, departments and public
agencies that are directly involved in policies and strategies for any area of the creative economy
should be assessed, consolidated and re-enforced into an effective and efficient model. This will
mitigate a fragmented governance structure and maximise the effective use of government
resources for CCIs.

Part 3 lays out three strategic paths which the new governance structure should embark upon:
Shaping Talent into Professions - Human capital is central to the creation process, and the strategy
seeks to ensure the nurturing of a creative workforce in response to the needs of the sector and the
growing demand in CCIs, through active involvement of education institutions.
Routing Creative Ideas to Market – The strategy prioritises the development of creative clusters and
the mechanisms for access to finance in order to address barriers hindering creative businesses in
finding their route to market.
Malta: A Hub of Creative Exchange – Support is proposed for investments in Valletta as a cultural
city and its potential as a European Capital of Culture in 2018, with emphasis on international coproductions, marketing and promotion in international fairs and festival circuits. International
relations, enterprise incentives, and cultural diplomacy should be streamlined through the
appropriate structures in order to maximise existing networks, and boost exposure and exports of
CCIs. Awareness and use of intellectual property should be improved and promoted as a central tool
for the industries to make a profit via licensing, transfers, assignments and other commercialisation
ventures.

Creative economy working group
The mandate to establish the Creative Economy Working Group (CEWG) was announced by the
Minister of Finance, Economy and Investment in 2009 during the 2010 Budget Speech. The
document defines the Creative Economy Project in the following terms:
“Creativity is the engine of the global economy. Those countries capable of developing and
supporting an environment where the creative talent of the population is brought forth and
prospers are the countries most capable to support their economic and social development. The
creative areas of the economy, which include ICT, films, arts and design, as well as performing arts
and others, create a lot of high value-added work, support other sectors within the economy, like
ii
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tourism, manufacturing and other sectors, and at the same time create a vibrant and innovative
environment in those contexts where these sectors develop. Thus, even the people’s quality of life
improves. We will therefore continue to incentivise this sector consistently with the Vision 2015 to
make our country a centre of excellence in various sectors, including that of creativity. In this
context, […] we will create a working group to draft the regulatory and fiscal organisational
framework for the promotion of the creative economy.”
The objectives of the working group were:

•

To assess the potential of Malta’s CCIs by mapping, consulting and reviewing the sector.

•

To address the professionalisation needs of the sectors within the creative economy.

•

To develop a strategy that will generate income and create jobs in the creative economy.

•

To internationalise Malta’s creative economy.

•

To maximise and synergise public and private resources for the creative economy through
effective economic, legal and administrative processes.

In order to reach the identified objectives, the CEWG implemented the following tasks:

− Enacted government's decision to develop the CCIs as a pillar of Malta's economy as part of
Vision 2015.

− Coordinated and implemented the Creative Economy Project as envisioned in Budget 2010.
− Developed a cohesive national strategy for the cultural and the creative sector, based on the
sector’s potential social and economic impacts and benefits.

− Articulated and defined the governance and legal framework for the sector.
− Reviewed the usage and effectiveness of current fiscal measures and other incentives with a
−
−

view to the medium and long terms needs for the development of the sector.
Coordinated with key related national initiatives, namely the preparatory work for the
European Capital of Culture and the implementation of the relevant national policies,
especially the Malta Cultural Policy.
Ensured that the strength of Malta's cultural and creative sector reflects diversity of cultural
expression, resulting in social cohesion and inclusion and a better quality of life for all.

The team
The members of the Creative Economy Working Group are Mr. Alfred Camilleri (Permanent
Secretary Ministry of Finance, the Economy and Investment); Mr. Toni Attard (Creative Economy
Advisor seconded to MFEI from St. James Cavalier); Mr. Caldon Mercieca (Creative Economy Advisor
seconded to MFEI from the Culture and Audiovisual Unit, MTCE); Dr. Jeanine Rizzo (Legal Adviser,
Fenech and Fenech Associates); Mr. Robert Tabone Valetta (Economics Officer, MFEI); Mr. Kevin
Vella (Director - Economic Strategy, Economics Policy Division); Ms. Margaret Cassar (Economics
Officer, Economics Policy Division).
For the governance model, the CEWG had additional support from Ms. Marika Tonna, Management
Consultant within the Management Efficiency Unit, Prof John Holden and Ms. Shelagh Wright, UK
creative economy consultants. In addition, Dr Gordon Calleja, Digital Games Expert, supported
sector specific initiatives for digital games.
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Creative economy consultative body
A consultative body composed of representatives of associations, agencies and Ministries was set up
to discuss the research conducted by the CEWG and the observations derived from the SWOT
analysis.
Chairperson
- Mr. Alfred Camilleri - Permanent Secretary MFEI
Members
- Mr. Peter Portelli – Permanent Secretary, MTCE
- Mr. John Gatt – Permanent Secretary, MITC
- Mr. Adrian Mamo - MCCA
- Ms. Davinia Galea –MCCA
- Mr. Kevin Sciberras – Cultural office Gozo
- Mr. Godwin Warr – Commerce Division/Crafts
Council/ IP
- Perit David Felice – ECOC Malta, Architect
- Mr. Alan Camilleri – Malta Enterprise
- Prof. Juanito Camilleri – UoM
- Dr. Nicholas Sammut – MCST
- Mr. Jin Choi – Smart City Malta

- Mr. Joe Said –Heritage Malta
- Prof. Maurice Grech – Principal MCAST
- Mr. Anthony Sammut – Malta Film Commission
- Ms. Marie Briguglio – UoM Department of
Economics
- Ms. Helga Ellul - Chamber of Commerce,
Enterprise and Industry
- Mr. Vince Farrugia – Chamber of Small and
Medium Enterprises
- Mr. Joseph G. Grech - Gozo Business Chamber
- Prof. Rev Peter Serracino Inglott - UoM
- Dr. Anthony Pace – Superintendent of Cultural
Heritage
- Mr. Joe Mizzi –PBS

Creative economy expert groups
Four expert groups were created from amongst industry professionals or their representatives to discuss
sector specific issues and undertake a SWOT analysis. Issues from each sector were identified and linked
together to help shape the basis for this strategy.

Heritage: (Crafts, Antiques, Traditional Festivals and Celebrations, Cultural Sites)

- Chair: Caldon Mercieca
- Mr. Godwin Warr - Commerce Division/Crafts

- Ms Marika Grech –Parliamentary Secretariat

Council/ IP
- Mr. Joe Attard– Gozo School of Arts and Craft
- Dr. Nicholas Vella – Archaeology Department
- Dr. Reuben Grima – Heritage Malta
- Mr. Mario Farrugia – Fondazzjoni Wirt Artna
- Dr. Petra Bianchi – Fondazzjoni Din l-Art Helwa
- H. E. Dr. Vicki Ann Cremona – Intangible Heritage
Expert
- Ms. Francesca Balzan – Palazzo Falzon
- Ms. Samantha Fabry – Heritage Enterprise Ltd
- Mr. Edward Said – Conservation architect

- Mr. Anthony Scicluna – CEO Jubilee Foods
- Mr. Marc Cabourdin – Old Priory Mdina
- Mr. Ruben Zahra – Soundscapes
- Mr. Joe Magro Conti – MEPA (Heritage

Culture

committee)
- Mr. Nathaniel Cutajar – SCH
- Mr. Charles Farrugia – National Archives
- Mr. Lawrence Farrugia - Ghaqda Kazini tal-Baned
- Mr. Joseph Theuma Ghaqda Piroteknika Maltija
- Mr. Dane Munro – Great Siege of Malta

Arts: (Visual Arts, Music, Performing Arts)

- Chair: Toni Attard
- Dr. Vince Briffa – Visual Artist/ Lecturer/
Audiovisual director/ University of Malta

- Mr. Chris Gatt – St. James Cavalier
- Mr. David Vella - Temple studios
- Ms. Alison White – Malta Dance Council
- Mr. Felix Busuttil – YADA

- Mr. Mario Frendo – Artistic Director Malta Arts
Festival
- Mr. Nigel Camilleri – NNG
- Mr. Edward Mercieca – Theatre producer and
President of APAP
- Ms. Sarah Spiteri - Musician
- Ms. Natasha Borg – Atelier Culture
- Mr. Renzo Spiteri – Musician
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- Mr. Sean Buhagiar – MCCA
- Mr. Fabrizio Mifsud Soler – MCCA
- Mr. Alexander Debono – Museum of Fine Arts

- Dr. James Scerri Worley –Malta Philharmonic
Orchestra

- Dr. Maria Frendo – Victoria Arts Festival

Media: (Publishing and Printed Media, Audiovisuals)

- Chair: Caldon Mercieca
- Ms. Daniela Vella – Media Desk Malta
- Mr. Trevor Zahra – Author
- Dr. Adrian Grima – Inizjamed
- Mr. David Serge – The Bigger Picture
- Mr. Slavko Vukanovic – Kinemastik
- Mr. Chris Gruppetta – GM Merlin Publishers
- Mr. Winston Azzopardi – Film Producer
- Dr. Simone Inguanez – MCCA
- Mr. Joe Mizzi – Midsea Books/ Chairman PBS

- Ms. Abigail Mallia – Take 2
- Mr. Frank Spiteri – Gutenberg press
- Dr. Gorg Mallia – National Book Council
- Mr. Massimo Schiavone - Malta Printing Industry
Association

- Ms. Louisa Bonello – Malta Film Commission
- Rev. Prof. Savior Chircop – UoM, Department of
Media and Communications
- Dr. Gordon Calleja – Digital Games

Creative Business Services: (Design, Software, architecture, advertising, cultural tourism)

- Chair: Dr. Jeanine Rizzo
- Perit Vince Cassar – Kamra tal-Periti
- Mr. Gege Gatt – ICON Studios
- Mr. Stephen Vella –MCAST, Institute of Art and
Design

- Mr. John Mallia – Digital Arts Expo
- Mr. George Mifsud – MPS (Advertising)
- Ms. Marie Louise Mangion –Tourism and

- Mr Ron Maarschalkerweerd– Charles and Ron
Fashion

- Dr. David Darmanin - Uniblue
- Mr. Alex Grech – Strategyworks
- Perit John Ebejer – Architect BICC
- Profs. Jonathan Borg – University of Malta
- Mr. Kenneth Scicluna – Lighthouse
Communications

Sustainable Development, MTCE
- Mr. Josef Gafa’ – Jugs Entertainment
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Executive summary
i. The creative economy in figures
CCIs accounted for 4% of GDP (2001-2007)
9% annualised average growth (2000-2007)
Number of enterprises: 3,600 (2007)

People employed: 7,590 (2007)

Average wage : €15,600 p.a.

GVA: €181M (2007)

GVA per person employee: €24,000

Average Annual Growth in GVA per
employee: 7.5% (2005/7)

Public expenditure (including EU funds)
in Culture and Creativity:
€28.6M (2010)
Tourist expenditure in CCIs:
€47.5 M (2009)
6% of total tourist expenditure

Government CCIs Expenditure as a share Government CCIs expenditure per capita:
€55 (2010)
of Total Government Expenditure:
€63 (2011)
0.9% (2012)
Exports of cultural
and creative goods3 :
€23 million in 2008
Dropped at an annual average rate of
nearly 5 % (2004-2008)

Exported cultural and creative services4:
Rose at a considerable annual average
growth rate of over 60% (2004-2008).
Main sectors driving growth: audiovisual
services, advertising, and architectural
services.

ii. Cultural participation in Malta in figures5
Theatres and museums (2009)
71 theatres registered for statistical
purposes – 48 are community-based
1,614 volunteers working in theatres
66 museums registered for statistical
purposes – 35% managed by State

Participation in arts events (2011)
8% participated in a public performance
(singing, dancing, acting or music)
8.9% participated in artistic activity
(painting, drawing, sculpture, computer
graphics, etc.)

Attendance to museums and arts events
(2011)
12.7% attended a dance performance
31% attended a concert/live music
25% went to an art/photographic
exhibition
30.5% attended a theatre performance
61.1% who attended preferred theatre in
Maltese
30.7% visited a museum
38% went to the cinema
52.5% of non-attendees were ‘not
interested’ or ‘do not like these events’

Participation in local and traditional
(2011)
7.3% participated in village feasts
[1.8%] participate in Passion Plays
3.6% participated in Good Friday
procession
[2%] participated in Carnival
[0.4%] participated in Imnarja
[0.3%] participated in Regatta
[1.1%] participated in Local Council
festivals
90 band clubs registered in Malta and
Gozo
30,134 involved in band clubs; 4,123 as
resident and trainee players; 1,426 as
committee members
Attendance to local and traditional
events (2011)
57.4% attended village feasts
26% attended Passion Plays
41.6% attended Good Friday procession
29.6% attended Carnival
11.5% attended Imnarja
7.6% attended Regatta
24.7% attended Local Council festivals

Media (2011)
in the 12 months preceding the survey

41% read a book; 35% of readers read 1 3 books; 32.3% read romantic novels; 2%
read e-books
46.3% prefer reading in English
38.6% prefer reading in Maltese
(in the 4 weeks preceding the survey)

77% persons watched television every
day
51% listened to the radio everyday
60% of people listened to their preferred
music on radio
57.8% preferred rock and popular music
14.6% preferred Classical, lyric, opera or
operetta
Education
Between 2005 and 2010: 40,300 SEC and
MATSEC students graduated from CCIs
related subjects; 1,253 MCAST students
and 1,512 University students obtained
CCIs related qualifications;
7,479 students qualified in various
disciplines through the Drama, Art and
Music Schools; and a further 16,149
qualified from international
examinations following private tuition.
30% attending LLL institutions were
under 10 years of age in 2009, and 69%
studying dance in private schools were
under 14 in 2008.

* figures in [ ] are under-represented
3

Which includes Crafts (carpets, celebrations, other paper, wicker ware and yarn), Audiovisual (film), Design, (architecture, fashion,
interior and jewellery), New Media, and Music, Publishing and Visual Arts (antiques, paintings, photography and sculpture).
4
Excluding recreational services exported which were mainly remote gaming services.
5
Figures are mainly drawn from the Cultural Participation Survey 2011 published by NSO, and other NSO surveys.
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iii. Key objectives of the strategy
The objectives of the strategy have been identified along 4 main strategic paths:

•

To strengthen and consolidate the remits of the Malta Council for Culture and the Arts, the
Malta Film Commission, the Malta Crafts Council and the National Book Council by
responding to the needs of the industry and capitalising on the new global developments of
the creative economy.

•

To consolidate the educational framework and invest in creativity-oriented educational
institutions and initiatives that can provide excellence in the formative needs of educators
and students who pursue training leading to creative careers, while ensuring that a
framework for professional recognition, accreditation and networking is sustained to cater
for the professional development of the sectors.

•

To ensure that creative individuals and enterprises are assisted to find their route to market
through investment programmes, fiscal measures, and minimal bureaucracy, whilst
promoting a sustainable entrepreneurial culture through professionalisation, inter-industry
synergies and clustering.

•

To position Malta as an attractive, contemporary and stimulating creative hub within the
Mediterranean region, with strong emphasis on exchange and access to international
markets.

iv. Key observations on the 4 strategic paths
Governance
•

Public Expenditure: In 2011 Government spent €26.5 million in CCIs, of which the
governance aspect includes over €19.7 million for its entities and related expenditure,
around €5.3 million in funding and initiatives to support individuals, organisation and events,
and €1.5 million in co-funding for EU projects. Government expenditure for 2012 is
budgeted at €26.7 million, excluding co-funding obligations for EU projects.

•

Shifting Policy Focus: In 2011 cultural and creative industries received a budget increase of
around 13.2%, mostly for initiatives addressing creative individuals and enterprises. This
reflected a shift in the policy approach to the Creative Economy with strong emphasis on the
contribution of NGOs and creative enterprises as key contributors to creative development.

•

Fragmented Political Remit: 11 Ministries have the political remit to directly address some
aspect or other of the cultural and creative industries.

•

Dispersed Policy and Strategic Functions: 22 National authorities, agencies and
departments are directly responsible for policy making or strategy implementation of some
area of the cultural and creative industries. These exclude service providers and operators in
heritage and the arts such as theatres and museums.

•

Creative Europe 2014-2020: The European Commission’s Financial Framework 2014-2020
proposes to rationalise and simplify its current structure through a single, integrated
programme entitled ‘Creative Europe’ and allocates €1.8 billion to the programme, which
includes investment aid directed to small businesses in the CCIs.

Economic observations related to Governance
•

Economic Contribution: Heritage, arts, media and creative business services have strong
inter-linkages and draw on a common pool of cultural and artistic resources. In 2007, CCIs in
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Malta employed around 7,600 people and accounted for 4 per cent of GDP. CCIs are also
important contributors to large sectors of the economy such as tourism and manufacturing.
•

Market Imperfections: The creative economy is typically dominated by SMEs especially
micro-enterprises and nano-enterprises (1 person set-up). Market failures may hinder the
growth and development of these sectors. Government policy needs to address market
imperfections which give rise to inequality and distort incentives away from the creative
sector to the retail and distribution sectors.

•

High Standards: Some sectors may lack the profit motive and competition to reach high
quality and standards, but remain vital to the overall economic efficiency of CCIs.

•

Standardisation and Certification: helps consumers distinguish between originals and fakes,
ensuring true market value for original work of art and proper compensation to creative
industry operators.

•

Intellectual Property: Establishing industrial and intellectual property (IP) rights through
patents and copyrights in the industry is useful to address market failure and safeguard an
adequate rate of return and continued investment. Standard setting, increased awareness,
regulation and enforcement of intellectual property rights are crucial.

Education
•

National Cultural Policy and Vision 2015 commitments: In view of the National Cultural
Policy, and echoing the emphasis on investment in human capital made in the Vision 2015
Market Assessment Report, Malta needs continued and focussed effort in bringing the
educational sector to respond more effectively to the needs of the creative economy.

•

Malta’s Ongoing Development: During the past decade Malta has invested heavily in
educational infrastructure, including the setting up of school networks, or colleges, and the
review of the National Minimum Curriculum, among other areas. Additional developments in
the tertiary sector have also contributed to the provision of a wider range of opportunities for
students to train and specialise.

•

Numbers in Cultural and Creative Disciplines: Since 2000, Malta has seen very high growth
rates in the completion of both secondary (+8.4%) and tertiary education (+7.4%)6. The
student population at the Institute for Art and Design (MCAST) has increased from 178 in
2001 to 727 in 2011-2012 (October 2011 figures), covering 34 different courses. Publiclyfunded Life-Long Learning institutions providing training in the arts, crafts, drama and music
had 4,292 students registered at the beginning of the 2011-2012 academic year. An indicator
of the commitment by the private sector in arts education is shown by the fact that 4,305
students were registered with dance schools (NSO, 2010 data).

•

Professional Training, Entrepreneurship and Enabling Tools: Growth in the creative sector is
directly linked to the quality offer in professional training. Different service providers need to
coordinate their efforts in arts training (visual arts, performing arts, creative writing, and
digital arts); heritage (cultural heritage management, conservation and restoration); film and
audiovisual development and production (including video games); and the creative business
services.

•

Early Exposure to the CCIs: Students should find within their educational environment
opportunities to investigate and expose themselves to the creative ecosystem which creative
operators and industries function in. Dynamism, technology and human creativity, the
recognition and refinement of talent, and the tools and opportunities to develop further and
contribute significantly to an open, competitive and international milieu are all an integral
part of this ecosystem.

6

Angelou Economics, 2010. Vision 2015 and Beyond: A Path to a Knowledge Based Economy Report 2: Target Industry. [pdf] Available at:
<https://opm.gov.mt/file.aspx?f=2448> [Accessed 7 November 2011].
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•

Film Sector Observation: The development of film requires a coordinated approach bringing
together the University of Malta, MCAST’s Art and Design Institute, existing and new private
training providers, and a holistic governance framework for the audiovisual sector (currently
fragmented between the Malta Film Commission (MFEI), the Culture and Audiovisual Unit
(MTCE), the Public Broadcasting Services (MEDE) and the Broadcasting Authority (OPM).

•

Accreditation Structure: The role of an accreditation structure in this field is urgently required
to ensure quality levels are maintained, while an evaluation of the full range of training
options available on the market needs to feed into the plans for devising publicly and
privately run training facilities in these disciplines. Collaboration between regulatory agencies
needs to be strengthened, and should include inputs in terms of professional skills standards
from the Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority (MCCAA) and the newly
proposed Skills Council.

•

Associations’ Role: The role of sector specific associations is an integral part of the process
towards professionalising the cultural and creative activity, and driving towards quality
standards and accreditation. There is in this regard a great need for more professional and
practitioner associations to represent the interests of the cultural and creative sectors.

Economic observations related to Education
•

Cultural Occupations: 6,250 Cultural occupations were registered in Malta in 2009, equivalent
to 4 per cent of total employment. Of these, 75 per cent are employed full time, 17 per cent
work part time, and 8 per cent are unemployed.7

•

Productivity: The annual average growth rate of productivity between 2005 and 2007 in the
CCIs stood at 5.3 per cent, in line with the average annual growth in productivity of the total
Maltese economy.

•

Factors for Success: Audience development, the search for new markets and technological
improvements such as in the IT sector are factors which enable CCIs, particularly the
traditional arts and culture industries, become competitive and raise productivity.

•

Lack of Funding, Own Funding and Uncertainty of Income: A perception of higher than
average risk in the culture and artistic sectors, and the constrained access to finance, leave
them to be highly dependent on public funds and donations. Multiple job-holding is typical,
with income from non-arts full-time occupations supplementing income from (or funding for)
artistic activity. Income potential in this sector is also heavily dependent on experience, with
the latter sometimes being more determining than education.

•

Quality, Education and Value: Improved educational standards and quality increase the
potential of the sector to generate high value added. Quality expectations effect demand, as
price sensitivity and product/service substitution can be mitigated through higher quality.
Improved quality standards increase the value offered by the industries, allowing for higher
prices and income. Additionally, education and appreciation levels of both industry
participants and prospective clients/audiences are highlighted, with exposure and education
playing an important role in audience development.

Route to Market

7

•

Creative Entrepreneurs are drivers and key assets for the future of the creative economy in
Malta, but require specific attention within the economic fabric of the Maltese society due
to the specific characteristics of the cultural and creative industries.

•

Clusters are spaces with distinctive identities that bring together a number of creative
entrepreneurs from a variety of creative sectors. This cross fertilisation of creative work
leads to stronger cooperation, creative entrepreneurship and creative development.

Refer to Appendix I in Part 1 of the Strategy Report, for further detail on employment statistics.
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•

Access to Finance for the CCIs is a major obstacle for creative entrepreneurs and for sector
development. This is a constraint for small enterprises in CCIs and leads to underinvestment
in the sector from the optimal levels required by the economy.

•

Specific Needs: Although generic investment schemes may offer financing to creative
entrepreneurs, the specific conditions of the creative worker and the emerging financing
models in Europe and beyond, express the need for specialised financial mechanisms,
including guarantees, micro loans and venture capital funds.

•

Public Intervention: On one hand there are sectors with constrained profit making capacity
but still justifying public intervention and investment, while on the other hand there are
sectors in which the profit motive is easily married to public policy objectives. Public
intervention should keep the delicate balance of compensating for market imperfections,
while still driving the industries towards high quality and efficiency levels. In profit-driven
industries intervention can be more about improving information, standardisation,
regulation and enforcing property rights.

Economic observations related Route to Market
•

Industry Composition: Creative Business Services account for 47 per cent of the value-added
by CCIs, the Media sector contributes around 41 per cent, while Heritage and Arts contribute
5 per cent and 7 per cent respectively.

•

Micro Enterprises: 3,600 enterprises operated in core CCIs in 2007. These are mostly micro
enterprises employing less than 5 people, with typical difficulties related to lack of access to
finance, lack of scale economies, difficulties in accessing foreign markets and organisational
problems of small family businesses. The sector may also suffer from
monopolistic/oligopolistic structures, information asymmetries, under-provision of positive
externalities and public goods, and income inequality. On the other hand small creative
enterprises have enhanced flexibility in diversifying and adapting. Government policy needs
to address the weaknesses of micro enterprises whilst maximising on their strengths in the
creativity process.

•

GVA Growth: CCIs as a whole have been growing at a slower pace than the rest of the
economy, indicating competitiveness losses which need to be addressed through an
economic strategy. In 2007 CCIs grew by almost 4 per cent. However this is a diverse
industry, with a number of sub-sectors outperforming the rest of the economy. Sub-sectoral
performances are diverse and indicated a need to account for the distinctive features of
each facet of industry.

•

Productivity Growth: As an indication of productivity, the gross value added generated by
CCIs (05/07) is around EUR 24,000 per person employed, in line with the national economy
average. Sectors with higher labour productivity are Creative Services, Software Services and
Printing and Publishing.

•

Industry Performance: Significant growth (2005/07) is noted in Music, Visual Arts,
Performing Arts and Software Services, with average annual growth in excess of 10 per cent.
The printing and publishing industry performance grew at a rate of more than 6 per cent
while the crafts sector grew at a relatively low rate. At the other end of the scale are creative
services, design, audiovisual and cultural-sites with a decline in GVA.

•

Potential in Arts and Heritage sectors: Labour productivity in the arts and heritage sector is
low compared to the average in the Maltese economy. However encouraging growth in the
arts sector indicates potential for a stronger sector. On the other hand the heritage sector
lacked productivity performance in 2005/2007, but generated EUR 17,000 per person
employed in 2004, suggesting potential for recovery.

•

Declining Productivity in Media: The media sector suffered a decline in productivity,
stemming from the performance in the audiovisual sub-sector.
x
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•

Consumption Indicators: Growing demand in the domestic market and an increasing share
of consumption in CCIs by households (2004-2008) suggest a potential for growth. Further
indications of growth in 2009 also suggest resilience of demand during economic recession.
The largest sectors are not necessarily those demanded most by Maltese households,
indicating the importance of tourism and export penetration for the growth of the CCIs.

•

Quality & High Value Added: The drive for quality and professionalisation of the sector is
important to assist creative businesses find their route to market. The higher the quality and
the prestige of a creative good or service the stronger the ability of the creative industry to
fetch a higher price and therefore generate more value added.

Internationalisation
•

The Issue of Size: Studies show that high economic performance can be expected from both
smaller and larger cities. The significance of this for the Maltese economy, and for the
Creative Economy in particular, is that structural demographic and geographic limitations
need not limit the sector’s growth and development, especially in view of the enabling
technologies allowing for active direct participation on the global arena.

•

Malta as a City: The dynamism of creative activity in Malta can be favourably and gainfully
compared to that present in international hubs and cities. This is also reflected in the
countries selected as benchmarks for comparative purposes in the Vision 2015 Report,
where Luxembourg and Singapore feature as countries with comparable city-state
characteristics.

•

Strategic Priorities: Malta could not replicate models of international creative hubs for
sector specific industries. However, it can become a regional creative space for
experimentation and for the development of ideas which can be exported. Such
environment increases Malta’s attractiveness as a vibrant creative environment. Strategic
priorities should include the internationalisation of Maltese creative talent, while retaining
the cultural and economic benefit of home-grown talent, making Malta an attractive place
for vibrant creative organisations to operate from, and domicile intellectual property.

•

Cultural Tourism: An important part in the process of internationalising Malta’s CCIs is
cultural tourism. This form of exchange is currently taking place mainly through the
country’s historical sites. Many other sectors are indicated to be under-exploited in terms of
tourism, such as crafts and the arts. The cultural tourists are important high-value visitors
with the added potential to alleviate seasonality.

•

V18: Valletta’s bid to host the European Capital of Culture in 2018 is a unique opportunity to
transform Malta into a hub for creative exchange, but which needs vital infrastructural
projects to take place. There is the need for adequate, modern and professional
infrastructures, including music and theatrical performance spaces, libraries and archives, a
modern and contemporary art museum, together with a fresh approach to the presentation
of our cultural heritage.

•

Capacity Building is also an important part of the internationalisation process. In order to
tap into global trade circuits, the necessary capacity building needs to take place within
public cultural organisations to develop an internationally relevant profile and portfolio. In
return this will increase international presence, facilitate further collaborations and
encourage partnerships with private creative enterprises to export repertoire. This will also
require the necessary governance structures to champion, facilitate and support Malta’s
international cultural and creative ambitions.

Economic Observations related to Internationalisation
•

International Trade: Between 2004 and 2008, economic data indicates a decline in goods
export for Malta, whilst substantial export increases of advertising, architectural services
xi
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and particularly audiovisual services, resulted in a considerable growth rate for services
export. Internationally, between 2002 and 2008 (UNCTAD, 2010), exports generated by the
creative industries grew at an average annual rate of 14.4 per cent, estimated at $592 billion
in 2008. Creative services experienced a higher growth rate then creative goods. In the EU
(European Competitiveness Report, 2010), creative goods account for 4.3 per cent of the EU27's external exports in 2008 and CCIs contributed 3.3 per cent of GDP in 2006.
•

Tourist Expenditure: In 2009 tourists spent almost EUR 25 million on cultural activities,
mainly consisting of site visits. In addition, tourists spent almost EUR 23 million on culture
related products such as maps, postcards, guidebooks, and mostly souvenirs. This adds up to
6 per cent of total tourist expenditure and reflects the patterns of cultural activities and
visits of tourists. Despite the relatively fewer visits to arts and crafts venues, expenditure on
souvenirs is relatively high. This may mean that the tourists at such sites spend a significant
amount on related souvenirs and/or that such expenditure is taking place outside of the
venues. In addition to the above figures, further expenditure includes organised tours,
excursions and boat trips which have strong ties to heritage related activities. These
represent an additional 2.5 per cent of tourist expenditure.

•

Competitiveness and Services Export: Apart from the importance of tourism to the heritage
sector, data on international trade suggest an increasing penetration into export markets
particularly in the creative business services sector. There is however still further scope for
the exploitation of export markets. This requires sustaining efforts top improve
competitiveness. Export market shares for goods produced by the CCIs in Malta have
experienced a decline suggesting competitiveness losses. However, export market shares for
services produced by the CCIs have experienced an increase, even if an unstable one,
suggesting gains in the export competitiveness of services.

•

Adding Value through Inter-Linkages: There is the potential to maximise on potential interlinkages between cultural and creative sectors: the media servicing industry and the
development of an indigenous film industry can capitalise on developments in the digital
games industry; performing arts can tap into technology-based applications; the Crafts
sector could partner with the industries such as design and fashion; and educational
institutions need to uptake their central role in this process.

•

Economic Impact of Cultural and Creative Activity: The research included in part 1 of this
Strategy (City of Culture: Case-study on the impact of arts and culture on city life and the
national economy) finds that cultural and creative activity over the period of 7 weeks in JulyAugust 2010 resulted in direct revenue of €5.6 Million and an additional indirect impact of
€9.2 Million on the Economy. The activity is estimated to contribute to 0.1 per cent of GDP
in a relatively brief period, with significant economic impact. Additionally the case-study
highlights the high value of cultural tourism, with a multiplier effect (forward linkages) of
around 3 for museums and historical sites.

v. Key strategic outcomes and timelines
Legal
•
•
•
•
•

Amend Act 444 Malta Council for Culture and the Arts to reflect the principles and
governance structure of the renewed governance structure.
Enact legislation for Creative Trust. (Announced in Budget 2011)
Enact legislation for Festivals Malta.
Integrate Malta Crafts Council Act within MCCA Act.
Provide official and legal recognition of creative professionals.

Timeline: 2012 - 2013
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Fiscal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

√

Provide tax rebates for private cultural education. (Announced in Budget 2012)
Develop income averaging mechanism for artists.
Provide tax exemption on grants and awards.
Provide tax exemption on royalties. (Announced in Budget 2012)
Incentivise private investment in the cultural and creative industries.
Design tax incentives for creative practitioners to live and work in Valletta. (Announced in
Budget 2012)
Offer a flat income tax rate for game industry specialists. (Announced in Budget 2012)
Introduce tax incentives for re-domiciling of Intellectual Property. (Announced in Budget
2012)
Extend the current ‘Create’ tax-incentive to include all of Valletta. (Announced in Budget
2012)

Timeline: 2012 - 2014

Investments
√
√
√
√

√
√
•
•
•
•
•

Kreattiv – promote creative partnerships between schools and creative practitioners.
Premju tal-President għall-Kreattivita’ – investments in young talent, young people and
communities.
Culture Card – provide all secondary school students €15 credit for artistic and cultural
events.
INVEX: Providing funding over a three-year period for cultural organisations seeking to
enhance their professional capacities and portfolio by way of organisational growth,
research, business and audience development, technological investment and international
partnerships.
Establish a Creativity Trust to consolidate contributions by the public and private sector, to
step up investment in existing schemes, and other initiatives such as venture capital.
Support training programmes in films, culture management and leadership.
Review the awards programme of the National Lottery Good Causes Fund to introduce a
crowd funding mechanism.
Establish the Malta Games Fund. (Announced in Budget 2012)
Establish the Cultural Heritage Fund.
Develop a venture capital fund for the Cultural and Creative Industries.
Introduce Public Lending Rights. (Announced in Budget 2012)

Timeline: 2012 - 2014

Projects
•

•

•
•
•
•

Government is to consolidate, amend and strengthen its governance structures to develop a
key strategic leader and catalyst for all the cultural and creative industries with Strategy and
Brokerage at the core of its design principles.
Set up a permanent task group composed of education and culture policy experts to focus
on the integration of cultural and creative areas in the national curriculum and on the
creation and development of vocational and higher educational facilities.
Develop a College of Arts for the provision of professional vocational training. (Announced in
Budget 2011)
Establish a School for the Performing Arts within the University of Malta.
Draw up and integrate a professional Film training course as part of the formal educational
framework.
Implement the recommendations put forward by the Digital Games strategy to ensure that
the educational system provides the flow of human capacities needed for a vibrant digital
games ecosystem in Malta.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

√

Implement an Apprenticeship scheme for training and work placements in CCIs.
Ideas Factory – creative spaces for artists, studios and workshops.
Design Space – design centred clustered with links to architecture centre.
CraftsLab – crafts and design centred showcase.
Digital Media Hub – cluster for audio-visual productions, digital games and AV incubator.
Establish Teatru Nazzjonali for the performing arts and integrate within its structures a core
team from the Drama Unit to develop into a professional theatre ensemble for children and
young people.
Create dedicated spaces for the performance of music (concert, choral, operatic) and the
production of theatrical performances that reflect contemporary versatility in terms of set
design and audience-spectator relations.
Establish a national and international market for modern and contemporary art through the
creation of a dedicated museum gallery and exhibition space.
Pilot the concept of creative studios in Valletta through a guardianship deed between the
Lands Department and the relevant Ministries. (Announced in Budget 2012)
Developing programmes and initiatives that export Malta’ creative professionals and works
through international expos, fares, festivals, pitching etc. (Announced in Budget 2011)
Create a virtual platform for showcasing, sales, pitching and networking.
Create a cultural diplomacy fund to support, motivate and empower Diplomatic Missions to
capitalise on the outcome of the above mentioned initiatives. (Announced in Budget 2012)

Timeline: 2012 - 2013 (Feasibility studies)
2014 - 2018 (Structural funds projects)

Administrative
•
√
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Prioritise and address the development of CCIs in the use of structural funds from the
upcoming funding programme 2014-2020.
Develop a 4 year plan for the collation of culture statistics.
Build the capacity of the staff compliment within the Education Division, to address the
minimum requirements of basic arts education through professional pedagogical training.
Devise a comprehensive accreditation framework to ensure professional and safe delivery of
cultural and creative education.
Streamline existing funding programmes through a centralised management structure.
Embark on an extensive capacity building exercise in public cultural organisations to address
the basic requirements of stronger cultural leadership, management and technical provision.
Transform all publicly run theatres into active hubs of performing arts activity.
Shape the Libraries of Malta into active knowledge centres and catalysts for the Maltese
publishing industry and authors.
Strengthen the role of PBS in its capacity as commissioning agent.
Ensure that the public sector is familiar with the specificities of the CCIs through appropriate
training programmes.
Support Maltese participation in international expos, fairs and festivals by extending
mobility funds to all CCIs whilst establishing further collaborations with Malta Enterprise for
participation in business delegations and industry networking.
Maximise Malta’s potential growth in niche cultural tourism through further segmented
marketing as indicated and advised in the City of Culture report and the economic report for
CCIs.

Timeline: 2012 – 2014
Mid-term review of Strategy in 2016
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1. INTRODUCING THE CREATIVE ECONOMY AND THE CCIs
Creativity is a shared experience between those who manifest it and those who experience it. It is a
process which celebrates our cultural identity and which provides an extensive platform for
innovation and change. It can excite, challenge, entertain, shock, enlighten but it can also employ
and generate wealth. It is intrinsically an industry that capitalises on intellectual property and which
has its origin in individual creativity, talent and skill.
Being a source of prosperity in both economic and social terms, creativity can increase our standard
of living, regenerate our towns and villages, enhance our environment, explore our educational
needs, improve our health, generate tourism, promote our country on the world stage and attract
new investments. It is for all these reasons that creativity works.
Ultimately, it can offer young, ambitious and creative individuals more jobs and opportunities in one
of the fastest growing industries in Europe. The knowledge-based economy relies on creative
individuals to be its prime source for economic, technological and artistic innovation. It is for this
reason that governments around the globe are talking about the creative economy, devising
ambitious plans and responding quickly to the industries.
Malta is indeed a talented nation. From advertising to architecture, graphic design to fashion, crafts
to the performing arts and from the film servicing industry to published literary works, thousands of
individuals are capitalising on their ideas and skills to produce a variety of creative experiences,
goods and services. The creative workers are at the heart of the cultural and creative industries, yet
they require the right economic, social and cultural environment to thrive and develop.
Talent itself is a great asset; however the nation must go beyond that to develop a sustainable
sector. Malta’s future creative entrepreneurs need the necessary educational structures, legal
systems and investments to professionalise their sectors. The current limitations of the local creative
scene, often leading to a brain drain of young creative talent, need to be transformed into new
opportunities for access to local and international markets. Government surely cannot take on the
role of a creative worker, however through strategies, investment and initiatives, government can
commit to championing the CCIs.
The modern creative economy found form when cultural traditions, skills and expressions were
merged with modern economic activity such as design, advertising, film and fashion, and gained
momentum through the underlying fast-paced development of digital technology which offered an
ever widening reach. In their diverse expressions and forms, arts and cultural heritage are the fuel of
this creative economy. These sources input in the economy a valuable stream of disciplines, skills,
inspiration, infrastructure and communication platforms, providing a vibrant and dynamic potential
of growth and development. Additionally, other qualities such as inclusivity, social responsibility, and
the utilisation of the individual’s unique skills provide for a strong generation of positive externalities
in the regions where such activity is concentrated.
The uniqueness of cultural and creative industries (CCIs) lies in their inter-woven economic and
cultural value. Products of CCIs often have a cultural significance resulting in an expressive value
which is distinct from material cost and functionality. This is the root of the remarkably high valueadded potential within these industries. However, for years there has been a huge difficulty in
recognising the significance of cultural and creative activity. Whereas CCIs have outperformed the
traditional industries for a number of years, this was never followed by a proportionate political
recognition and investment input. This ensues from a number of contributing factors and particular
characteristics, one of which being a high level of domestically generated value-added. Despite being
an advantageous economic factor, this minimises the need of import factors and thus risks being
overshadowed by other industries portraying high levels of output and turnover. Additional
problems lie in the definition, mapping and statistical representation of CCIs. Problematic data
4
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gathering and economic analysis compromise the recognition of an industry which is now starting to
surprise.
Besides under-estimating the direct impacts of the creative economy, a further mistake would be
not taking into account the contribution to the wider economy and its social value. Conventional
statistics may fail to provide the correct picture on both the direct and the indirect contributions.
The notions of ‘Public Value’ come in great relevance in this case, with a growing appreciation of
Europe’s cultural richness as an important strategic element. A new understanding is starting to
develop of the potential that lies in the intertwining of identity, culture, arts, creative expression,
society and the modern economy.

2. DEFINING THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
The creative economy is difficult to define and measure. Across the European Union attempts are
still being made to find common terminology and streamline statistical data. Worldwide, matters
become even more complex with diverse cultural issues fusing into other definitions. This ranges
from the consideration of Aryuveda in India to religious ritual in Thailand as integral to cultural and
creative sectors. This is the fascination and specificity of the creative industries which ‘refuse to lie
down and be measured like other sectors of the economy. And that is why economists and
statisticians will probably never stop debating how to define them and how to estimate their worth’
(Newbegin 2010).
The rise of these cultural and creative sectors as an ‘industry’ has also brought resistance from
numerous artists and creative practitioners who do not want to associate themselves or their work
with the post-industrial consumerist conditions set by ‘industry’. They prefer to see themselves as
individual creative practitioners who are closer to social activism and cultural value than industrial
workmanship. Without undermining the social and intrinsic value of the cultural and creative
sectors, which in themselves add value to the economic discourse for cultural and creative potential,
those championing these sectors are also aware that the process of validation for the sector and its
specificities cannot be approached without an ‘industry’ lens. This is the process which has
revolutionised political agendas in the last decade and which set an important cultural agenda in
numerous countries, regions and cities. The most successful managed to fuse the grassroots social
and cultural values with the discourse on markets and growth. This strategy is designed with these
principles in mind and stems from a joint collaboration between the Ministry of Finance, the
Economy and Investment and the Ministry for Tourism, Culture and the Environment. This ensures
that strong economic knowledge and cultural expertise are fused into a cohesive strategy that builds
on economic and cultural policies with authored contributions by the same team members.
The term ‘creative industries’ in public policy formulation is largely attributed to the UK's
Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) which denoted ‘those industries that have their
origin in individual creativity, skill, and talent and that have a potential for wealth and job creation
through the generation and exploitation of intellectual property’8. UNCTAD defines the creative
industries as being comprised of activities ‘at the crossroads between arts, business and technology’
and which produce ‘symbolic products with a heavy reliance on intellectual property’9 (UNCTAD,
2004, 2010).

8

DCMS, 1998, 2001. Creative Industries Mapping Document 1998/2001(p5). London: DCMS. Available at:
.<http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.culture.gov.uk/reference_library/publications/4632.aspx> [Accessed on 18
September 2011].
9
UNCTAD, 2010. Creative Economy Report 2010. Geneva: UNCTAD Press. Available at:
<http://www.unctad.org/en/docs/ditctab20103_en.pdf> [Accessed on 20 November 2011].
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DEVELOPING DEFINITIONS OF THE
CREATIVE ECONOMY
UK

European Union

United Nations -UNCTAD

Department for Culture
Media and Sports

ESSnet Culture-2010

“Creative industries” are defined
as “those industries which have
their
origin
in
individual
creativity, skill and talent and
which have a potential for wealth
and job creation through the
generation and exploitation of
intellectual property.” (DCMS
2001)

ESSnet is a network of several ESS
(European Statistical System)
organisations aimed at providing
results that will be beneficial to
the whole ESS.

Creative Economy Report 2008- The
Challenge of Assessing the Creative
Economy: towards Informed Policy Making
and
Creative Economy Report 2010- A Feasible
Development Option

As at 2006, the DCMS definition
recognised
eleven
creative
sectors, down from fourteen in
their 2001 document. They are:
• Advertising
• Architecture
• Art and antiques market
• Crafts
• Design
• Designer Fashion
• Film, Video and Photography
• Software, Computer Games
and Electronic publishing
• Music and the Visual and
Performing arts
• Publishing
• Television & Radio

It is a method of work developed
by Eurostat (the Statistical Office
of the European Union) and
designed to cover methodological
activities. A definition of Cultural
Industries is in development by
ESSnet.
Cultural Activities as defined so far
are:
• Heritage: Museums, Historical
Places, Archaeological Sites
• Archives
• Libraries
• Books and Press
• Visual Arts: Plastic Arts,
Photography, Design
• Performing Arts: Music, Dance,
Drama, Combined arts and
other live show
• Audiovisual & multimedia:
Film, Radio, Television, Video,
Sound recordings, Multimedia

Creative industries “constitute a set of
knowledge-based activities, focused on
but not limited to arts, potentially
generating revenues from trade and
intellectual property right”. (They)
“comprise
tangible
products
and
intangible intellectual or artistic services
with creative content, economic value and
market objective...”
UNCTAD Classification of Creative
Industries:
• Heritage:
Cultural Sites
Archaeological sites, museums, libraries,
exhibitions, etc…
Traditional Cultural Expressions
(Arts & crafts, festivals & celebrations)
• Arts:
Visual Arts
Paintings, sculptures, photography and
antiques
Performing Arts
Live Music, Theatre, Dance, Opera, Circus,
Puppetry, etc…
• Media:
Publishing and printed media
Books, press, and other publications
Audiovisuals
Film, television, radio, other broadcasting

works, Videogames
• Architecture
• Advertising
• Training

• Functional Creations:
Design
Interior, graphic, fashion, jewellery, toys
New Media
Software, video games, digitalized
creative content
Creative Services
Architecture, advertising, creative R&D,
cultural & recreational
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The creative economy as defined
by the Creative Economy Working Group (Malta):
The Creative Economy encompasses a set of knowledge based economic
activities (creative and intellectual capital) encompassing the cycles of
creation, production, and distribution of creative goods and services, that
have the potential to generate economic growth, employment and
development.
The pillars of the creative economy are the Cultural and Creative Industries:
Heritage, Arts, Media and Creative Business Services.
Creative workers and cultural assets are at the heart of the CCIs. Through
talent, skill, entrepreneurship and intellectual property, the creative worker
can generate new jobs and companies, and help mature industries to retool for the future.
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– Comparing Malta’s creative and cultural domains with international definitions
Malta (CEWG)
Heritage
Crafts
Antiques
Traditional Festivals and
Celebrations
Cultural Sites

UK (DCMS)

EU (ESSnet)

UN (UNCTAD)

(Art Crafts)

Arts
The Visual Arts
Music
Performing Arts
Media
Publishing and Printed
Media
Film & Video
Television & Radio
Video Games
Creative Business Services
Design
Software, Database and
Web design
Architecture
Advertising
Cultural
Services/Tourism

(only web &
multimedia
development)

Training/Cultural
Education

– Statistical economic representation:
ESSnet-culture was set up in 2009 at Eurostat to further coordinate the harmonisation of statistics
on cultural and creative activities10. Work is in the final stages, with the above table indicating the
selection of cultural domains finalised by the working groups. The work of ESSnet Culture served the
scope of sharing commonly agreed definitions for CCIs and identifying a minimum set of statistical
activities for European data on culture.
ESSnet-culture’s work on economic activity mapping is based on the new NACE Rev.2 which gives
greater visibility to cultural activities and services. Rev. 2 separately groups crucial activities such as
design, computer games and cultural education. In other areas the new system also distinguishes
activities which had formerly been embedded in wider groups, such as visual arts, support to
performing arts, and museums.
For the scope of this strategy, the economic report is based on a definition and selection of NACE
codes Rev 1.1 as laid out in the Appendix II, since NSO data is as yet unavailable in the Rev 2
classification. Any future statistical representation for cultural and creative activity should be carried
out in Rev 2 and along the lines of ESSnet-culture to ensure compatibility and enable comparison.
Data for occupations is based on a selection of cultural and creative occupations from ISCO-88.
ESSnet-culture has also finalised its definition of cultural occupations based on the later ISCO-08. The
occupations chosen for the scope of this report are laid out in Appendix III.
10
ESSnet-Culture, 2011, ESSnet-Culture Final Report draft. Available at:
<https://kule.kul.ee/avalik/311011_CAC_ettekanded/statistika_raport.pdf> [Accessed 1 December 2011]
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The first successful intervention to map CCIs in Malta CCIs:
NSO’s commitment and 4 year plan
In recent years, society in general has increasingly recognized the undeniable role of culture in
development. As the momentum builds up to prioritise this field of activity within economic
development policies, the demand for more precise and sophisticated culture statistics at international,
regional and national level is set to grow. The growing economic importance of culture statistics has also
been highlighted in a report commissioned by the EU commission “Economy of Culture in Europe” in
which it was stated that, the gross value added of the creative industries in Europe amounted to 2.6% of
the GDP in 2003. This corresponds to a turnover of about EUR 654 billion in 2003.
The National Statistics Office is committed towards collecting, processing and publishing relevant
statistical information on social and economic trends in Malta. To be trustworthy, the statistics must be
comprehensive and impartial, of high quality and produced by sound scientific methods. The challenge
to the governance of national statistical systems is how best to meet the demand and, at the same time,
ensure confidence and trust in national official statistics. Good governance of national statistical systems
fosters accountability and transparency.
Last year, the NSO, in collaboration with the Creative Economy Working Group, launched a project for
the economic impact assessment of Valletta as a cultural city. For this project, two surveys were
undertaken, for which separate questionnaires were designed. The first survey was conducted during
the Malta Arts Festival, the Malta Jazz Festival and the concerts organised by NNG Promotions, while the
second survey was aimed at covering visits at museums in Valletta. Both surveys were conducted
through face to face interviewing. The results of these surveys were incorporated in the report “City of
Culture: The impact of arts and culture on city life and the national economy”.
NSO has also been involved in the domain of cultural statistics at a European level through its active
participation in the ESSnet (European Statistical System) on culture. Through its participation, NSO
collaborated with Eurostat in the identification, collation, analysis and dissemination of the cultural
statistics that are comparable across EU level. This will ultimately contribute towards establishing a
permanent system of coherent and comparable statistical information on culture across Europe. The
Evaluation of the ESSnet project on Cultural Statistics was presented to the Directors Meeting of
Eurostat and to Directors of Social Statistics (DSS). Based on the work carried out and the final
recommendations of the working group, a final report was presented in October 2011.
The quest to increase the availability of cultural statistics is not performed without difficulties. In order
to perform this task, information for compiling the majority of culture statistics has to be collected
directly from business enterprises, local organisations and the general public whereby a response
burden is imposed on the community. Although on many occasions this response burden is necessary to
compile statistics, NSO makes efforts to reduce, as far as possible, the response burden imposed on the
society in general. Other difficulties range from a lack of capacity and resources to the technical features
of appropriate classifications. Such challenges no doubt affect the ambition to advance the cultural and
creative sectors, and by successfully addressing them, Malta enhances its ability in the implementation
of related cultural and economic polices.
In order to meet the increasing importance of cultural statistics, NSO has adopted a 4 year plan in which
different surveys covering a variety of cultural fields will be conducted. The cultural areas under study
have been classified under three main aspects, namely community, industry and education. Collection of
community statistics shall entail the gathering of information and data on Band Clubs, Parish Feasts,
Firework Activities and Local Councils. Statistical data collection relating to Cultural Industry shall focus
mainly on data with respect to Cinemas, Performing Art companies (Theatre producers, Dance, Drama,
Opera, Musicals and Comedy), Library Statistics, Design, Museums and Historical sites, Live Music
Industry, Printing and Publishing Industry and Broadcasting. The Educational aspect relates to training
and provision in the areas of Dance, Drama, Craft, Visual arts, Design, Audio Visual and Digital media and
Heritage. Through this plan, the NSO aims to enhance the availability of cultural statistics for interested
9
users and policy makers.
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3. CHARACTERISTICS
The considerable size and growth rate of Cultural and Creative Industries has attracted policymaking initiatives across national and regional governance, with implications on urban planning,
regional development, and labour market and education policies. Such policy initiatives need to be
taken with consideration to the specific characteristics of CCIs.
Creative industries are dominated by a large number of micro firms, including one-person
enterprises. 95 per cent of creative industry firms in 22 EU member states have less than 10
employees, and 58 per cent are sole entrepreneurs.11 This creative workforce is the generator of
ideas, and includes professionals such as artists, writers, architects, software and game developers,
and designers. Such workers have the possibility to use their skills in different contexts and cross
over to other industries such as manufacturing and business services. In addition, CCIs also have
strong and dynamic inter-industry linkages. Obvious links are between industries such as design,
advertising and publishing. Other industries such as film and video-games bring together a vast
amount of diverse creative talent to work on one common project. This integrative and cooperative
nature of CCIs makes them a natural platform for innovation, and also instigates a tendency towards
geographical concentration, generally in urban environments.
CCIs operate in a context of fast changing media forms and technology, which affects both the
supply and demand side. The internet and the digitisation process continue to redefine distribution
channels and business models, changing the ways industries such as advertising and publishing reach
their target audiences. On the other hand, the online population is increasing, with more time spent
online12 and playing video-games13. Internet media are also replacing traditional media, with a
number of countries already having expenditure on cultural services such as television subscriptions
and internet connections surpassing expenditure on traditional printed media.
CCIs are also shown to spur a positive economic growth rate. The EU competitiveness report, found
that in various EU countries, regions with a high employment share of creative industries grow faster
than other regions. Also, real growth rate in such regions is shown to increase following the nearby
relocation of other firms from the creative industries. This is attributed to positive spill-over resulting
from the concentration of creative firms.
Finally, there are also important distinguishing characteristics to be considered amongst CCIs. Work
conditions for workers in the traditional arts industries, such as writers and performers will vary
from those of professionals working in media or other creative business services. Economic and
social aspects, such as value-added generation, turnover levels, consistency of engagement,
productivity, employment levels and employment patterns will also vary from industry to industry.
Perception and information about these industries also varies, as well as their needs. For example
some industries may be struggling with gaining access to finance as their primary stumbling block,
while other industries may require a better regulatory framework or better regulated markets.

4. SIZE AND IMPORTANCE
The European Competitiveness Report attributes 3 per cent of total Employment in the EU to
creative industries in 2008 (6.7 million people employed). Creative industries are also reported to
have generated 3.3 per cent of GDP in 2006, while creative goods account for 4.3 per cent of the EU27's external exports.14 These indication refer to a definition of the ‘creative industries’ as given in
11

SEC(2010)/1276/final, European Competitiveness Report 2010. (Figures is based on the Eurostat SBS data for the EU-22. The definition
of CCIs here excludes Cultural Heritage industries.)
12
Pierre Audoin Consultants, 2010. Economic and Social Impact of Software & Software-Based Services. Available at:
<http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/ssai/docs/study-sw-report-final.pdf> [Accessed 25 October 2011]
13
De Prato, G. et al., 2010. Born Digital/Grown Digital: Assessing the Future Competitiveness of the EU Video Games Software Industry.
Available at: <http://is.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pages/documents/JRC60711-GamesReport.pdf> [Accessed 25 October 2011]
14
Refer to table 5.2 of the European Competitiveness Report for the used definition of CCIs (which excludes Heritage) .
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the report which focuses on the media, art and creative businesses industries, excluding cultural
heritage related industries. Taking into account these area (as with Malta statistics), such as
operations of cultural sites, crafts and cultural tourism, would further enforce the contribution of the
CCIs to the EU’s wider economy.
In this key report, the European Commission recognises creative industries as one of the fastest
growing sectors of the European economy, with an average employment growth of 3.5 per cent per
year (2000- 2007), compared to 1 per cent for the total economy. The Commission notices strong
growth is not limited only to the software industry, as the performance extends to other media
sectors such as film, video and television, music recording and publishing. Creative business such as
advertising and architecture are also reported to have achieved higher than average employment
growth.
The growing importance of the creative economy is also indicated through a growing share of
creative occupations out of total employment15.The EU-15 registered a 3 per cent growth per year
(2002 -2008) in the number of people employed in creative occupations, the fastest growing groups
being entertainment professionals, architects and engineers, and computing professionals16.
Conclusions and data from the economic report on the CCIs in Malta indicate a similar scenario in
our Economy17. CCIs are indicated as a major source of value added generation in the Maltese
economy, with an annualised average growth of 9 per cent between 2000 and 2007 and accounting
for 4 per cent of GDP. CCIs are also estimated to provide 4.87 per cent of total employment (7,590
employed in the industries) in 2007, while 6,250 cultural and creative professionals worked in CCIs
and other industries in 2009. Average annual growth in GVA per employee in CCIs stood at around is
7.5 per cent in 2005/7. Furthermore tourist expenditure on the CCIs sectors is estimated at €47.5 M
in 2009, around 6 per cent of total tourist expenditure. Exported cultural and creative services18
rose at a considerable annual average growth rate of over 60 per cent (2004-2008). The main sectors
driving this growth were audiovisual services, advertising, and architectural services.

Summarised economic indicators
Performance (2007)

Heritage
Arts
Media
CBS
Total (CCIs)

Y
(Output or
Income)
9.97M €
20.72M €
229.21M €
210.28 M €
470.18M €

GVA
(Gross Value
Added)
9.15M €
12M €
74.15M €
86.13M €
181.44M €

Definitions:

GVA as % of
Malta’s GDP

GVA per person
employed

0.17%
0.22%
1.36%
1.58%
3.33%

14,859 €
9,601 €
21,092 €
39,202 €
23,905 €

-Y (Output or income): the output
of the economy or market cost of
goods and services.
-GVA (Gross Value Added): a
measure of the value generated in
production of goods and rendering
of services. Found by deducting
intermediate consumption from Y.
It is new value generated by the
economic activity.

Employment

Heritage
Arts
Media
CBS
Total (CCIs)

Cultural and Creative
Professionals (2009)

Industry Employment
(2007)

716
1,049
1,595
2,890
6,250

616
1,250
3,527
2,197
7,590

15

This is a broader concept than the CCIs as it is the number of professionals in creative occupations (registered according to ISCO), who
may or may not be employed in CCIs.
16
The European Competitiveness Report employs a narrower selection of Creative Occupations, whereas figures for Malta include cultural
heritage occupations. Comparison can be made between Table 5.5: of the Commission report and ISCO methodology note sin Appendix II.
17
Data for CCIs in Malta includes the Cultural Sites industries sector, while the Commission report does not. The latter bases its definition
on that of the Department for Culture Media and Sports (UK). Comparison of the two definitions can be made from the table in Section 2
above. Comparison of the set of economic activities (NACE Rev 1.1) included can be made between ‘Table A.1: Definition of the creative
industries’ in the European Competitiveness Report and Appendix II of this report.
18
This excludes recreational services exported which include mainly remote gaming services
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CCIs accounted for 4% of GDP (2001-2007)
9% annualised average growth (2000-2007)
Number of enterprises: 3,600 (2007)

People employed: 7,590 (2007)

Average wage : €15,600 p.a.

GVA: €181M (2007)

GVA per employee: €24,000 per person
employed

Average annual growth in GVA per
employee: 7.5% (2005/7)

Public expenditure in Culture and
Creativity:
€28.6M (2010)

Government CCIs expenditure as a share Government CCIs expenditure per capita:
of Total Government Expenditure:
€55 (2010)
0.9% (2012)
€63 (2011)

20

Tourist expenditure in CCIs:
€47.5 M (2009)
6% of total tourist expenditure

Exports of cultural
19
and creative goods :
€23 million in 2008
Dropped at an annual average rate of
nearly 5 % (2004-2008)

Exported cultural and creative services :
Rose at a considerable annual average
growth rate of over 60% (2004-2008).
Main sectors driving growth: audiovisual
services, advertising, and architectural
services.

5. THE DEVELOPING CONTEXT FOR CCIs STRATEGIES AND POLICY MAKING
Cultural and creative industries (CCIs) are gaining prominence in policy making on an international
scenario and are increasingly considered to have important multi-faceted dimensions spanning
economic, cultural and social domains. The sectors may suffer in mapping and statistical analysis,
with a lack of understanding by authorities of its potential and needs. However, being the platform
of interaction for knowledge, creativity and technology, the creative economy can yield an
invaluable opportunity to make concurrent advancement in policies for economic development,
cultural identity and social diversity. Consequently CCIs are being placed on the fore-front of modern
knowledge-based economies, as an increasing number of governments recognise their potential and
devise policies for their development and promotion.
Focused policy action is considered essential and an extensive range of initiatives are needed to
develop a sustainable creative economy and strong industrial policy for CCIs. Policy for the CCIs can
be either generic or specifically designed. Generic economic policies may have no adaptation for the
CCIs, but are open to the various sectors of the economy. Such policies may also be devised in such a
way as to cater for the circumstances of specific industries and make special provisions. On the
other hand, specifically designed policies would exclusively address the CCIs. Such policies may
either have a broad approach to CCIs, or on a further level, may address the specific needs of chosen
sub-sectors.
The necessity to adapt or devise policies for CCIs is felt, with evident difficulties encountered in
accessing or qualifying for support provided in generic policies. A study by EURICUR, ‘‘An
International Comparative Quick Scan of National Policies for Creative Industries’21, which scans over
1,000 policies for Creative Industries in 18 countries, concludes that most of the countries have
specialised strategies for sub-sectors of the creative industries, including design, audiovisual, media
and gaming. A growing number of countries with an integrated national strategy for CCIs are noted,
19
Which includes Crafts (carpets, celebrations, other paper, wicker ware and yarn), Audiovisual (film), Design, (architecture, fashion,
interior and jewellery), New Media, and Music, Publishing and Visual Arts (antiques, paintings, photography and sculpture).
20
Excluding recreational services exported which were mainly remote gaming services.
21
An International Comparative Quick Scan of National Policies for Creative Industries’ by Eric Braun and Mariangela Lavanga, from the
European Institute for Comparative Urban Research (EURICUR), Erasmus University Rotterdam.
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as well as a number of specialised programmes and schemes. In general, action addressing the
distribution stage of the industries may be found to be more easily integrated with the general
economic policies, whilst on the other hand, the phases of creation and production are found to
demand focused policy action.
Strategies for CCIs generally include innovation and entrepreneurship, digital and technological
development, market development and internationalisation, provision of funding and venture
capital, and Intellectual Property (IP) governance frameworks. There is a growing trend for the
responsibility of delivering such polices to be entrusted to arm’s length organisations. The approach
seems to be preferable both to direct government intervention and to operator-run organisations.
Arm’s length entities are autonomous but remain accountable to government, operators and the
public. The distance from government may be found to be more effective even in stimulating new
partnerships across the public and the private domain, as well as devising and championing policies
which concurrently promote economic and cultural objectives.

5.1 Country initiatives in CCIs policy making
Studies, reports and strategies have been developed by several countries with a view to unleashing
the potential of their CCIs. Use and definition of the term “creative industries” may vary from
country to country, as policies are shaped according to the specific needs, strengths, priorities and
the respective cultural identity. The term seems to have originally emerged in Australia in 1994
when the Australian Prime Minister presented a major cultural statement from the government,
declaring government support and encouragement for the creative arts. The document, ‘Creative
Nation’, was put forward as a cultural policy linking support for the arts to future economic
prosperity.
Subsequently, the notion gained exposure in 1997 when a Creative Industries Task Force was set up
in the UK by its Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). This perhaps marked the start of a
process in which the definition of the ‘creative industries’ gradually broadened to include activity
beyond the creative arts, whilst an increasing economic outlook was adopted of cultural activity and
assets. Years later, in 2008, the DCMS published a strategy for the creative industries, titled ‘Creative
Britain - New Talents for the New Economy’22.
In 2002, a Creative Industries Working Group in Singapore put forward the “Creative Industries
Development Strategy”23 recommending ways by which to grow the creative industries as an
economic sector, mainly pushing forward a fusion between arts, business and technology as the
winning formula for Singapore in a new Creative Economy.
In The Netherlands, the policy document ‘Our Creative Capacity’ was presented to Parliament by the
Ministries of Economic Affairs and of Education, Culture and Science in 2005. The document
introduces measures and schemes to help creative industries to achieve their full economic
potential. In 2009, ‘Creative Value - Culture and Economy Policy paper’ was published.24 With a focus
on innovation and entrepreneurship, the Dutch cabinet signalled its intent to prioritise the cultural
and creative industries.
Following a number of independent national studies by the Nordic countries, which underlined the
contribution of cultural and creative industries to their respective economies, the Nordic Innovation
Centre (NICe) presented a Creative Economy Green Paper for the Nordic region in 200725. This Green
22

DCMS, 2008. Creative Britain: New Talents for the New Economy. London: DCMS. Available at
<http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.culture.gov.uk/images/publications/CEPFeb2008.pdf> [Accessed on 20
December 2011].
23
ERC Services Subcommittee, 2002. Creative Industries Development Strategy: Propelling Singapore’s Creative Economy. Singapore:
Government of Singapore. Available at: < http://app.mti.gov.sg/data/pages/507/doc/ERC_SVS_CRE_Exec.pdf > [Accessed 10 December,
2011]
24
Creative Value: Culture and Economy Policy paper. Netherlands: The Ministry of Economic Affairs, and The Ministry of Education, Culture
and Science, 2009. Available at: <www.rijksoverheid.nl/bestanden/documenten-en-publicaties/rapporten/2009/12/09/creative-valueenglish/creative-value-culture-and-economy-policy-paper.pdf> [Accessed 10 December 2011]
25
Fleming, Tom (in cooperation with NICe), 2007. A creative economy green paper for the Nordic Region. Oslo: Nordic Innovation Centre.
Available at <http://ec.europa.eu/culture/documents/dk_crea_economy_green_paper.pdf> [Accessed on 20 December 2011].
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Paper was the first stage of strategic development for a pan-Nordic approach, meant to kick-start a
policy debate regarding the drivers of the Creative Industries. Subsequently in 2008 a working group
was set up consisting of members of the ministries and authorities in the Nordic countries and the
Faroe Islands, Greenland and Åland.
In addition, the Ministry of Education and Culture and the Ministry of Employment and the Economy
in Finland published ‘Creative Economy and Beyond’ in 2011. The publication gives a general view of
the creative economy development in Finland, together with a look to its future and the relevant
policy issues.
Germany established a monitoring mechanism for cultural and creative industries to report on
current economic key data across the sector. In 2009 the Government published ‘Culture and
Creative Industries in Germany’26. The research analytic report aimed at evaluating the potential for
development of the cultural and creative industries.
Creative Scotland is the national leader for and the creative industries in Scotland. In 2011 it
published ‘Investing in Scotland’s Creative Future’27, which sets a plan for the country’s creative
development to achieve cultural, social and economic benefits. Objectives include investing in
audiences and participation, quality in artistic production, as well as cross-cutting themes such as
education and international collaboration.

Other countries:
The example listed below are excerpts from the online compendium of cultural policies in Europe, giving an
overview of other countries which have directly addressed the Cultural and Creative Industries through a
government strategy, policy initiative and/or research. The report for each country is authored by the
respective cultural expert.
Source: http://www.culturalpolicies.net/web/index.php [Accessed 15 December 2011]

Denmark: The research centre "Imagine" examines the organisation of creativity in different fields of
the business world, projects and networks. In 2008 the centre released a series of reports on the
Danish experience economy as a result of the research project Creativity, Competence and
Competitiveness (http://www.experienceeconomy.dk/).
Estonia: The term "culture industry" has, until recently, been absent from the Estonian policy
documents. A report on design was launched in 2004 by the Ministry of Economics and
Communication, and it has been followed by the creation of a working group on culture industries at
the Ministry of Culture, with participation from different experts and stakeholders. In 2006, the
working group presented its report, based on research carried out by experts from the Tallinn
University of Technology and the independent research institutions - the Estonian Institute for
Future Studies (Eesti Tulevikuuuringute instituut) and the Estonian Institute for Economic Research
(Eesti Konjunktuuriinstituut).
Finland: Most of the Finnish regions and major cities have produced strategic papers on creative
industries and the Ministry produced a compound report entitled "Policy measures promoting
regional development in Creative Economy and Culture 2010-2020".
Latvia: After introducing creative industry issues in the national cultural policy guidelines, the
Ministry of Culture encouraged the inclusion of creative industry matters in all key policy planning
documents in Latvia, such as the National Development Plan 2007-2013, the National Lisbon
Programme 2005-2008 and the National Strategic Reference Framework document 2007-2013
Lithuania: In 2007, the “Strategy of Support and Development of the Creative Industries” was
approved by the Minister of Culture. According to the Strategy, the creative industries include crafts,
architecture, design, film and video production, publishing, visual and applied art, music, software
26
Söndermann, Michael, et al(Commisioned by the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology). Culture and Creative Industries in
Germany, 2009. Available at <http://www.kulturwirtschaft.de/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/german_cci_en_summary_0903231.pdf>
[Accessed on 20 December 2011].
27
Creative Scotland, 2011. Investing in Scotland’s Creative Future: Corporate Plan 2011-2014. Edinburgh : The Scotish Government.
Available at <http://www.creativescotland.com/sites/default/files/editor/Corporate-Plan-Singles-31-3.pdf> [Accessed on 20 December
2011].
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and computer services, advertising, Radio and TV programmes and broadcasting, and the performing
arts. The Strategy was renewed in 2009. In 2007, the National Association of Creative / Cultural
Industries was also established.
Poland: The subject of cultural industries and the creative sector has gained popularity according to
the European Year of Innovation and Creativity 2009. Moreover, on the commission of the Ministry
of Economy, a consulting group ECORYS has prepared a report entitled "The Analysis of needs and
development of the creative industries"- the first such comprehensive study in Poland in years,
containing a set of recommendations for the governmental administration aimed at facilitating
development in the sector.
Romania: The Governance Programme 2009-2012 includes a new initiative: Public Policy Proposal
for the Stimulation of Creativity in Culture. The main aim of this proposal is the development of the
economic dimension of culture by providing a financial framework, appropriate fiscal and social
regularity bodies in the cultural and creative industries, especially SMEs, including the independent
cultural sector (self-employed, creative and independent artists). …In 2011, the Centre for Research
and Consultancy on Culture completed the second edition of the study The Contribution of
Copyright-based Industries to the Romanian Economy. The study is based on the WIPO copyright
model, in which the creative industries are divided in CORE-copyright industries, partial copyright
industries, interdependent copyright industries and non-dedicated copyright industries.
Serbia: In 2010, the Ministry of Culture, Information and the Information Society set up a Task Force
for Development of Creative Industries. The task force proposed the programme Creative Serbia
2020, focused on the development of the creative industries in three main fields: development of
evidence based policy research in creative industries (economic and social contribution studies,
policy relevant reports and papers); raising public awareness and organising creative industry
debates in Serbian cities; and non-financial and financial support for creative industries (small-scale
grants). The first outcomes of the programme Creative Serbia 2020 is the publication "Creative
Serbia: new ways of development" and forums and debates about creative industries as a concept
for poverty reduction, employment of young people and raising entrepreneurship in rural and
undeveloped cities in Serbia. In the same time, the SFBC - Creative Economy Group-Serbia was
formed as a group of experts with the purpose to support, at business level, the development of the
creative industries Serbian cities. …The Strategy on culture for the period 2012-2022 (proposal
waiting for Parliamentary acceptance) contains a definition of the creative industries as well as
culture in accordance with UNESCO FCS 2009 and recognises new and modern fields of culture such
us design, crafts, architecture, and IT.
Spain: The new "Plan for the Promotion of the Cultural and Creative Industries", adopted in 2011,
adds respect to previous plans with the term "creative" in its title. But it still does not include a
definition of "cultural / creative industries". Following the classification included in the European
Commission Green Paper: Unlocking the Potential of Cultural and Creative Industries, the new Plan
adds to the traditional sectors of film, visual arts, cultural heritage, performing arts, television, radio,
music, books and newspapers, new sectors closely linked to innovation and creativity such as:
design, fashion, architecture, advertising, new media, video games and interactive arts.
Sweden: Since 2007 the Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and
Communications cooperate on issues regarding cultural and creative industries. The aim is to
develop opportunities for the cultural and creative industries. The Minister for Culture and the
Minister for Enterprise, Energy and Communications have hosted seminars and dialogues at which
representatives of both culture and business met to talk about what is needed to develop the
cultural and creative industries. This has resulted in an action plan for cultural and creative industries
involving the investment of SEK 13 million. A Council for Cultural and Creative Industries has been
appointed to support government ministries in their work on these issues. It appears that support
for cultural and creative industries will become an increasingly important focus for cultural policy on
the national and, especially, on the regional and local levels of government.
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5.2 CCIs policy making within the EU context
i. Culture and creativity within Cohesion Policy and guidelines for Structural Funds
The €195 billion Structural Funds for 2000-2006 were distributed through 4 funds: the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF); the European Social Fund (ESF); the Financial Instruments for
Fisheries Guidance (FIFG); and the European Agriculture Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF).
Additionally the Cohesion Fund provided support for infrastructure projects especially in transport
and the environment. The three priority areas underpinning the funding policy for the period were
promoting the development and structural adjustment of lagging and underdeveloped regions,
support of economic and social transition in areas undergoing structural change, and supporting
systems of education, training and employment.28
The guidelines for this period held no direct emphasis on culture and creativity. At the time, culture
seems to be held at a distance from the central economic mechanism, as well as the social
objectives. The priorities set by the Commission29, upon which member states developed support
frameworks and Operational Programmes were: sustainable jobs through increased regional
economic competitiveness; increased employment and social cohesion through improved human
resources; and urban and rural development.
In the communication, Culture only gains recognition through its indirect economic impact in the
tourism sector.30 However even at this stage there is already the notion for a wider scope of culture
as an ‘economic growth point’, recognised as an ‘increasingly important part of the private economy
in its own right, with considerable potential for growth and job creation’. Member states are
encouraged to make ‘use of the employment potential of innovative and creative cultural
products’31.
The second funding period (2007-2013) holds a budget of €347 billion, allocated through 3 funds:
the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund. The
‘Cohesion policy’ guided the disbursements of these funds, with a priority for growth and jobs as set
out in the Lisbon agenda. The ‘Convergence objective’ takes up around 4/5ths of the budget
addressing the least developed regions.32 The guidelines for 2007-201333 marked a broader
understanding of how culture and creativity could contribute to achieving the EU cohesion
objectives. The tourism-related notion is accompanied by the potential for a more diffused
contribution of culture to the objectives as devised by the Commission for cohesion policy
programmes34:
— improving the attractiveness of Member States, regions and cities through accessibility,
adequate quality and level of services, and preserving the environment,
— encouraging innovation, entrepreneurship and the growth of the knowledge economy by
research and innovation capacities, including new ICT
— creating more and better jobs by attracting more people into employment or entrepreneurial
activity, improving adaptability of workers and enterprises and increasing investment in human
capital.
In further guidelines provided for the first and third objective, there is reference to the rehabilitation
of cultural assets, and the use of such sites to develop innovative businesses and generate new jobs.
Under the heading ‘The contribution of cities to growth and jobs’ the guidelines also indicate how
measures related to the supply of cultural services can play a role in attracting and retaining highskilled labour, and refer to the spin-offs that result from the rehabilitation and development of
28

Regulation (EC) No1260/1999 of the Council of 21 June 1999 laying down general provisions on the Structural Funds.
Commission Communication COM(1999) 344 of 1 July 1999 concerning the Structural Funds and their Coordination with the Cohesion
Fund: Guidelines for programmes in the period 2000-2006.
30
Ibid, p.20
31
Ibid, p.20
32
Council Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 of 11 July 2006 laying down general provisions on the European Regional Development Fund, the
European Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund and repealing Regulation (EC) No 1260/1999.
33
Council Decision 2006/702/EC of 6 October 2006 concerning Community strategic guidelines on cohesion.
34
Ibid, p.4
29
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historical and cultural heritage. Additionally, reference to culture and creativity became more direct
in the guidelines for specific funding programmes. Among priorities identified in the ERDF
regulations35 there is reference to the preservation of cultural heritage, the development of cultural
infrastructure, higher added-value cultural services, and the promotion of cultural assets for
sustainable tourism.
It is immediately clear that the development of cultural and creative sectors fits comfortably within
these guidelines, while the characteristic and potential of CCIs can adequately contribute to
achieving the European vision. The guidelines and regulations of the Structural Funds signal a
shifting EU perception of the contribution of culture, and its role within objectives of job-creation,
high value-added, retention of skilled labour, and creation of a better working and living
environment. CCIs thus came to the forefront as a prime tool for achieving Cohesion objectives.

ii. A gaining momentum
Even though Cohesion policy guidelines have not yet explicitly recognised CCIs as a key priority for
growth and development, important developments on European platforms for policy development
show a fast growing interest in the sector.
• The Economy of Culture in Europe (2006)
‘The Economy of Culture in Europe’ study36 commissioned by the European Commission in 2006
marked the start of a revaluation of CCIs in Europe. A distinction was clearly made between ‘culture’
and ‘economy’, as well as between the cultural and the creative sector. The report pushed forward
the rationale for EU policy in this sector, as cultural diversity was put forward as an important factor
for the EU’s political, economic and social strength.
• The Agenda for Culture
In May 2007, the Commission proposed an agenda for Culture37. This followed a process of on-line
public consultation, approval by the cultural sector in the Lisbon Forum (Sep 07) and endorsement
by a Council Resolution (Nov 07) and the European Council (Dec 07). In the communication, CCIs are
recognised by the European Council within the framework of the Lisbon Strategy, while exploring
issues of policy making, and the interests of businesses in the sector. The second of three sets of
objectives38 for the Culture Agenda is ‘culture as a catalyst for creativity’, inviting EU states to use
this potential in achieving the goals of the Lisbon strategy and the upcoming EU 2020. CCIs are
identified as a primary asset of the European economy and a key to unlocking higher
competitiveness, as well as pathways to social well-being and technological innovation.
• Expert Working Group on maximising the potential of Cultural and Creative Industries
A number of working groups composed of experts from Member States were set up to work on
priorities identified by the European Council for the three year work plan for culture 2008-10. One of
the priorities was that of maximising the potential of cultural and creative industries, in particular
that of SMEs. The working group working on this priority had the task to consider, report and make
recommendations on a number of areas, including an inventory of existing national measures, the
training of professionals in the culture sector, the impact of CCIs, the impact of European Regional
Policy measures and instruments on CCIs, and new initiatives for the promotion of CCIS at an EU
level.
The Working Group produced its final report in June 201039, pointing out that throughout the
financial crises which hit during the research period, CCIs showed resilience or even growth. The
group confirms CCIs a dynamic sector with an important role to play in exiting the financial crises,
35

Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2006 on the European Regional Development
Fund and repealing Regulation (EC) No 1783/1999.
36
KEA European Affairs, The Economy of Culture in Europe, 2006.
37
Commission Communication COM(2007) 242 of 10 May 2007 concerning a European agenda for culture in a globalizing world.
38
Ibid, p.8
39
OMC-EWG, Final Report of the Expert Working Group on maximising the potential of Cultural and Creative Industries, in particular that of
SMEs, 2010.
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and an important contributor to EU growth, employment and competitiveness. Subsequently the
report provides a set of recommendations, organised around eight main lines of action. The first
main line addresses the political awareness and sensibility deemed to be required for an effective
creative economy strategy. Two lines address education, communication, and environmental
conditions as pre-conditions for striving CCIs. Another two lines address the internal dimension of
the CCIs, such as business operation within clusters and networks, issues of financing and
infrastructure, new business models, and the required business skills. Furthermore, external aspects
are considered, including linkages between creativity and innovation, as well as to other economic
sectors and social domains. The final line highlights the European and international dimensions of
CCIs.
• A Green Paper for CCIs
The green paper for CCIs is a significant confirmation of the EU’s growing attention to the area.
‘Unlocking the potential of cultural and creative industries’40 was launched for consultation between
March and July 2010, with the objective of gathering views on a variety of issues. The responses
would guide the Commission in devising adequate policies and programmes meeting the needs of
the industries. The paper immediately points out to the potential of CCIs to contribute to the EU’s
wider agenda, including the Europe 2020 strategy, the Innovation Union, the Digital agenda, and the
agenda for new jobs and skills in a globalised industrial policy. The economic contribution of CCIs is
recognised, including above average growth rate, and the role in generating employment.
The paper adequately provides the Commission’s view of the role CCIs play in Europe’s modern
economy:
“Through partnerships with education, CCIs can also play a major role in equipping
European citizens with the creative, entrepreneurial and intercultural skills they need. In
this sense, CCIs can feed into European beacons of excellence and help us become a
knowledge-based society. At the same time, these skills stimulate demand for more
diverse and sophisticated contents and products. This can shape the markets of
tomorrow in a way which better fits European assets …Through these spill-over effects,
Europe's CCIs offer a path towards a more imaginative, more cohesive, greener and more
prosperous future.”41
• European Competitiveness Report 2010
In the aftermath of the recession, the European Competitiveness Report for 201042 lays out key
factors which would determine EU market competitiveness. The creative industries are identified as
a major driving force and the document investigates the economic and policy implications towards
achieving innovation and competitiveness in these industries. The report confirms the CCIs as one of
the fastest growing sectors in Europe, and as a major source of job creation, value generation and
innovation:
‘Creative industries have great potential for reinforcing economic growth and creating
new jobs. They have long been among the fastest growing sectors in the EU; they play a
key role in global value chains, and they spur innovation. Moreover, creative occupations
are growing within and outside the creative industries, i.e. creative professions are
spreading to other sectors. The EU is one of the world's leading exporters of creative
industries’ products.’43
The empirical research indicates CCIs as having the highest potential for innovation, being a major
area of international trade, and having key roles in global value chains. CCIs are also considered for
40
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their contribution in spurring innovation in other non-creative industries, such as manufacturing and
education, and in their role as users and diffusers of new technologies. The report highlights the
CCIs’ potential to enable economic transformation and invites policy action directed at unlocking this
potential by addressing the specific challenges faced within these sectors.
• Draft Council Conclusions on the contribution of culture to the implementation of the Europe 2020
Strategy
On January 2011, the Council of the European Union laid out its draft conclusions on the
contribution of culture to the Europe 2020 objectives. The council calls on members to ‘take in
consideration the role of culture when formulating employment, social and innovation policies and
national action plans regarding the achievement of the targets of the Europe 2020 Strategy’44. The
council makes its recommendations on the basis of recognition that culture contributes to a ‘smart,
sustainable and inclusive economy’ in which innovation, job creation, social cohesion and
competitiveness can be achieved by fostering a closer link between arts, business and educational
institutions. Other key attributes of culture and creativity are also recognised, such as new
opportunities through the digitisation of cultural heritage, the contribution to developing
competences such as entrepreneurships and communication, mobility of culture and arts
professionals, and the promotion of diversity and cooperation. The council invites member states to
act on the premise that synergising culture and education as foundations for creativity will develop
the competences and skills required for achieving the targets envisaged in Europe 2020. The council
also calls on member states to make use of EU support programmes such as Structural Funds, for the
development of CCIs. National authorities are advised to develop strategies which employ ‘cultural
and creative activities as levers for socio-economic development’.
• Creative Europe
Creative Europe is the new EU programme dedicated to the cultural and creative sectors that was
proposed by the European Commission in 2011. The programme will run from 2014 to2020 and
proposes to allocate a significant allocation of €1.8 billion for the cultural sector. The proposal is now
under discussion by the Council of EU Ministers and the European Parliament. In its report, the
European Commission pledges to re-organise the current fragmented system and synergise support
for the cultural and creative industries.45 ‘Creative Europe’ will complement other EU programmes
by specifically targeting the needs of the cultural and creative sectors. The programme is proposed
in response to the need felt by the EU to invest in the CCIs capacity to operate across borders. In
putting forward this proposal, the Commission recognises EU studies which attribute significant
growth potential and shares of employment and GDP to culture.

5.3 Malta’s use of structural funds in the cultural and creative sectors
Malta’s current Operational Programme (2007 -2013) includes the cultural sector within Priority Axis
2 – Promoting sustainable tourism. This means that infrastructural and capacity building projects
directly related to the cultural sector have to be processed through a tourism perspective, thus
reducing the number of potential projects which could be developed for the sector. Notwithstanding
such limitations, this priority and other priorities identified in the operational programme, still
managed to deliver relevant projects for the cultural and creative industries.
Projects by educational institutions
Investment in education is undoubtedly a major determining factor of the country’s capacity to
make effective use and reap the maximum potential from the outputs of any other kind of
investments.
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Mainly funded through ERDF 2007-2013 OPI, educational projects mostly relate to technology and
computing. Major allocations are the €17 million for the ‘Construction, Finishing and Equipping of
ICT Faculty’, and €8 million for the ‘Construction and Equipping of University Computing Services
Centre Building’. Funds were allocated to MCAST in 2008 for a project aimed at setting up new
computer labs and systems and upgrading a number of existing ones, and another project aimed at
setting up a ‘Multimedia Training Centre’ at the Institute of Art and Design. This project proposed
better training and teaching in multimedia, and included the building of a TV studio, video and sound
control room, editing suite room and graphics lab. MCAST has also funded a number of courses in its
Institute of Art and Design through OPII ESF, including an Introductory Certificate in Art and Design, a
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Graphic Design and Interactive Media, and a Bachelor of Arts
(Honours) in Fine Arts. Additionally, MCAST also funded a number of courses in the ICT institute,
including in the areas of computing and software development.

MCAST

University of Malta

Name of operation
Refurbishing the Signal Processing
Laboratory within the Department of CCE
Research Analysis and Training for
Enhancing the University Library
Construction, Finishing and Equipping of
ICT Faculty
Construction and Equipping of University
Computing Services Centre Building
A Super Computer Laboratory for the
University of Malta
Multimedia Training Centre at MCAST's
Institute of Art and Design
Computer systems and computer labs at
MCAST Malta and Gozo

Year of Allocation

Year of Final
Payment

Amounts committed
(€)

2008

2010

€483,116

2008

2011

€435,450

2008

2011

€17,355,905

2008

2011

€7,959,689

2008

2010

€478,514

2008

2009

€2,203,410

2008

2009

€256,100

Infrastructural projects for heritage
EU funds in Malta focused mainly on capital projects in the cultural heritage sector. 2007 and 2008
were the first two years in which significantly high amounts of EU funds started to be disbursed.
Projects funded included the high cost capital projects by the Restoration Unit funded through
EEA/Norway Funds and ERDF funds, and a number of projects managed by Heritage Malta funded
through various EU programmes, including the Hagar Qim and Mnajdra shelters funded through
Structural Funds.
However, government expenditure in cultural heritage during the same period declined for projects
of restoration and rehabilitation and for the financing of Heritage Malta. Government spending
(excluding the co-financing of EU projects) went down from €7.6 million and €6.7 million in 2005 and
2006, to €3.2 million and €4.6 million in 2007 and 200846. Therefore, notwithstanding the €1.6
million and €2.3 million of EU funds disbursed for Heritage in 2007 and 2008, the total expenditure
in the sector decreased to €5.4 million in 2007 and was back to around €7.7 million in 2008.
Government budget for these areas gradually started to crawl back to normal levels after 2009.
Since, Malta’s national programme for the 2007 – 2013 European structural funds did not consider
the cultural and creative industries as a stand alone priority axis, there were limited EU funds
available for initiatives in arts and media. Heritage funding in 2007 and 2008 was also effected since
funds disbursed simply replaced a significant portion of Government expenditure rather than
leveraged to generate additional input into the economy.
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From a total of €55.9 million from structural funds (ERDF & ESF) allocated for CCIs between 2004
and 2013, 58 percent derives from a €32 million project by the Ministry for Resources and Rural
Affairs: ‘Restoration and Rehabilitation of Historical Fortifications of Malta and Gozo’. €7 million is
estimated to have been spent by 2011 from this allocation. A further 16.4 percent are accounted for
by the €9 million ‘Archaeological Heritage Conservation Project’ managed by Heritage Malta, of
which an estimated €2.56 million were be spent by 2011.
There is an evident need to channel ERDF funds for infrastructural projects in the Arts, Media, and
CBS. Furthermore there is the need to invest in projects that develop the human resource capacities.
Whilst investment in public spaces, media and art facilities and heritage up-keep is an important
foundation for the CCIs, this needs to take place within a strategy that envisages a holistic
development of the sectors. Effective exploitation of such infrastructure would only be possible by
equipping and developing the wider community with skills, awareness and appreciation. The
European Social Fund rather than the ERDF may provide a funding source for such developmental
projects, and it would be worthwhile to explore how ESF objectives and guidelines may be met
whilst serving this purpose. The ESF is the EU’s main instrument for investing in people, promoting
job creation and equipping the workforce for new changing realities. Malta’s OPII ‘Empowering
People for More Jobs and a Better Quality of Life’ draws €112 million from the ESF and a further
€19.8 million from National Funds.

5.4 Use of structural funds by other states
The creative sector is gaining a strong drive as one of the forces of modern advancing economies.
This is an important consideration in view of the cohesion policy and the ability to make best use of
structural funds. A number of examples can be drawn from various EU member states in the
application of structural funds, which demonstrate the development of CCIs as a powerful means of
honouring the EU’s development priorities. Operational Programmes (OPs) are the main instrument
for distributing structural funds at national level. OPs in several states which have made use of funds
for the CCIs also indicate the need to accompany investment in infrastructure with a strategic
approach to developing capacities. This mainly implies educational programmes and advancing
business development skills.
A study by CSES (UK)48 provides an overview of cultural programmes and projects in EU states
funded through structural funds, and analyses the contribution to the development of the location.
An important conclusion highlighted in the report is that ‘Culture-based initiatives are already
achieving a wide range of the economic and social objectives of Cohesion policy, and on a significant
scale’. Although unexpected at the stage when guidelines for structural funds were being developed,
such initiatives have made ‘major contributions to innovation processes, entrepreneurship and the
growth of the knowledge economy and also to creating more and better jobs’. The study also
comments on the disproportionate share of culture-based projects from structural funds when
compared to the sector’s share in economic activity, resulting in a failure to fully utilise the sector’s
potential to achieve cohesion objectives. This is partly attributed to a failure in ‘communication and
advocacy’ between the culture community and the authorities in economic and social development.
Among diverse case-studies, Cornwall (UK) 49 showcases a ‘creative region’ in the making, providing
strong evidence of the impact that such development has on economic activity, including
employment, new business and efficiency. The ‘Meisterstrasse’ in Austria, working on the
revitalisation of the craft industry, shows the commonalities of the creative and the knowledge
economy, especially as culture is effectively used as a branding and marketing tool.50 Other case-
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studies from Latvia and Luxembourg have, through cultural content, promoted digital cohesion and
created knowledge resources for the benefit of the creative economy. CSES refer to a study by
EUCLID, which estimates that around €400 million from structural funds have gone to support
around 1,200 arts and cultural projects in the UK. EUCLID also indicates that a broad range of
cohesion objectives are being addressed through the activities of these projects, including
community development, competitiveness, innovation, SME development, tourism development
and urban regeneration.
Estonia is another extensive case-study of support for CCIs, having included the creative industries in
its 2007-2013 strategy for structural funds. Supporting creative industries is one of the priorities
listed for supporting entrepreneurship in their OP for the ‘Development of the Economic
Environment’. The programs are administered by Enterprise Estonia, a major institution for the
development of business. With a budget of 6.3 million Euros, sector-specific programs and support
structures include hubs and incubators for creative businesses. In 2010, the list of funded projects
includes the Tallinn Creative Incubator, the Estonian Centre of Architecture, the Tartu Centre for
Creative Industries, the Creative Incubator in Viljandi, the Estonian Film Digitalisation Centre and the
Creative Industries Development Centre within the Tallinn Cultural Cauldron.52
France takes the lead in supporting the cultural sector through Structural funds, with 11 out of 27
OPs dedicated to regional cultural development, with much of the focus on projects of restoration,
conservation and tourist infrastructure in rural areas. Other funds are directed to SMEs involved in
traditional products and processes. Development of museums and libraries has also benefitted.
However in addition France has also channelled funds for the arts as part of its actions for social
cohesion, by financing the creation of training centres in different regions.
The only countries with specific OPs entirely devoted to the cultural sectors are Greece and Portugal.
Both countries seem to give attention to the modernisation of their cultural heritage infrastructure.
Portugal’s OP is mainly focused on conservation of heritage sites and up-grading of museum. In the
Greek OP, €357 million Euro is made available for cultural heritage and €231 million for
contemporary arts. Over €100 million were allocated for the construction of two culture centres in
Athens and Thessaloniki with the intent of providing space for international artistic performances.
Furthermore Greece included the cultural dimension in another two of its industry wide OPs. In the
OP for Information Technologies, development and use of multi-media products is encouraged in the
cultural sector. In the OP for ‘Competitiveness’ €13 million were allocated to fund research projects
focusing on the ties between culture, knowledge and tourism.53 The use of funds by Greece and
Portugal is also noted in the CSES report, which draws attention to the large-scale infrastructural
projects. Additionally CSES states that the experience in these countries demonstrates how
infrastructural investment needs to be accompanied by a strategic parallel investment in capacity
building in order to utilise the potential that such facilities can hold54.

5.4.1 Structural funds in the context of the European Capital of Culture 2018
Finally, an interesting setting for investments in culture through structural funds is the European
Capital of Culture. Investment in these events includes the core cultural programme, as well as
infrastructure and supporting activity. Many Capitals of Culture have utilised structural funds to
finance such expenditure, including restoration and building of cultural infrastructure, transport
facilities, and the development of skills demanded by the sector. According to a report for the
European Commission55, 3 Billion Euro is conservatively estimated to have been invested between
1995 and 2004 by cities celebrating ECOC. The EU financial contribution is estimated to be very small
51
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in relation to other income sources. However, a report researching the impact of the 2008 ECOC in
Liverpool56 indicates a growing tendency to use structural funds. Direct EU funds were estimated to
be only around £0.8 million. However over £14.2 million in additional funding were absorbed
through ERDF via Objective One status for related projects. This expenditure is put in better
perspective when considering the much larger figure of £753.8 million estimated to have been
additionally spent by visitors, and the growth of 8 percent in the number of creative industry
enterprises between 2004 and 2008, as estimated by the Impacts 08 team at Liverpool University.
There are growing opportunities where culture-based projects are meeting the objectives of the
Structural Funds with regard to the provision of support for enterprises and the promotion of
creativity and innovation. Channelling EU funds in the development of CCIs would much depend on
the perception and knowledge by national authorities of these sectors. Recognition is required of
their potential for economic development and attaining EU developmental goals. For a long time the
notion of culture has been immediately and directly linked to the tourism sector. Through tourism,
culture earns income and generates employment, and while this link is of fundamental importance,
it remains a very narrow viewpoint standing on its own. The internationalisation of our cultural
heritage and identity is only the result of a wider process, which entails a deeper vision if progress
and economic development are to be achieved.

TO DO

The implementation of this strategy may be strengthened if the creative
economy is included in the next operational programme for structural funds
((2014-2020) as a distinctive priority area. Similar to other European case studies,
key cultural infrastructural projects, capacity building and training programmes
identified in this strategy may be developed through ERDF and ESF. However, the
necessary CCI governance structures need to be developed to champion the
sector, to negotiate for and with the sector and to implement the necessary
industry-led actions.
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6. IDENTIFYING THE KEY ISSUES FOR THE CCIs IN MALTA

The aim of the strategy is to identify and address the barriers that are currently hindering growth for
cultural and creative practitioners in Malta. Twelve processes were identified as check points for
growth within the sector, starting from talent at the core of the model and ending with
internationalisation. The narrative is not always linear; however it often takes a practitioner through
a daunting journey that is highly dependent on one’s personal and external environment.
The initial processes require talent and skill without which no cultural and creative action can take
place. (Issue 1. How do we identify and nurture this talent at an early age?) This often requires the
necessary mentoring, coaching and training delivered by education institutions. (Issue 2. Are we
delivering this professional training?) Following extensive vocational and academic training, cultural
and creative professionals seek out employment or are more likely to create their own job (Issue 3.
Is there a market and how do creative professionals find route to market to survive and grow?). This
often requires appropriate legislation and governance structures to champion the sector and
24
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legislate for its professional status (Issue 4. Do current governance structures respond to the needs
of the industry?). Cultural and creative practitioners cluster in cities and countries with dynamic
creative ecosystems. In return this provides wealth, creates jobs and drives forward innovation
(Issue 5. How do we facilitate the interlinkages between various cultural and creative sectors?) The
creative environment is rooted in the community and the identities of the country which through
voluntary activity passionately celebrates its traditions. (Issue 6. How do we prioritise
professionalisation and give value to community activity that often serves as an incubator for
professional activity?) Cultural and creative practitioners need to feel culturally at home, creatively
free and actively global. (Issue 7. How ambitious are we to reach international markets and how do
we access them?) Ultimately, a creative ecology can only be sustainable and rich if it hosts diverse
people, sectors and thrives through exchange. (Issue 8. How can Malta become more attractive to
international entrepreneurs investing in the creative industries and a creative space for international
cultural and creative professionals?)
‘Brain drain’ featured as the most visible threat to the future of cultural and creative industries in
Malta. When excellent talent and strong skills are lost due to underdeveloped specialised training or
when Malta’s geographic location is perceived as one’s creative opportunities, internalisation does
not become a stepping stone but an escape route to fulfil one’s potential. This strategy champions
the belief that this creative potential can be nurtured into a booming and dynamic creative
economy.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Despite the scant empirical investigation of the cultural and creative industries, the literature is fairly
exhaustive. Data availability related to these sectors remains sparse and often underdeveloped
hampering the comparability between sectors and also across countries. As a result, economic
evaluation on which important economic policy considerations are made often depends on
theoretical arguments which, in view of data limitations or the absence of economic models cannot
always be supported by a fully fledged empirical investigation.
This does not in any way reduce the validity of the economic arguments which are a good platform
on which to initiate an empirical investigation of the sector. In the absence of such extensive data
coverage and economic modelling, it is very useful to first discuss what economic theory says about
the sector and compare these ideas with the practical experience of practitioners and stakeholders
in the CCIs.
In this context, the aim of this theoretical analysis is twofold: to provide a basis for the empirical
investigation of the sector and to act as a trigger for debate with the operators and stakeholders in
the sector. It is worth noting that discussions within the working group appear to confirm the validity
of the economic arguments and empirical observations at a general level. However, when it comes
to sector specific issues, the scope for economic analysis and data constrains becomes a limiting
factor which has to be supplemented by qualitative observations.

1.1 Market structures and market failure
The economic literature suggests that this sector has its own organisational and market peculiarities.
We are often talking of a sector dominated by SMEs, typically micro enterprises, often made up of
self employed individuals and freelancers. This will make up the majority of the
enterprises/individuals operating in the sector. Nevertheless, within the sector there will be a small
number of enterprises with significant market power which can influence significantly the economic
activity of the smaller micro units.
The sector is often divided in terms of a value chain involving the core creative aspects, the
manufacturing and the distribution aspect. It is not uncommon that monopoly or oligopolistic
structures exist at the retail and distribution end of the chain, particularly in the arts. But even within
the core creative sector, different levels of competition exist where markets are typically divided
into the:
Primary Market typically made up of many unrecognised individual artists competing together
with no market power. In the primary market, competition drives the prices down.
Secondary Market typically made up of a few established artists and dealers trading in culture
and artistic goods and services. Because in this market there are only a few individuals, they
tend to have market power and can demand higher prices. These markets are mostly found in
significant cities where art is traded such as London and New York.
International Market: This is the highest market level where the international auction houses
trade and where works of artists of the highest reputation trade at exorbitant prices.
In the economic literature this type of market differentiation is often associated with the arts and
culture sector rather than the media and creative business services sector. However, even in the
latter two subsectors market imperfections can exist. Professional organisations can be beneficial to
uphold high standards in these sectors but will also exert market power which can influence prices,
fees and rates of return in the sector. This can be an extremely important dimension to evaluate in a
small market the size of Malta.
Other sources of market failure are typically associated with the cultural and creative industries
include the following:
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1. Information asymmetries: it is difficult for the buyer to distinguish between original works of art
and fakes or forgeries. The quality of the good or service is known only to the seller. Moreover,
the absence of risk evaluations in the sector and uncertainty of future income prospects could
be another source of information asymmetry which can also lead to underinvestment in the
sector. Institutional investors often dismiss this sector on the basis of the perceived risk
involved, rather than on the basis of a proper risk assessment. This lack of information could be
a main reason why access to finance is so constrained in the sector, leading to underinvestment
in the sector, irrespective of its potential to growth and possible resilience during various phases
of the business cycles.
2. Externalities: Consumption of arts and culture goods may be associated with positive
externalities. For instance the provision of artistic and cultural goods can have positive spill-over
effects on other individuals even if they are not consuming directly: e.g. the benefits of the
Caravaggio painting of the beheading of St’ John transcends the benefits of its original owners,
the Knights of St John, and today is a source of national pride for Malta and also one of the main
tourist attractions. If these external benefits are not accounted for, provision of art and culture
goods may be less than socially optimal. The sector often has positive spill over effects on other
important sectors of the economy. The contribution of the arts, culture and heritage sector to
the tourism industry in Malta is undisputed. But other examples exist, such as the benefits of
design on manufacturing. Positive spill over effects also occur within the sub-sectors making up
the CCIs.
3. Some of the goods and services produced by the cultural and creative industries can also display
characteristics of what in economics are referred to as public goods. The two characteristic, of a
public good are when the consumption of goods and services by one individual does not reduce
the consumption by another individual (non-rivalry), and when it is not possible to exclude
anyone from consuming that good and service (non-excludability). When these conditions apply
it is often the case that users can free-ride on the consumption of those who pay for the good or
service. A clear example is the issue of piracy in music CDs and DVDs. Once a band produces an
album it becomes very difficult to restrict the copying and reproduction of that album such that
consumers who obtain the album without paying enjoy the music as much as those actually
paying for the music. Because of this problem the rate of return on investment by a music band
is reduced and the likelihood is that over time, investment in this industry becomes sub-optimal
when considering the consumption benefits enjoyed by both the paying and non-paying
consumers.
These typical market failures are often used as arguments in the economic literature justifying
intervention in the market either by voluntary organisations or by government to ensure that
investment in the sector is optimal in view of the positive (and possibly negative57) economic
externalities. Market intervention can take various forms from tax credits, subsidies, public
investment in the sector, voluntary donations, standard setting, regulation and enforcement of
intellectual property rights.
At this point, and with direct reference to the issue of public goods, it is worth noting that ensuring
some form of regulated market power may be essential for this industry to thrive. Here economic
theory suggests that establishing property rights in the industry is useful to address market failure.
This is done through patents and copyrights. This safeguards an adequate rate of return which
encourages continued investment in the sector by private individuals.
In view of these theoretical considerations it is worth highlighting at this initial stage that our
assessment of this sector will, subject to data limitations, transcend an accounting evaluation of the
financial aspects and try to delve more into the economic implications. Thus the importance of each
sub-sector will not be simply evaluated for its ability to generate an adequate rate of return on
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investment for the operators in the sub-sector but on its ability to generate a positive rate of return
on investment to the whole economy.
An alternative and narrower view risks underestimating the importance of positive or negative
externalities and inter/intra industry linkages of which the Cultural and Creative Industry could be
responsible for. Having said this, and also in view of data limitations which limit our analysis, the
financial implications will be highlighted to ensure that policy actions are grounded on a complete
picture of the sector. At the same time, socio-cultural issues are beyond the scope of this evaluation.

1.2 Organisational structure
Three types of organisational structures are often encountered in the Cultural and Creative Industry
which suggest that this is not a homogeneous industry. At one end it is possible to find sub sectors
where market constraints determine a market price which is lower than the average costs involved.
As a result, in the absence of public intervention either through voluntary donations, direct public
investment or the legal enforcement of property rights the sector cannot survive. Therefore at one
end of the organisational spectrum one finds voluntary non-profit organisations or public entities
operating. Market imperfections justify investment in these sectors even if they are not viable from
the narrow interests of a private for-profit organisation. It is worth repeating that the survival of
such organisations is justified from an economic point of view even in the absence of a profit
generating capacity.
This creates various pressures because, in the absence of the profit motive and competition, the
success of these industries to reach high quality and efficiency levels can be difficult. In itself this
could undermine overall economic efficiency, lead to increased reliance on subsidies and thus could
act as a drag on other sectors of the economy. Therefore a delicate balance is required. Whilst public
intervention is required to ensure overall economic efficiency, public intervention could distort the
incentive structure and jeopardise the attainment of quality and efficiency objectives. Therefore
setting the right management infrastructure is essential to attain the objectives of quality and
economic efficiency. In a sense this is the most difficult aspect of any Government policy towards
this sector.

Private Firms
For Profit
Organisations
Private/Public
Partnerships

Organisational
Structures in the
CCIs
Non Profit
Organisations

Public
Organisations
Voluntary NonProfit
Organisations
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At the other end of the spectrum there are private for-profit organisations where market conditions
allow firms to charge prices which can cover average costs. These types of organisations can in turn
be divided further in two. There are those which operate in a competitive market where market
failures are minimal and thus do not require any form of public intervention. However, there are
also those firms which, due to market failure still require some form of public intervention, often
through regulation, standardisation and the enforcement of intellectual property rights.
Sometimes, public investment can also be justified from an economic point of view. However, in
these sectors, private for-profit firms remain viable. These are the sectors which tend to generate
profits apart from the positive/negative externalities of production and consumption they generate.
Private-public partnerships can be a common form of organisational structure in these cases.

1.3 Demand determinants
An important distinguishing feature related to the demand for the arts and culture sector within the
CCIs is that this is often an acquired demand. The appreciation for arts and culture is strongly linked
to education not just from a production perspective but also from a demand perspective. Economic
literature supported by empirical evidence suggests that exposure to arts and culture and education
are an important determinant of demand for arts and culture goods and services. This is probably
the main feature which indicates the likely evolution of this market; the more educated and exposed
society is to arts and culture the greater the market for arts and culture goods and services becomes.
More specifically in the arts sector, demand is primarily determined by tastes. Studies show that
these tastes are not as subjective as one often assumes but are related to measurable attributes
such as the artist’s past achievement, school of work and career stage.
The relationship between demand and income is also noteworthy. There is a direct positive
relationship between income and demand for the cultural and creative industry’s products and
services. However, because of the economic link between education and long term income
developments, there is also an indirect link through education. Theory often assumes that the
demand for art and culture goods and services is very sensitive to changes in income (income elastic)
and often considered as a luxury good.
However, empirical studies do not always support economic theory and results vary. Further
investigation suggest that the discrepancy between theory and some of the empirical results can be
due to the time-intensive nature of demand for art and culture goods, particularly that of live
performances. Economic theory suggests that when income increases the price of leisure increases.
When income increases, the opportunity cost of spending more leisure time increases because for
every extra hour spent on leisure instead of work more income is being foregone. Thus, higher
income increases the opportunity cost of leisure time spent consuming art and culture goods or
services and can actually reduce their consumption. Indeed empirical studies which differentiate
between the pure income effect and the opportunity cost of leisure suggest that the pure income
elasticity is unitary.
Economic theory suggests that the sensitivity of demand to changes in prices will depend on the
extent to which a particular form of artistic or cultural good or service can be easily substitutable or
not. For instance, demand for immediately accessible entertainments such as cinemas, TV, popular
musicals, live entertainers or circuses are easily substitutable and their demand would therefore be
highly sensitive to prices (demand is price elastic). This means that price reductions can have a
dramatic effect on demand and a positive effect on revenue generated. On the other hand, demand
for certain selective genres in the performing arts such as opera, serious drama, classical music, jazz,
modern dance and experimental art display lower price sensitivity (demand is price inelastic). This
means that reducing prices is unlikely to affect demand significantly and revenue is likely to fall,
other things remaining equal.
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Empirical studies seem to be broadly in line with economic theory. Estimates suggest that demand
for groups of performances (such as Broadway theatre productions, US orchestra or a major ballet
performance range from -0.1 to -0.6. But demand for any individual performance tends to be more
price elastic, often greater than unity in absolute terms. On the other hand, demand for cinema is
found to be very sensitive to price (price elastic). The responsiveness of demand for a particular form
of performing art tends to be extremely sensitive to the price of a substitute performance (with
cross-price elasticity typically greater than 2).
Quality differences are difficult to measure and few empirical studies explicitly do so. The few
studies that do show that demand is very sensitive to variations in expected quality. Higher quality
productions are less easily substitutable and empirical evidence confirms that they are less sensitive
to price changes. This suggests that a move towards high quality in this sector can be beneficial to
generate high value added. High quality allows producers to demand a higher price and the market
is likely to grow stronger as income and educational levels in society progress.
It is clear that these theoretical and empirical investigations suggest that the strategy in this sector
should focus on high quality. Moreover, from a demand perspective education about the sector is
extremely important to ensure a growing market in the long term. Improved educational standards
and quality point towards a growing long-term potential for the sector.

1.4 Production and the creation of value added
Production in the core CCIs is often considered as labour intensive. The creation process which
involves the generation of new ideas and the execution of the idea into a tangible good or service is
often the product of labour. In view of the centrality of labour to the creation process, human
resource development is central to the production process in these industries. Therefore, education
and training are important to ensure that there are enough resources to meet the growing demand
in this industry. Moreover, the previous section has highlighted the importance of going for quality
in order to obtain the highest value added possible from the CCIs. This in turn requires investment in
the quality of the human resource input and an emphasis on professionalisation in the sector.
Within the arts and culture sub category, artists typically hold more than one job and their main
occupation may not necessarily be in the art and culture sector. Their main job would be a
supplement to their income from their artistic occupation. The uncertainty of income prospects in
the arts and culture sector may be one explanation for the prevalence of multiple job-holding.
Similar to academics, researchers and other professionals non-pecuniary motives related to work
satisfaction exert a significant influence on labour supply. In certain cases art is pursued even at the
expense of income. Earning profiles are correlated with age as young emerging artists are typically
an imperfect substitute for older established artists. Although education is an important
determinant of incomes, for artists, experience, skills and abilities have been shown to exert a
stronger influence compared to other professions.

1.4.1 Productivity and costs of production
Economic theory has traditionally focused on what is often referred to as “the cost disease”.
Technological advances in the economy in general can allow the same output to be produced with
lower resources, including labour. This raises productivity, allowing wages to increase. But in the art
and culture sector, the labour input is often thought to be unchanged: the labour input required to
give a live performance of a Mozart string quartet has not changed over time. Thus productivity will
not increase. On the basis of a two-sector model, Baumol and Bowen (1965) argue that if wages in
the art and cultural sector increase in line with what is happening in a growing economy, whereas
productivity in the sector is stable, unit labour costs in this sector will be rising, requiring greater
support for the industry over time. This could be a daunting scenario for the sector requiring
increasing government intervention to survive.
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But in reality demand for the sector may be growing faster than the whole economy thus allowing
the sector to remain competitive. This is especially so in sectors where demand is income elastic,
where the economy is growing and where education levels are rising. This can be aided by proper
marketing, merchandising and packaging, and better distribution.
The assumption that productivity improvements do not occur in this sector is also being increasingly
disputed. Technological change such as improved sound systems, new venue design, better lighting,
improved IT infrastructure and access to IT and improvements in broadcasting and recording
technology can ease access to performances and increase demand. In this respect it is worth noting
that the Green Paper on “Unlocking the potential of the cultural and creative industries” (European
Commission, 2010), points to advancement in technology and the availability of broadband
infrastructure as an opportunity for creators in this industry to produce and distribute the output of
this sector to a growing market, to reduce geographical barriers and to lower unit costs of
production. Moreover, smaller sets, smaller casts and other quality changes can also lower unit
costs of production. Thirdly, wages in the performing arts do not always follow wages generated
elsewhere in the economy although this often leads to a gradual erosion of wages in the sector.
In addition, at an industry level the move from low value added towards high quality and therefore
high value added constitutes in itself an improvement in productivity. This will justify increases in
average wages in this sector and rising profitability levels. This suggests that the potential for a move
towards high value added should be central to the strategy. It is clear from the economic literature
that the move towards high quality need not necessarily jeopardise economic efficiency
considerations and could significantly improve prospects for financial viability in sectors traditionally
regarded as loss-making. Indeed, high quality is often associated with high value added, especially
where a developed and increasingly sophisticated demand exists.
Empirical evidence on the supply side is sparse. More attention has been paid to costs because they
are simpler to estimate and data is more readily available. Empirical studies point to evidence of:
1. Rapidly declining average costs in the short term because most costs are fixed;
2. Evidence of scale economies in the long term with respect to theatre, opera, dance and
orchestra performances.
This indicates that the growth in the scale of the industry may be crucial for its survival. But growth
requires investment both in the human resource capacity and in the physical capital including
machinery, workshops, theatres, studios, laboratories, technical institutes and educational
infrastructure. Investment in the IT infrastructure is also beneficial to the development of the sector.
However, access to finance is often considered as a major stumbling block towards investment in the
sector. This issue has already been dealt with in the analysis of possible sources of market failure
associated with the CCIs. Here it is simply worth noting that access to finance constraints could
undermine the ability of the industry to reap from scale economies in the long term and thus
undermine the economic and financial viability of the sector. It could also undermine the necessary
investment in human resources and IT necessary for the future development of the sector.
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2. THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES IN MALTA
What follows is a brief description of the statistics related to the CCIs in Malta, presenting the first
comprehensive study of these industries.58 This analysis represents only a preliminary investigation,
as a comprehensive framework for statistical data is still being compiled at national and European
levels. Due to the working definitions and the ongoing mapping exercise for CCIs through statistical
data, the figures presented in this document should be considered as indicative. Furthermore, due
to the small size of the country, which in turn effects sample size and accentuates problematic low
response to surveys, data may be non-exhaustive and under representative of the sector especially
in the artistic and cultural heritage spheres. In addition, sectors with high underground economic
activity are obviously below the radar of such an analysis. Based on the availability of data for CCIs
up to the point of this analysis, the period reported here is 2000-2007.
It is worth pointing out that this mapping exercise is meant to evaluate the direct contribution of the
sector to the Maltese economy. This tends to understate the full contribution of the sector to the
Maltese economy which would include the indirect impacts due to inter industry linkages and
multiplier effects. This is beyond the scope of this analysis and would require the building of a fully
fledged economic model of the sector such as an input/output model. In addition, to fully take into
account behavioural effects one would require more complicated econometric models or fully
fledged general equilibrium models that take measure of the full impact of the sector. Also excluded
are the positive and negative externalities of the sector in question. Whilst extremely useful, the
building of economic models and the assessment of externalities cannot be undertaken given the
data limitations at this stage. Indeed, the mapping of this sector undertaken in this study constitutes
a first and necessary step towards the possibility for future modelling of the sector.

2.1 Composition
The cultural and creative industry is primarily made-up of the creative business services sector which
accounts for nearly half of the whole industry. This reflects the increasing importance in the design
and IT services to the Maltese economy throughout the years since 2005. The media sector also has
a significant share of around 41 per cent. The remaining includes the heritage sector with a share of
5 per cent and the arts sector with a share of 7 per cent.

Composition of the Core Cultural and Creative Economy
(shares of Value Added in the Core CCI)

Heritage
5%

Creative Business
Services
47%

Arts
7%

Media
41%

58

Data for this economic report was mainly obtained from Structural Business Statistics, in NACE Rev 1.1. Data availability permitted a
series-analysis restricted to the period 2000-2007. During 2012, NACE Rev.2 data should be available for 2008, and possibly for 2009.
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2.2 Size in terms of employment and value added
Between 2001 and 2007, the CCIs accounted for 4 per cent of GDP. To put this into perspective, this
is similar in size to the construction industry and slightly less than the financial intermediation
industry.
In all there were more than 3,600 enterprises operating in this industry in 2007, nearly double the
figure of 2000. These represent the core CCIs and exclude much of the manufacturing and retail and
distribution chain. The chart below illustrates the average size of enterprises in each sector and it is
clear that the industry is predominantly made-up of SMEs, and particularly micro-enterprises. This is
in line with findings in the economic literature where the CCIs are typically made up of self employed
individuals and freelancers. Similar structures within the CCIs are also evident in other countries.
It is pertinent to note that these figures show the average size of each industry and data on the size
distribution within each industry is not available. Therefore, these figures could mask an uneven
distribution with a large number of small firms at one end and a small number of large firms at the
other end. However, it is worth noting that the figures below refer only to the core industry, which is
mostly related to the creative part. If the whole value chain is considered, there is clear evidence
that the size of firms involved in manufacturing increases to an average of 12 over the 2001/07
period. At the retail and distribution end of the chain, the average firm size declines again to an
average of 3. However, in the audiovisual sector, the average firm size is a significant 55.
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Excluding cultural sites, which are typically made up of libraries and museums requiring a large
number of personnel at different levels of employment, the larger organisations are found in crafts
manufacturing and the printing and publishing industry. Unsurprisingly the arts sector’s enterprises
are typically made-up of only one person (the artist himself).

2.3 Industry growth
In view of gaps in the data for the heritage sector prior to 2005 it is not possible to estimate
consistently annual average growth rates for the whole sector over the entire sample period.
However, data for the 2005/07 period is available for all sub-sectors. The CCIs surveyed in this report
had actually registered an average decline of around 5 per cent per annum during this period.
However, this estimate has to be viewed in the context of 2005 being an exceptional year for
Creative Services which is one of the dominant sectors in the CCIs. Creative services which include
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advertising, consultancy and architecture services more than doubled their gross value added in
2005 only to reverse this gain almost completely in 2006.
If we focus on the more recent estimate for 2007, the CCIs grew by almost 4 per cent. This is still not
an exceptional growth performance and slower than the economy’s average for that year. This
average growth rate for 2007 masks the diversity in the performance of different sub-sectors, as
illustrated in the chart below. The performance ranged from the decline of almost 5 per cent in the
audiovisual sub-sector to an increase of almost 18 per cent in the visual arts sub-sector. This clearly
demonstrates the danger of treating this industry as a whole without accounting for the distinctive
features of each of its sub-sectors.
Growth in Gross Value Added in 2007
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2.4 Labour productivity
The productivity of this industry can be measured through gross value added generated by each
employee59. Overall the CCIs generated around EUR 24,000 per person employed, which is in line
with the average labour productivity of around EUR 28,000 generated by the whole economy.
Considering that in some of the more traditional sectors there is a prevalence of part time
employment which can bias the productivity estimate downwards, performance of the CCIs is
probably more productive than these estimates indicate.
Also worth considering is the significant divergence that exists between the sub-sectors as illustrated
in the Chart below. The downward bias due to part time employment is likely to be more prevalent
in the Arts sector and the Crafts sub-sector and partly explains their relatively low productivity.
Of concern is the Audiovisual sub-sector which in 2007 generated less than EUR 12,000 per person
employed, down from around EUR 15,000 in 2000. It is worth highlighting that the audiovisual subsector was the second largest within the CCIs in 2000. The decline in gross value added and
productivity of this sector since 2004 is worth investigating further.
The low productivity in the cultural sites sector is partly a reflection of the nature of the industry
which is primarily being operated as a public service, largely owing to market failure which typically
59

The employment figures used are from Structural Business Statistics (NSO) and include full time and part time employment. Because it
was not possible from the data to distinguish between full time and part time employment, figures should be treated with caution and
interpretation of the figures need to account for this deficiency. It is also worth noting that this is a proxy measure of labour productivity.
Calculating labour productivity would require deflating gross value added by an appropriate deflator. In the absence of such a deflator,
these figures should be treated with caution.
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(though not necessarily) prevails in this sub-sector. As a result, this sub-sector is not primarily
operated on a commercial for-profit basis. This does not exclude the possibility of commercial
operation, subject to certain conditions. Nor does it mean that its contribution to the Maltese
economy is totally captured in these figures. Indeed, due to the extent of data which is available for
this sector from alternative sources we have managed to estimate its indirect contribution to the
economy using a simple input/output model. (Refer to Box 1 in this chapter.)
The best performing sectors in terms of labour productivity are concentrated in the Creative
Business Services sector and the Printing and Publishing sub-sector. However, within the Creative
Business Services sector, only Software Services are more productive than the economy’s average,
and by far. The extremely high labour productivity of this sub-sector makes it a very attractive
candidate for future growth and a sub-sector which is possibly worth investing in further even from
a purely commercial basis. In 2007 it constituted the largest sub-sector in the CCIs and generated
more than EUR 64 million. The Creative Services sub-sector (which includes Architecture and
Advertising) also generates a relatively high EUR 23,000 per person employed.
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The Design sub-sector also generates a healthy EUR 18,000 per person employed. This is however
lower than the economy’s average. It is thus worth investigating whether there is potential for
further productivity gains in this sub-sector. It is worth noting that the best performance in terms of
estimated labour productivity was measured in 2005, following which a decline was registered. This
is worth investigating further. At best this could be a cyclical phenomenon and the performance in
2005 is indicative of the potential that exists for this sub-sector to recover.
The Printing and Publishing sub-sector is one of those traditional sectors within the Maltese
economy and generates around EUR 62 million per annum. Its performance has remained relatively
stable with productivity per person employed fluctuating between EUR 21,000 and EUR 25, 000 per
annum.
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2.5 Productivity growth performance, enterprise characteristics and sector employment
The dynamic performance of labour productivity in the various sub-sectors is shown in the Charts
below. These confirm the detailed analysis of the previous sub-section. In particular the Charts
confirm the significant labour productivity growth which has been observed in all the Arts sectors
and in the Software services sub-sector.
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The growth rates registered in the visual arts, performing arts and music sub-sectors are indicative
of the significant growth potential that exist in the Arts sector. Over the 2005/07 period these
sectors have all registered double digit growth rates in labour productivity. In the visual arts subsector, the growth rate is significantly and consistently in excess of the growth rate in the economy’s
labour productivity and is indicative of the potential for increasing market shares60. It is however
worth noting that although all three sub-sectors have registered significant labour productivity
growth rates, persons employed in these sub-sectors have declined consistently since 2002. On the
other hand the number of enterprises has increased. This could be indicative of a process of
“creative destruction” whereby emerging and smaller enterprises replace established larger
enterprises. Indeed the figures suggest a trend of decline in enterprise size in the Arts sector from
two to one. Moreover, of these three sub-sectors, only the visual arts sector has recorded an
increase in its share of GDP.
These figures appear to contradict the ‘cost disease’ hypothesis typically postulated in the economic
literature on the arts sector. Indeed the figures show that productivity gains in these sub-sectors are
possible with the same value added being created by less resources. This suggests that potential
earnings in the Arts sector exist, primarily in terms of profits given the size of the enterprises.
Increasing market share particularly in the performing arts and music sub-sectors could be an
additional source of productivity gain for these sub-sectors.

60

Note that market shares are here being measured in terms of sectoral gross value added as a share of GDP. The market share thus
estimated is relative to other sectors in the Maltese economy.
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Productivity in Heritage
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Software services have arguably been the best performer in the CCIs. Since 2000 this sector has
registered significant growth in gross value added (+14% p.a.), market shares (+0.9% of GDP),
employment (+450) and number of enterprises (+135) whilst enterprise size has remained around 3
(although for a period between 2003 and 2005 it increased temporarily to 5).
Sub sectors registering a relatively stable productivity growth performance over the seven year
period under consideration are cultural sites, printing and publishing, design and creative services.
However, all these sectors have registered declining market shares relative to other sectors of the
Maltese economy. A reduction in persons employed in these sectors was also recorded. Whereas
the number of enterprises has increased in cultural sites and creative services, it has declined in the
printing and publishing and design services. The trend decline in enterprise size is evident in all these
sectors with the exception of the printing and publishing sector.
Arguably, these figures suggest that the ‘cost disease’ is more applicable in Malta to these industries
than to the Arts sector. These industries have failed to keep pace with the productivity performance
in the rest of the economy. As a result these sub-sectors have had to shed labour and were losing
market shares to other competing industries. The challenge for these industries is to raise labour
productivity and raise market shares by tapping into growing demand possibly overseas.
The increase in the number of enterprises in cultural sites and creative services is indicative of
restructuring efforts underway in these two sub-sectors. The figures indicate that competition within
the sub-sector is increasing whilst smaller enterprises are emerging and possibly replacing
established larger enterprises. However, it is not clear whether this type of restructuring will
eventually be successful or that it is indeed the ideal restructuring path. The volatility of market
shares in the creative services sector and the data constraints in the cultural sites sector make it
extremely difficult to evaluate whether the performance of these sub-sectors is cyclical or structural.
Nevertheless the challenge of these industries to raise labour productivity and tap new markets
remains valid.
The printing and publishing sub-sector is the only sector which has reduced employment and the
number of enterprises but has continued to work with the same business model with respect to the
size of the enterprise. Labour productivity has been kept relatively stable over the period under
consideration. These trends could be indicative of consolidation efforts in the sector, with
enterprises already operating at their optimal size under existing market conditions. Arguably, one
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of the main challenges in this sub-sector would be the ability to tap new markets and expand output.
Another aspect worth investigating are market distortions in the retail/distribution end which may
reduce the sector below its optimum capacity even under current market conditions.
Despite a relatively stable productivity growth performance, since 2000 the Design sub-sector has
recorded declines in market shares, employment, number of enterprises and enterprise size. These
figures suggest a sub-sector which is in decline. However the sector still generates a healthy level of
labour productivity which can potentially be boosted if new (possibly export) markets can be tapped.
More worrying trends have emerged since 2004 for the crafts sub-sector and the audiovisual subsector. These negative performances are worth investigating further. In particular, the audiovisual
sub-sector which in 2000 used to employ 1,165 persons, in 2007 employed only 836 persons. Its
share of GDP over the same period has declined from 0.44 per cent to 0.18 per cent. Ironically, the
number of enterprises in the audiovisual sector has more than doubled and in 2007 there were 250
enterprises. These new enterprises are however smaller with the average enterprise size in the
audiovisual sector declining from 10 in 2000 to 3 in 2007. This is also indicative of an increase in
competitive pressures in the industry. The increase in competition is evident both within the
industry itself and also in relation to competing industries in other sectors of the economy, with the
sector emerging as weaker and in need of restructuring.
As for the crafts sub-sector, the negative productivity growth performance could be more cyclical
than structural and reflects primarily the negative performance in 2005 and 2006. A partial recovery
was already underway in 2007. The performance of this sector may be closely linked to the
performance of the tourism industry. The number of enterprises has not changed significantly and
enterprise size has only declined marginally from an average of 7 in 2000 to 6 in 2007. Its
characteristics are probably closer to the manufacturing sector rather than the services sector. Its
measured contribution to the Maltese economy in terms of value added has been relatively stable at
around EUR 1.6 million. However, in the absence of sufficient growth, its share of GDP has actually
declined and is indicative of lost market share. By its very nature as an indigenous and home grown
sector with significant potential as a niche market, the recent performance of the industry masks the
growth potential. If linked to a unique Maltese identity this sector may exploit better its comparative
advantage and thus be considered as a potentially growing sector. By its nature this sector can
operate on a commercial basis. However, it is worth identifying possible market failures which are
hindering the growth and development of the sector.

Box 1: A case study for the heritage sector
An input/output model of the museum sector
This report on the Economics of the Cultural and Creative Industries is primarily based on data from the Structural
Business Statistics. From this annual data it was possible to estimate the direct contribution of each sector to the
Maltese economy. However this is only a partial evaluation of the economic significance of the CCIs to the Maltese
economy and excludes multiplier effects emanating from the linkages this industry has with other sectors of the
economy as well as other final demand components. As already suggested elsewhere in this report, a more
realistic estimation of the real impact of this sector to the Maltese economy would require the building of
economic models, such as input/output models which are able to capture the indirect and induced impact of a
given sector to the Maltese economy. Whilst this is deemed beyond the scope of this report, we do recommend
that this research avenue is explored further in the future.
Indeed to highlight the importance of this further research an attempt is made to estimate the indirect and
induced impact of the museums sector as a means to demonstrate the usefulness and validity of this approach.
What are these indirect and induced impacts? Let us say that an increase in tourist expenditure has occurred,
raising expenditure on museums by say EUR 10 million. To generate the additional EUR 10 million demanded the
museums will have to pay additional wages and also spend more on the inputs necessary to generate this
additional output. But the additional wages paid will be spent by employees elsewhere in the economy and thus
generate an additional round of output and income flows to other firms. Moreover, the payments by museums for
the additional inputs necessary in the production process also constitute an additional demand for the firms
supplying these inputs. In turn these input firms pay additional wages and spend on additional inputs to meet this
increased demand. This process goes on and on and the additional income generated in the economy will be a
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multiple of the initial EUR 10 million. This is what the multiplier process is all about. The indirect effects are the
multiplier effects on the industries supplying the inputs whilst the induced effect is the additional output, income
or expenditure which the increase in wages gives rise to.
An evaluation of the multiplier process in the museums sector is made possible with the additional data which
Heritage Malta kindly made available to analyse the sector. In fact this data goes beyond the SBS data provided by
NSO. The main source of data to capture the inter-industry linkages (primarily the inputs of the museums from
other industries and other value added components) and multiplier effects was the financial accounts of Heritage
Malta for 2007. On the basis of this data together with the supply and use tables for 2001 published by NSO, a
simplified Input/Output model was created to calculate the multiplier effect of the Museums under Heritage
Malta.
This model basically shows how much economic activity every EUR 1 invested in this sector generates. A multiplier
which is greater than unity means that every euro spent on museums will generate more than one euro of output
and value added. Moreover, this also means that the direct contribution to the economy which is the basis of this
report actually understates the true impact of this sector to the Maltese economy. The higher the multiplier the
more underestimated the true impact of this sector is. A full model of the CCIs could indeed capture the different
multipliers of every sub-sector of this industry and suggest which of those industries generate the largest spill-over
effects on the Maltese economy and thus guide policy makers to re-direct scarce resources to these industries.

Limitations of the input/output model
It is worth highlighting at this stage that due to data limitations, these estimates should be treated with caution
and are primarily meant to be used for illustration purposes. For instance, the fact that the last published supply
and use table is for 2001 can lead to outdated information on the sector. Moreover, we are basing our analysis on
the data provided by Heritage Malta and thus exclude other museums. This is not totally representative of the
whole industry although we do not expect the structure of other museum not captured in our model to be
significantly different from Heritage Malta museums.
At this stage it is also important to highlight the limitations of an Input/Output model compared to the use of more
sophisticated economic/econometric models. The model outlined above makes four major assumptions:
1. It assumes that household consumption increases in proportion to income
2. No profits are re-invested in the sector which could provide an additional second round impact;
3. It is assumed that industry production is linear such that there is no substitution between inputs due to
economies of scale.
4. Prices are assumed to be fixed.
These assumptions imply that inputs (including labour) react to output changes in a proportional manner. This is
not a totally accurate representation of how the economy really works, since this limits the case for price shifts or
factor substitutions which a structural economic model could capture. For instance, a fall in demand for the
museums say because of less tourists coming to Malta will reduce output. The model predicts that inputs will
decline proportionately to the decline in output. However, in reality we know that this is unlikely to occur and due
to public sector arrangements the number of people employed in museums are likely to remain unchanged and
will not lead to factor substitution between labour and capital.
The assumption that prices are fixed and inputs are employed in proportion to output, also excludes the possibility
of declining average costs and economies of scale in the long term, which is proved to exist in the empirical
economic literature on museums. Indeed, in this context it is worth highlighting that the economic literature
suggests that fixed costs are prevalent in the operation of museums. This implies that as output increases, average
costs tend to decline.
Another important implication for the interpretation of the generated results stems from the static nature of the
model. While the direct impacts will be instantly reflected in changes in the variables of economic interest, the
indirect and induced effects will ripple throughout the economy at a slower pace. Consequently, the total impact
on value added, income and employment will only be fully reflected after the interactions between the various
economic agents within the economy fully materialise. However, in the long term, the economy makes
adjustments that tend to dampen the estimated impact. Similarly, the multiplier impact of a particular industry
may change over time due to changing technology, prices and international trade patterns.
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Multipliers (Type II) of the museums sector
Using the combination of financial accounts data from Heritage Malta and the Supply and Use table for 2001
published in the national accounts statistics it was possible to derive the output multipliers of the museum sector.
Households were endogenised in the model so as to get both the indirect effects (those arising out of interindustry linkages) and the induced effects (those derived from output generating employment for households and
income which is then consumed leading to additional effects).
On the basis of the Supply and Use Tables, these Type II output multipliers generally range from 1.7 for Private
Households with Employed Persons Category to 3.0 in the Public Administration Category. The estimated
multiplier for the museums sector is estimated at 3.9 which is a relatively high output multiplier. Similarly, the
gross value added multiplier is estimated at 1.9. In the rest of the economy the gross value added multiplier ranges
from 0.6 in Manufacturing, Fishing and Water and Electricity Industries to 1.2 in public administration. Again, the
museum sector is shown to have a very high type II value added multiplier. It also indicates that our estimate of
the direct impact of the museums sector (estimated at 0.14 per cent of GDP) could be underestimated by around
½.
Why should this sector of the economy have such a significant multiplier effect? It is worth noting that the value of
the multiplier is inversely proportional to the rate of savings, taxation and imports. Compared to other industries,
the museum sector’s main inputs are domestically produced services which arguably do not have significant
import content. These include telecommunications, security services, management and consultancy services,
exhibition costs and cultural services.
On the other hand it is worth noting that the type II multiplier do not include other final demand effects for
instance from the re-investment of profits in the industry. If this were taken into account the discrepancy with
other industries is likely to be less than suggested here since this is primarily a public service which is not
principally meant to generate profits. The fact that private museums which are operated on a commercial basis are
excluded can thus be a distorting factor in this respect and highlights further why these figures should be
interpreted with care. Having said this, the relatively high multiplier remains a plausible scenario and possibly
suggests the desirability of investing further in the museums sub-sector in view of significant spill-over effects on
other domestic industries.

The demand side of the museums sector
Another interesting aspect worth considering, apart from the supply side considerations mentioned above are the
equally important demand components. What determines the number of visitors to Heritage Malta museums? The
literature suggests that ticket prices, income levels, education levels, age and prices of substitutes (such as other
entertainment and TV) are all relevant determinants of the number of visitors to a museum.
Typically we find that demand is not very sensitive to price of tickets. However the number of visitors to a museum
tends to be very sensitive to the price of substitutes. An inverted U-shaped effect of age is typically recorded with
demand being higher for middle-age groups. The level of education is also a strong determinant of the number of
visitors. For instance, according to a study by Victor Fernandez Blanco on the demand for museums in Spain, the
probability of visiting a museum increases gradually from 12 per cent for individuals with less than a primary level
of education to 60 per cent for individuals having a tertiary level of education. Moreover, the same study finds a
strong positive effect of cultural capital (cultural knowledge and appreciation) on demand.
Heritage Malta provided an extensive database of the number of visitors for 21 different museums with monthly
data from 2004. The data was converted into a quarterly basis. Heritage Malta also provided comparable data for
ticket prices. From this data it was possible to create a panel data with 21 cross-sections by 24 annual
observations. Due to some missing values related to the temporary closure of some museums/heritage sites, the
database consists of an unbalanced panel of 491 observations.
The estimation of prices was complicated by the fact that different prices are charged for different groups (namely,
children, students, adults, senior citizens and groups). A weighted average price had to be calculated on the basis
of the group structure of visitors to each of these museums. This information was also made available by Heritage
Malta.
The demand determinants chosen for our model differ slightly from the empirical investigation typically found in
the economic literature in one important respect; the role of tourism. The majority of museum visitors in Malta are
actually tourists such that the personal characteristics of these visitors are assumed to be the same characteristics
of the tourists visiting Malta. Tourism numbers, number of days stayed and average tourist expenditure were thus
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included with the demand determinants in addition to the data on prices. An attempt was also made to construct
an education indicator. However, because of lack of data, the indicator constructed may not be a good
representation of the tourist education levels.
The standard model used for estimation is formulated as the following log-linear specification:

Log(V) = c1 + c2 Log(P) + c3 Log(HICP) + c4 Log(P_HOL) + c5 Log(P_REC) +
c6 Log(P_REST ) + c7 Log(TOUR)
Where:

V

is the number of visitors to each museum at each point in time

P

is the average effective ticket price

HICP

refers to the prices of other consumption goods and services in the economy which may be
potential substitutes

P_HOL

is the cost of a holiday in Malta which is a complement in view of the importance of
tourism demand to museums

P_REC

is a measure of the cost of other recreational activities which can be a substitute to or a
complement to the demand for museums

P_REST

is a measure of the cost of restaurant which can be regarded as a complement to the
demand for museums

TOUR

is the number of tourists coming to Malta

The above basic model is estimated and referred to as Model 1 in the table below. In view of problems of heteroschedasticity in the data, GLS was used instead of OLS. All coefficients are statistically significant at the 1 per cent
level.
Panel Regression: Number of Visitors to Heritage Malta Museums
Dependent Variable: LOG(V)
Method: Panel EGLS (Cross-section weights)
Cross-section Fixed Effects Specification
Date: 09/21/10 Time: 18:23
Sample: 2004Q1 2009Q4
Cross-sections included: 21
Total panel (unbalanced) observations: 491
Linear estimation after one-step weighting matrix
(t-Statistic in parenthesis)

C
LOG(P)
LOG(HICP)
LOG(P_HOL)
LOG(P_REC)
LOG(P_REST)
LOG(TOUR)

Model1

Model2

Model3

Model4

Model5

Model6

Model7

-0.1
-(.04)
-0.1
-(2.35)
6.9
(6.65)
-1.4
-(2.96)
-1.9
-(2.86)
-3.3
-(4.4)
0.6
(8.39)

7.4
(2.89)
-0.1
-(1.74)
8.7
(8.28)
-2.2
-(4.69)
-2.3
-(3.53)
-5.0
-(6.4)
0.9
(10.22)
-1.0
-(5.65)

1.1
(.46)
-0.1
-(2.42)
6.2
(5.18)
-1.3
-(2.73)
-1.8
-(2.59)
-2.9
-(3.47)
0.4
(1.81)

6.3
(2.61)
-0.1
-(2.18)
5.1
(4.93)
-1.7
-(3.84)
-1.6
-(2.42)
-2.8
-(3.93)
0.7
(10.22)

-0.2
-(.09)
-0.1
-(2.42)
6.2
(5.18)
-1.3
-(2.73)
-1.8
-(2.59)
-2.9
-(3.47)
0.6
(7.17)

9.4
(3.69)
-0.1
-(1.82)
6.7
(5.92)
-2.1
-(4.68)
-1.9
-(2.94)
-4.0
-(5.06)
0.9
(10.13)
-0.6
-(3.27)

-1.9
-(.93)
-0.2
-(3.4)
4.9
(4.72)

LOG(TOUR_EPC)
LOG(TOUR_EPD)

0.2
(1.21)

LOG(TOUR_DAY)

-0.9
-(6.3)

LOG(TOUR_EPCPD)

-0.5
-(2.3)
0.2
(1.21)

LOG(TOUR_EPCPD_REAL)

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Sum squared resid
Durbin-Watson stat

-2.2
-(3.25)
-1.5
-(2.74)
0.5
(8.26)

0.3
(2.41)
0.95
0.95
0.2878
347.9
0.00
10.90
3.98
38.439
1.4

0.95
0.95
0.2831
359.5
0.00
11.12
4.19
37.109
1.3

0.95
0.95
0.2880
335.1
0.00
10.91
4.02
38.393
1.3

0.95
0.95
0.2828
363.7
0.00
11.23
4.44
37.024
1.3

0.95
0.95
0.2880
335.1
0.00
10.91
4.02
38.393
1.3

0.96
0.95
0.2812
359.8
0.00
11.30
4.46
36.528
1.3

0.95
0.95
0.2914
341.7
0.00
11.12
4.30
39.389
1.3
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Indications from model 1:
The coefficient on the price variable is negative and less than unity in absolute terms. This is in line with economic
theory and the empirical literature on museums. It indicates that demand is price inelastic and an increase in price
of 1 per cent will lower demand by less than 0.1 per cent. This suggests that a change in price will not affect
demand significantly. Higher prices will increase ticket revenue and possibly lead to higher profits if average costs
do not rise significantly with lower output.
The high coefficient of 6.9 on the HICP indicates that the demand for museums is highly sensitive to the price of
substitute goods and services. An increase in the price of these goods and services in the Maltese economy will
lead to a significant increase in demand for museums. This is also in line with the international economic literature.
The negative and significant coefficient on prices of holidays, restaurants and entertainment suggest that these are
complementary services. When prices of holidays and restaurants increase, tourism in Malta loses
competitiveness. This reduces the number of visitors to Malta and thus reduces demand for museums as well. The
negative coefficient on the price of entertainment activity is not so clearly explained since entertainment activities
can be regarded as substitute goods rather than complements as the sign on the coefficient indicates. But in this
case, museums may be regarded as an inferior substitute. An increase in the price of entertainment possibly leads
tourists to substitute their demand for museums to the now more expensive entertainment service. A similar
explanation can also apply to the price of restaurants rather than the previous explanation. This could indicate that
the visit to a museum by tourists in Malta is of secondary importance to other entertainment activities and
restaurant services. This could be a reflection of the lack of success so far to attract high quality cultural tourists to
Malta.
The number of tourists visiting Malta is also a positive and significant determinant of the number of visitors to
museums and confirms the importance of the tourism market for this industry. However, the coefficient is less
than unity suggesting that the share of visitors to total tourism numbers tends to decline. An increase of 1 per cent
in the number of tourists increases the number of visitors by around 0.6 per cent.
Indications from models 2 to 7:
To estimate the effect of tourist income/expenditure, various formulations were utilised. These include tourist
expenditure per capita (TOUR_EPC), tourist expenditure per day (TOUR_EPD), average days spent (TOUR_ DAY)
and daily expenditure per capita (TOUR_EPCPD). Since we are modelling volumes, we also deflated the daily
expenditure per capita (TOUR_EPCPD_REAL) to estimate real expenditure.
These different specifications include model 2 to 7. Some of the results are either insignificant or the direction of
causality is negative which either indicates model misspecification or that the demand for museums is an inferior
service. However, a-priori one would expect model 7 to be the correct specification. Income elasticity is significant
and positive. An income elasticity less than unity indicates that the visit to a museum (mostly by tourists) is not a
luxury service. This is further indication that the kinds of tourists visiting Malta are not cultural tourists.
This could be dampening the positive linkages that potentially exist between the tourism industry and the
museums industry. This suggests that if Malta were to attract more cultural tourists, the demand for museums
could possibly increase. Coupled with the observation that this industry has significant multiplier effects, such a
move could have a significantly positive contribution to the Maltese economy. To put it differently, the potential
economic gain of an additional tourist who prefers to spend on museums could be larger than the gain from an
additional tourist who prefers to spend more on other goods and services in the Maltese economy. This points to
the need for a stronger coordination between Malta’s tourism policy and heritage policy with both being mutually
supportive.
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2.6 Industry profitability
Data on operating surplus can be used to estimate profit margins in the various sub-sectors of the
CCIs. Overall the Industry generated an estimated profit margin of around 21 per cent between 2001
and 2007. Profit margins have been declining over this seven year period and in 2007 stood at 19 per
cent of turnover. This is lower than the economy’s average which stands at around 23 per cent. The
Chart below relates profit margins in the various sub-sectors to the respective size of the industry as
measured by the share of gross value added to GDP.
Size and Profitability
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High profit margins can be a sign of either lack of competitive pressures in a small emerging industry
or the result of efficiency gains in production irrespective of the size of the industry. The chart above
does not suggest any clear relationship between the size of the industry and profit margins.
Nevertheless, if we exclude cultural sites which is primarily operated as a public service (and
therefore does not generate significant profits), an inverse even if imperfect relationship can be
observed.
Indeed the high profit margins in the Arts sector could be indicative of small emerging industries.
Their profit margins could possibly decline if the sectors continue to grow unless demand for the arts
increases in excess of supply. Increasing demand and tapping niche markets in the Arts sector would
ensure that labour productivity increases further and thus enhance value added in this sector. This
will ensure that the relatively high profit margins are preserved as the sectors grow. Despite the
potential for commercialisation of the sector, one cannot overlook the prevalence of market
imperfections in the arts sector as amply documented in the economic literature reviewed in
Chapter 1 of this study. Therefore, despite its profit potential, investment in this sector is likely to
remain lower than optimal. In this sense the economy could still benefit from possible government
intervention in the sector which otherwise could grow but still remain below its potential.
A clear example of the benefits of increasing market share by tapping potential demand growth is
the software services sector. Despite its growth in recent years and the size of this sector, relatively
high profit margins have been maintained in the sector. Again, the strength of the software services
sector is evident in these figures. Moreover, the fact that growth in the sector has not been followed
by a decline in profit margins also indicates that the supply side has moved in tandem with demand
allowing the sector to remain competitive without undue increases in wages in excess of
productivity gains.
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On the other hand, despite the small size of the crafts sector, profit margins are relatively low. This
suggests that the sector has not yet exploited its full potential. Arguably it is a traditional sector
which has never managed to grow although it is one of those sectors which can be exploited in view
of its natural competitive advantage which is closely linked to the Maltese/Mediterranean identity.
The low profit margins are also indicative of wrong pricing policies in the sector and may reflect a
lack of pride in craftsmen’s work with operators failing to upgrade the quality of their products so as
to fetch higher market prices and therefore increase value added in the sector.
Profit margins in the audiovisual sector are low compared to the size of the industry. In addition
margins have declined consistently since the beginning of this decade. This is surprising given the
potential for profit which likely exists for the sector. As indicated earlier the decline in profit margins
occurred at a time when the number of industries in this sector has been growing suggesting that
competitive pressures may have reduced the profitability of the industry. This could be beneficial to
the economy in general. However, when viewed against the decline in the average size of
enterprises in this sector one would question whether enterprises are downsizing excessively with
the consequence that scale economies are lost. If this is the case, then consolidation of the sector is
needed, possibly through mergers, acquisitions or the development of cooperatives until enterprises
recover to their optimum scale. This is essential if the industry is to tap new markets and expand
demand possibly from overseas.
The decline in the design sub-sector documented previously has not led to a recovery in profit
margins. Indeed margins have declined substantially from around 70 per cent in 2001 to 28 per cent
in 2007. Although this still represents a healthy margin, the decline of the sector in terms of market
share, number of enterprises, number of persons employed and enterprise size may not necessarily
be optimal. This would become particularly relevant if new markets overseas are to be exploited
requiring the sector to increase professionalism and benefit from scale economies to compete
internationally.
The profitability of the creative services sub-sector is also low relative to the size of the industry. The
decline in labour productivity and the decline in the size of the enterprises in the creative services
sector may have had a negative effect on the profitability of the industry. Indeed today the industry
accounts for less than 0.33 per cent of GDP compared to 0.45 per cent in 2001.
Printing and publishing is the largest sub-sector within the CCIs. However, at around 16 per cent,
profit margins are depressed although relatively stable. In view of a healthy labour productivity of
around EUR 22,000 per person employed (which is slightly lower than the economy’s average),
market imperfections in the distribution sector may need to be investigated since they may be
affecting negatively the profit margins in the printing and publishing sub-sector. Further
consolidation of the sector may be required to increase its market strength vis-à-vis the
retail/distribution sector. Moreover, the possibility of further exploiting foreign markets may require
further enterprise restructuring in the sector.
Finally, the cultural sites sub-sector records relatively low profit margins. This is primarily due to the
fact that a large proportion of this sub-sector is run as a public service and therefore does not
generate significant profit margins. The characteristics of this sector are already analysed in more
detail in Box 1.

2.7 Industry volatility and access to finance
CCIs are often regarded by market analysts as a risky sector. However, owing to lack of data on the
sector, this can prove to be a misconception and could lead to lack of investment and sources of
finance in the industry. To analyse the volatility of the sector we use the coefficient of variation of
the profit margins by sector computed from the national accounts data. In the Chart below profit
volatility is plotted against profit margins. This allows us to analyse the stability of profit margins
within the various sub-sectors of the CCIs.
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Profit Margins and their Volatility
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The first thing that is clearly evident is that there does not appear to be a positive linear relationship
between profitability and volatility. Indeed the most profitable industries are not necessarily the
most volatile. This is clearly the case for the arts sector and the software services sub-sector. These
statistics indicate that in general the sectors should not suffer from lack of private finance.
On the other hand of the spectrum one finds the design sub-sector which records relatively high
margins but also a relatively high volatility in profit margins. This suggests that venture capital funds
could be useful in this profitable but volatile sector.
The crafts sector displays relatively stable but low margins compared to the rest of the economy. As
a result, access to finance can be limited to the crafts sector. In view of the indigenous
characteristics of the crafts industry which could potentially generate a high value added due to the
unique characteristics associated with Maltese/Mediterranean identity, the potential benefits for
some form of (temporary) Government intervention could exceed the potential costs.
On the other hand, the audiovisual sector and the creative services sector are both relatively
volatile and generate below average profit margins. Access to finance could be difficult in these
sectors. These statistics suggest that any direct Government intervention to ease access to finance
from private sources should be done very carefully without underestimating the risks involved.
Nevertheless, it is worth investigating further what is causing the volatility of these sectors and to
what extent the volatility can be reduced. This could lead to targeted policies which reduce volatility
and indirectly ease access to finance. Private/public and venture capital funds can also be considered
subject to certain restrictions.
By its very nature as primarily (though not exclusively) a public service, the cultural sites sector does
not suffer from excessive volatility. Access to finance is primarily public and may need to remain so
in view of market imperfections already discussed. However, commercial activity is not necessarily
precluded from this sector and possible financial constraints should be investigated and acted upon.
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Productivity Gains and Volatility in Profit Margins
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Finally it is worth highlighting that there could be a link between volatility and productivity gains in
the CCIs. As illustrated in the chart above, there appears to be a fairly strong inverse correlation
between volatility and productivity gains. However, it is not clear where the direction of causation
runs, that is whether high volatility undermines productivity gains or whether lack of productivity
gains is likely induce more vulnerability. If the former is true, then volatility and related constraints
to finance are hindering the growth of these sectors. If the latter is valid then the growth of the
industries will automatically reduce volatility and thus reduce the constraints to finance.

2.8 Wages, productivity and employment
The CCIs employed almost 7,600 people, down from around 9,000 in 2003. Of these, 6,000 were
employees whilst the industry provided economic activity for around 1,600 self employed. The
following chart shows a cross plot of productivity levels in the various sub-sectors and average
wages in the corresponding sub-sectors. The 45 degree dotted line implies that wage levels are in
line with productivity. Sectors to the left of the 45 degree line suggest that wages exceed
productivity leading to problems of competitiveness. Sectors to the right of the 45 degree line
suggest that productivity more than makes up for average wages in the sector and the further to the
right an industry is the higher the profit margins.
It is clear that there are no significant outliers to the left of the 45 degree line. This suggests that
there are no major competitiveness problems in the industry related to the labour market. However,
there are some major outliers to the right of the 45 degree line, particularly software services. This is
indicative of the high degree of profitability of this sub-sector. This indicates a clear potential for
further growth in output, employment, profits and also average wages in the sector.
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Productivity and Wages
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The Chart above shows the distribution of average earnings in the CCIs. At EUR 15,600, the average
wage is slightly less than the economy’s average (EUR 16,700). The highest average wages are paid in
the software services sub-sector. The lowest paid sectors are the Music and Performing Arts subsector although these partly reflect the part-time nature of employment. Crafts, Cultural Sites, Visual
Arts, Audiovisual and Design sub-sectors pay an average wage between EUR 10,000 and EUR 15,000
which is slightly lower than the average in the economy. On the other hand, the Creative Services
and the Printing and Publishing sub-sectors pay average wages of between EUR 15,000 and EUR
20,000 which is roughly in line with the average of the whole economy. Most employees in the CCIs
fall within the latter two income brackets.
These statistics possibly mask significant inequalities within the sub-sectors themselves. The data
available does not allow us to evaluate this hypothesis. Nevertheless, this is amply documented in
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the economic literature on the arts sector where the distribution of income ranges from a large
number of ‘amateur’ artists who actually subsidise their artistic creations and often lose money and
a small number of ‘professional’ or ‘successful’ artists who earn significantly high income levels.
Economic theory does provide explanations to these characteristics although arguably other social
sciences could provide additional explanations of such inequalities. Economic theory suggests that
unlike work, devoting time to artistic creation is itself welfare enhancing and increases utility. Thus
artists are prepared to subsidise their artistic creations in exchange for the utility gain from artistic
creation.
Obviously they can only do this by having a primary source of income. This explains why most artists
operate on a part-time basis. Economic theory also suggests that the number of (emerging) artists is
relatively high relative to the demand for contemporary/experimental art such that earnings are low
or even negative. However, for the ‘successful’ few the opposite is true with demand exceeding
supply. These ‘successful’ artists enjoy a high income allowing them to make a living out of art and
thus can be regarded as ‘professionals’. In this way economic theory explains the significant
inequalities of income prevailing in the arts, and why voluntary work, donations and selfsubsidisation are the most important sources of financing for the arts.

2.9 The domestic demand for the CCIs
Data from the 2008 Household Budgetary survey suggests that Maltese households’ expenditure on
goods and services produced by the CCIs in Malta represents on average around 3.4 percent of total
expenditure. Thus, on average, say out of a total EUR 15,000 spent in a year by an average
household, EUR 515 would be spent on the goods and services produced in Malta by the CCIs. This
only represents an average and we do not have information of the distribution of expenditure by
household consumption or household income. Therefore, we do not know whether the median
expenditure would be higher or lower than this figure, particularly for the individual expenditure
components making up these goods and services. The Chart below gives an indication of the
components making up this household expenditure on the goods and services produced by the CCIs.
Thus, for instance, based on the information below, a household spending EUR 15,000 yearly would
roughly spend EUR 20 yearly on theatre and dance schools. But this is an average figure. Because
many households would not really spend on theatre and dance schools, it is likely that those
households who do spend on these services actually spend more than EUR 20 per annum. Therefore,
the information below should be analysed carefully and in more aggregate terms.
Composition of Household Expenditure on the CCIs Goods and Services
Creative Services (Advertising)
0.6%
Software Services
2.9%
Design (Interior Design)
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The most important single component of Maltese household expenditure on the goods and services
produced by the CCIs are books, newspapers and magazines which account for more than 28 per
cent. Considering another 5 per cent on audiovisual services, the share of expenditure going to
media services amounts to around 33 per cent. This excludes expenditure on goods such as TV sets,
Hi-Fi equipment etc. Almost 40 per cent of aggregate household expenditure on the goods and
services produced by the CCIs is actually spent on crafts, primarily jewellery (14 per cent), glass and
ceramics (7 per cent) and traditional foods (19 per cent). Expenditure on museums and galleries is a
meagre 0.3 per cent. More than 21 per cent is spent on the arts, namely 10 per cent on visual arts, 6
per cent on music and 5 per cent on performing arts. Finally, less than 6 per cent of Maltese
household expenditure on the CCIs goes to creative business services. This is made up of
expenditure on software services (3 per cent), interior design (2.2 per cent) and creative services (0.6
per cent).
It is interesting to note that the expenditure by Maltese households is not positively correlated with
the size of the industry. In other words, the largest industry, the creative business services, is also
the one in which Maltese households spend less. On the other hand, the heritage industry which is
the smallest one among the CCIs is the one on which Maltese households spend most. This is an
indication of the importance of exploiting international export markets in order for the CCIs to grow,
as has happened with the creative business services. It is also worth noting that this includes the
tourism sector which is also an export market which can be exploited further.

Correlation between Maltese Household Consumption
and the Size of the CCIs

Share of Maltese Household Consumption on the
CCIs
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To evaluate the developments in domestic consumption on the CCIs in Malta quarterly national
accounts data could be used. The data available aggregates Maltese households’ expenditure with
tourist expenditure to get private consumption expenditure in the domestic market. Information to
separate the two components was not available and hence this data should not be confused with
the HBS data analysed previously which excludes tourist expenditure.
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2.10 Cultural tourism
Tourism and heritage are strongly tied together and the link between the two is expected to
increase if Malta manages to tap further in the market for cultural tourism. Because the heritage
sector (and possibly also the CCIs in general) have significant multiplier effects possibly exceeding
the multiplier effects of spending in other sectors, the economic benefits of every €1 spent by a
cultural tourist in the heritage sector (and possibly in other culture oriented goods and services) can
be higher than a €1 spent elsewhere in the economy. Hence, the development of cultural tourism is
very important for both the CCIs and the whole economy.
The available data61 suggest that in level terms, the peak season for cultural tourism is in fact the
summer months. This is due to the overall seasonality of the tourism industry in Malta where the
summer period represents the peak tourism period. Nevertheless, the share of cultural tourists to
total tourist in a particular season could be indicative of the propensity of cultural tourists to visit
Malta for cultural reasons during off-peak seasons. From the data available, the January-March
period has the highest ratio of cultural tourists to total tourists, followed by the April-June period. In
2009 the shares of cultural tourists in January to March and April to June were 1.7 percentage points
and 1.6 percentage points higher than the share of the total year respectively. Meanwhile, the share
was 2 percentage points lower in July to September period and only 0.5 percentage points higher in
the last quarter of 2009.

Total tourists

2007

2008

2009

Q1

173,562

211,687

174,037

Q2

328,240

365,625

323,805

Q3

467,770

467,855

438,474

Q4

273,938

245,688

246,670

Total

1,243,510 1,290,855 1,182,986

Cultural tourists
Q1

68,383

85,522

70,311

Q2

130,311

141,131

130,493

Q3

173,075

165,153

160,920

Q4

107,932

89,922

96,695

Total

484,969

486,652

457,816

The figures indicate that whilst culture tourism is still more popular in Malta during the summer
period, the propensity of cultural tourists to visit Malta in off-peak season is higher than that of
other tourists. This suggests that promoting cultural tourism could also be beneficial to the tourism
industry in Malta by smoothing the seasonality of tourism earnings.
The data distinguishes between ‘cultural tourists’ category which includes those tourists whose
prime purpose for visiting Malta is culture and ‘non-cultural tourists’ category which are those
tourists that visit Malta for other reasons than culture. In 2009, the ‘cultural tourists’ amounted to
61

Data was made available from the Malta Tourism Authority and is based on the Tourist Expenditure Survey and the Profile Survey
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around 39 per cent of total tourist departures, with their share increasing by 1 percentage points
over 2008. It is worth pointing out that a significant number of tourists whose main purpose of
visiting Malta was not cultural still carry out activities which are related to culture. Therefore, these
tourists remain an important market segment for the culture sector in Malta. In this respect it is also
important to distinguish by activity rather than by main purpose of visit.
The main cultural activity was visits to historical sites, in both categories of tourists. 91 per cent of
cultural tourists visited historical sites, whilst a good 67 per cent of non-cultural tourists visited
historical sites. This was followed by museums visits as the share of cultural and non-cultural tourists
visits stood at 70 per cent and 40 per cent respectively. It is pertinent to note that the ‘traditional’
culture activities, i.e. historical sites visits and museums visits are more popular amongst German,
French and Spanish as well as Belgian tourists.
Both arts and crafts sites visits and festas/festivals/folks participation have the lower share in both
categories. Meanwhile, participation in the arts and crafts site visits, which has a share of 38 per cent
of cultural tourist and 28 per cent of non-cultural tourists, is mainly popular amongst Belgian and
Spanish tourists. The share of this activity grew drastically in 2009. It is also interesting to note that
though the share of tourist participation in the arts activities is very low, participation is more
popular among tourists from Scandinavia, UK, Switzerland and Netherlands. This development is an
indication for a possible enhancement of this niche market in relation to tourism. Participation in
festivals/festas/folks is lower (around 12 per cent amongst both categories) and is more popular
with tourists from the English, French, Italian and Spanish tourist markets.
These shares provide an indication of the scope for further exploitation of these markets. In
particular, the figures suggest that there is further scope for exploitation of the arts, crafts and
music/opera, dance and visual arts. The tourist profile emerging from these statistics can assist in
drawing up measures to achieve the full potential of these sectors, and therefore ultimately enhance
further the CCIs.
The Charts below illustrate the disaggregation of tourist expenditure in Malta in 2008 and 2009. The
data provided on tourist expenditure by MTA distinguished between tourist expenditure prior to
arrival and expenditure during stay. Tourist expenditure prior to arrival differs in terms of package
and non-package tourist expenditure. Unfortunately, tourist expenditure prior to arrival of a
package-paying tourist is not available in a disaggregated manner as that of a non-package paying
tourist. Hence, it was assumed that the pattern of tourist expenditure prior to arrival of package
paying tourists followed the same pattern of expenditure prior to arrival of non-package paying
tourists. In this manner, it was possible to provide a characteristic picture of the composition of
tourist expenditure in Malta, especially with regards to culture-related expenditure. The total
tourist expenditure on the CCIs sectors amounts to around €47.5 million which makes up over 6 per
cent of total tourist expenditure.
The total expenditure spent by tourists on cultural activities, i.e., on site attraction, event tickets and
popular entertainment amounted to around €24.8 million in 2009, an increase of around €3.7
million over 2008. This makes up 3.2 per cent of total tourist expenditure. Moreover, there was a
rise in per capita real terms of the tourist expenditure on sites despite the drop in the number of
tourists visiting Malta. This performance is mainly reflecting significant rises in per capita real terms
of expenditure in the site attraction activity. Indeed, the rise in expenditure of this activity in
nominal terms was around 31.3 per cent while prices for entrance in cultural sites rose by around 3
per cent in 2009.
With regards to cultural products that include souvenirs, maps, postcards, guidebook etc, tourist
expenditure amounted to around €22.7 million, €2.0 million lower than that spent by tourists in
2008. This made up around 2.9 per cent of total tourist expenditure.
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Tourist Expenditure - 2008
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Tourist Expenditure - 2009
Event tickets, 0.3%
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2.11 International trade in cultural and creative services
Export markets in the CCIs are still not being widely exploited. Whilst it is very difficult to get a
totally reliable and accurate estimate of the export orientation of all the CCIs, internal estimates
based on UNCTAD data on the creative industries and national accounts data used in this report
suggest that between 10 per cent and 15 per cent of the industry’s output is exported62. The
estimates available also suggest a significant increase in export orientation in the CCIs. This is a
positive result for the CCIs although these trends should be interpreted with caution in view of the
data limitations already described.

62

These estimates exclude cultural sites and software service in view of difficulties in reconciling the two sets of databases used.
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Export orientation is likely to differ by sub-sector. We have already indicated that the heritage sector
is heavily dependent on tourism, particularly the cultural sites sub-sector. Indeed HBS data suggest
that Maltese households spend less than EUR 300,000 on cultural sites. In 2007 the cultural sites
sub-sector generated a turnover of around EUR 7 million suggesting that most of this turnover was
consumed by tourists visiting Malta and thus represents exports. As for the crafts sub-sector, the
Maltese households spend around EUR 20 million in 2008. Tourists spent around EUR 21 million on
souvenirs63. This indicates that the export market, primarily the tourist market represents a sizeable
share of the output of the crafts industry.
The internal estimates suggest that the arts sector exports more than 1/10 of its output. Estimates
available for the media sector are not reliable enough due to significant differences in how the
sector is defined by UNCTAD and the definition adopted in this report for national accounts
purposes. Finally, export orientation in the creative business services (excluding software services)
has registered a significant increase in recent years and export revenue appears to account for
around 1/3 of total turnover.
These figures suggest that overall the export markets have become increasingly important for the
CCIs although there is still scope for further penetration. This requires that the CCIs maintain or
strengthen their competitiveness. The following illustration suggests that whilst goods produced by
the CCIs have gradually lost export market shares, particularly in 2005 and 2008, services have
gained significant market share. The gains in service export market shares are relatively volatile.
These figures suggest further challenges ahead in order to strengthen export competitiveness
particularly in the goods sector.

Export Market Shares
(% of World Trade)
0.07
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Total exports of cultural and creative goods which include crafts64, audiovisual (film), design65, new
media, and music, publishing and visual arts66 dropped at an annual average rate of nearly 5 per
cent, amounting to around €23 million in 2008. Meanwhile, total exports of cultural and creative
services increased substantially in the period 2004 to 2008, even when excluding recreational
63

It is important not to link these figures with national accounts data used in the rest of the report which refer only to glass and ceramics
and therefore exclude other crafts manufactures which may be under-recorded or recorded elsewhere in national accounts data and could
not be identified separately. However these figures confirm that the crafts sector is underrepresented in our database, as indicated by
operators themselves during internal consultations. More accurate estimates could not be obtained.
64
Includes carpets, celebrations, other paper, wicker ware and yarn
65
Includes architecture, fashion, interior and jewellery.
66
Includes antiques, paintings, photography and sculpture.
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services exported which include mainly remote gaming services. Indeed, excluding this service, total
exported cultural services rose at a considerable annual average growth rate of over 60 per cent.
This is owing to substantial increases in advertising, architectural services and particularly
audiovisual services.

3. CONCLUSION
This study represents the first economic analysis of the Cultural and Creative Industries in Malta. It
forms the backbone of the strategy recommended by the Creative Economy Working Group to lead
the development of the industry towards new growth frontiers to the benefit of Maltese society in
general and the numerous participants in the industry. It is beyond the scope of this detailed
conclusion to cover all the research undertaken in this report and a thorough reading of the analysis
is recommended.
The first part of this economic analysis drew heavily from economic theory which depicts a set of
industries in which some form of public intervention is necessary to reach its socially and
economically optimum size through investment. This public intervention can take various forms
ranging from outright public investment (whether through direct government funds or through the
facilitation of private donations and/or venture capital), to the provision of information, education
and training, and the regulation of the market for instance through the granting and enforcement of
intellectual property rights.
Economic theory gives special emphasis to the role of education and this is unsurprising in view of
the central relevance of the human resource to the industries. Education of both respective
participants in the industries and also that of prospective consumers is highlighted in the economic
literature. Theory also suggests that education, training and experience are important sources of
growth in value added generation in the CCIs allowing these industries to create product
differentiation and uniqueness which often ensure survival when competitive pressures arises from
other economic sectors. Audience development, the search for new markets and technological
improvements such as in the IT sector have also allowed the CCIs, particularly the traditional arts
and culture industries, to disentangle themselves from their perceived inabilities to raise
productivity levels, thus ensuring that the industry could remain competitive without necessarily
experiencing declining income levels.
And yet, despite these positive developments, the traditional art and culture sector remains
increasingly dependent on public funds and donations and the artists themselves increasingly find
themselves funding their own artistic creations from their own wealth typically accumulated from
their primary job which is often unrelated to their own artistic abilities. Many artists whose artistic
creations are their only source of income are increasingly becoming poorer. It is a world of paradox
where a few make it to the top and can earn astounding amounts of money but where many good
artists never ever earn enough to make a living.
Some of this rising inequality is explained by economic theory as a result of excess supply driving
prices and incomes down. Ironically, because creativity is desirable in its own right irrespective of
whether it acts as a means to generate a monetary income, it often leads to declining average
income levels.
If the growing inequality were due to preferences as the above theory suggests, then in a sense the
rising inequality is simply a socially and economically optimum outcome not to be tempered with.
Nevertheless, economic theory suggests that other factors are at play leading to ‘excessive’
inequality in the distribution of income. These relate to what economic theory calls ‘market failures’
such as the disproportionate economic strength of the retail and distribution sector (such as auction
houses which can act as a monopoly) vis-à-vis the creative sector itself (such as the numerous
artists). It is important that government policy addresses these market imperfections which could
give rise to excessive inequality and which could distort incentives away from the creative sector to
the retail and distribution sector.
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The importance of property rights is thus rightly emphasised by economic theory. Similarly public
grants can be justified from an economic point of view in the face of similar forms of market failures.
Governments also have a role in providing information about the sector. Studies such as this report
help to give a clearer picture of the CCIs and should help investors shed unfounded preoccupations
about their stability and potential, thus helping operators to access financial capital for the
necessary investment. Standardisation and certification is another important public role typically
undertaken by Government but increasingly by professional bodies and associations.
Standardisation and certification help consumers distinguish between originals and fakes or
reproductions, thus ensuring that the original work of art receives its true market value and that
operators in the creative industry are adequately compensated for their travails.
CCIs in Malta account for around 4 per cent of GDP, similar in size to the construction industry and
slightly smaller than the financial intermediation industry. This is already an indication that this
analysis deals with a major source of value added generation in the Maltese economy, albeit one
which has not always received its due attention in public parlance, at least from an economic point
of view. Admittedly this is a very diverse sector, incorporating heritage, arts, media and creative
business services, with the latter two making up around 88 per cent of the value added generated by
CCIs in Malta.
Our analysis also shows that this is predominantly an industry of SMEs, typically micro enterprises
each employing less than 5 people. Only the cultural sites sub-sector (which is predominantly
publicly run) and the crafts sector (which has similar characteristics to a manufacturing enterprise)
employ on average more than five, but are still small enough to be considered as an SME. This
suggests that the industry is likely to encounter difficulties similar to what SMEs and micro
enterprises typically encounter. These are primarily related to lack of access to finance, lack of scale
economies, difficulties in accessing foreign markets and organisational problems of small family
businesses. At the same time, micro and small enterprises have their advantages in that they can
retain the necessary flexibility to adapt to new market trends and preferences and to diversify their
artistic creations to new requirements. These advantages are essential for the success of the creative
economy. It is beyond the scope of this study to strike a balance and derive the optimum size of an
enterprise in any of these sub-sectors. However, it is important that policy makers address the
weaknesses of small and micro enterprises whilst also building on their strengths in the creative
process.

3.1 Competitiveness score for the CCIs
The study has also shown that the performance of the CCIs as a whole has been rather disappointing
at least over the period under analysis67. The sector has actually been in decline or growing at a
slower pace than the rest of the economy. This is indicative of competitiveness losses which need to
be addressed, hence the purpose of this economic strategy. However, the analysis of growth and
productivity levels suggest that this is not a homogenous sector, with a number of sub-sectors
clearly outperforming the rest of the economy. It would be very difficult to replicate all the findings
of the report in this conclusion. Nevertheless, an attempt will be made to summarise all the findings
related to each sub sector.
To do this, an index was created aimed at identifying the competitiveness strengths and weaknesses
of each sub-sector, based on the analysis presented in the body of this report. The components of
this index are based on an evaluation of the following components: size, enterprise composition and
dynamics, employment potential, productivity potential, profitability, vulnerability and market share
dynamics. Each of these components and the indicators making up these components is assessed on
a scale from 0 to 2. A higher score is indicative of higher competitiveness. On the basis of a weighted
average of the overall scores of each indicator (or a simple average of the scores of each

67

Unfortunately Structural Business Statistics are not available beyond 2007, which would have enabled more up-to-date information on
recent performance. A more recent (but non comparable) indication is given in Box 3 using National Accounts data.
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component) a ranking of the various sub-sectors relative to certain relative thresholds is possible.
Box 2 below explains the rationale behind the index and its compilation.
Box 2: A competitiveness indicator for the CCIs
When: trying to summarise the findings related to the various sub-sectors making up the CCIs it was felt necessary to
derive a summary indicator of the relative competitiveness of each sub-sector to the other sub-sectors making up the
CCIs. Whilst an overall score is also derived, it is not meant to be the main purpose of this indicator. We would strongly
advise against a simple interpretation of a summary indicator such as the one derived here to pick and choose sectors as
champions of growth. This indicator should merely act as an incentive for a more in depth sector analysis, possibly using
economic models similar to what was done for the Heritage sector in this report.
The table above shows the major components of the competitiveness indicator, the indicators used and the thresholds
chosen to derive the score. Whilst some element of judgement is inevitable in the choice of thresholds, this was often
carried out in relation to the statistical distribution within the sample. In this context, the competitiveness indicator is
relative to the CCIs only and not in relation to other sectors outside the CCIs. This is further reason why it is necessary to
avoid interpreting the indicator mechanically.
Calculating the Competitiveness Score
Thresholds
1. Size
2. Enterprise Size, Strength
and Dynamics
3. Employment Size, Strength
and Dynamics

4. Productivity Potential
5. Profitability
6. Vulnerability
7. Market Share Dynamics

Size in 2007 (% of GDP)
Number of Enterprises in 2007
Average Enterprise Size
Change in no. Of enterprises

low
<0.3%
<320
<5
<100

Employment in 2007
Employment Growth (2005/07)
Average Wage in 2007
Productivity (2005/07)
Productivity Growth (2005/07)
Value Added Growth (2005/07)
Profit Margin (PM) (2001/07)
Volatility (CoV of PM)
Gains in Market Shares

<1000
<0
<10,000
<10,000
<0%
<0%
<15%
>64%
<0

medium

high
>0.8%
>630
>50
>285
>2000
>0
>17,000
>22,000
>10%
>10%
>27%
<35%
>0

The following are the results of the summary sector competitiveness analysis which effectively
replicates the findings contained in the body of the report. However, here findings are presented
industry by industry rather than indicator by indicator.
Ranking the CCI Industry
Printing
Performing
and
Arts
Publishing Audiovisual

Crafts

Cultural
Sites

Visual Arts

Music

Design

Software
Services

Creative
Services

Size in 2007 (% of GDP)

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

1

Number of Enterprises in 2007
Average Enterprise Size
Change in no. Of enterprises

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

2
0
2

2
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
1

1
0
1

Employment in 2007
Emplyment Growth (2005/07)
Average W age in 2007

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

1
1
2

0
0
1

Productivity (2005/07)
Productivity Growth (2005/07)
Value Added Growth (2005/07)

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
2
2

0
2
2

0
2
0

2
1
1

1
0
0

1
0
0

2
2
2

1
0
0

Profit Margin (PM) (2001/07)
Volatility (CoV of PM)

1
2

0
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

1
2

1
0

2
0

2
2

1
1

Gains in Market Shares

1

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

Com petitiveness Score

5

3

8

6

6

8

2

3

12

4

Com petitiveness Ranking

6

8

2

4

5

3

10

9

1

7
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3.2 Sectoral overview
Software Services
The software services sector which includes software consultancy and database services arguably
represents the most successful sub-sector within the CCIs. It is a surprisingly large sector of the
Maltese economy accounting for almost 1.2 per cent of GDP, employs more than 1,000 and is made
of more than 300 micro enterprises. It is highly productive, generates significant profit margins and
is relatively stable compared to other CCIs. These positive characteristics have allowed the industry
to increase its productivity. They have also allowed the industry to sustain relatively high wages per
capita, reaching almost EUR 23,000 in 2007. The software services industry has also significantly
outperformed the Maltese economy. These are all indicators of competitive strengths. At the same
time each employee generated almost EUR 60,000. This is significantly more than average wages
paid. This is indicative of high profit margins which should act as an incentive for further growth in
terms of investment and employment creation. Indeed, this sub-sector is the only one within the
CCIs which has managed to increase employment between 2005 and 2007. However, there is scope
for further expansion. The industry does not require much Government intervention and markets
appear to function relatively well. Whilst positive, employment in the sector has only grown by 1 per
cent per annum between 2005 and 2007. This could be indicative of labour market bottlenecks
suggesting that Government should focus its efforts to make sure that the industry is serviced by
enough qualified employees. The role of MCAST is definitely important in this industry. The
performance of the industry could also create scope for further indigenous investment in the subsector. It is worth noting that Malta Enterprise has already identified this sub-sector as a strategic
sector to the Maltese economy.
Visual Arts
The visual arts sector includes artistic creations, including photography, sculpture and painting and
also the operation of arts facilities such as exhibitions. It is rather surprising that visual arts appear
among the most competitive sectors within the CCIs in Malta, even though this is a relatively small
sector made up of around 400 micro enterprises typically self employed individuals. The relative
strength of the visual arts sub-sector is mainly related to the growth potential of the sector. The
sector has actually grown between 2005 and 2007, outperforming the Maltese economy.
Productivity and value added growth has been in double digits. Most of this growth was translated
into higher profit margins since this industry is predominantly made of self employed. Profit margins
almost reach 40 per cent. The sector is also surprisingly stable. The indicators point to the potential
for further expansion. Indeed, the number of enterprises operating in the sector has grown by
almost 100. At around EUR 11,000 average wages and average productivity is not spectacular.
However, this is probably a downward biased indicator since those employed in this sector probably
work on a part-time basis. These figures suggest that the creative process in this sector must be
relatively sound and the major challenge could be that of expanding its market and audience
development. Typical problems associated with micro enterprises could be investigated to ensure
that the sector continues to grow.
Printing and Publishing
The apparent competitiveness of the printing and publishing industry is mainly due to its size as one
of the long established industries of the Maltese economy. In 2007 this sub-sector accounted for
almost 1.2 per cent of GDP, employed more than 2,600 people and consisted of more than 670
micro enterprises employing an average of 4. At around EUR 22,500 productivity between 2005 and
2007 was close to the economy’s average. Average wages in 2007 stood at almost EUR 16,000, also
close to the economy’s average. It is also a relatively stable industry. However, the lack of dynamism
is probably the main weakness of this industry which has lost market share over time. Whilst the
number of enterprise has been increasing, employment has been declining. Nevertheless the size of
enterprises has been kept relatively stable, possibly indicating a saturation point. At 16 per cent
profit margins are relatively low. This followed a significant decline in profit margins in 2003. These
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figures support claims that the printing and publishing sub sector suffers from market failures
particularly in the retail and distribution end, leading to sub-optimal profit margins at the creative
stage. This may explain the loss of market share and employment declines experienced by the
printing and publishing industry. If the hypothesis that market failures are present is confirmed,
government should consider active market intervention possibly through a stronger regulatory
framework in the industry. Other challenges include the expansion of the market possibly overseas,
to secure economies of scale in production.
Music
The music industry in Malta is one of the few emerging CCIs which has gained market share, mainly
through growth in labour productivity. Its performance is very similar to the positive performance
registered by the visual arts sector. The only difference is that this is an even smaller industry about
half the size of the visual arts sub-sector. Moreover, the average wage in 2007 exceeds the three
year average productivity between 2005 and 2007. This may be a cause for concern. Wages are
however the lowest among the CCIs. This is possibly in part due to part-time employment. It is also
due to the fact that this sector is also predominantly made up of self employed individuals. Thus
most of the income generated is distributed in the form of profits. These figures suggest low
productivity to be the main challenge. Gross value added generated per person employed barely
exceeds EUR7,000, much lower than the economy’s average and lower than the similar visual arts
industry suggesting that the bias of part time employment is not the only factor explaining this. Low
productivity is a challenge which needs to be tackled mainly through education and experience,
audience development and the exploitation of foreign markets. The significantly high profit margins
indicate further scope for expansion of the music industry in Malta which is still relatively young.
Performing Arts
The performing arts industry is made up of 900 established enterprises, typically self employed
individuals. The number of enterprises in the industry has almost double in a space of three years
between 2005 and 2007. However employment in the sub-sector has actually declined. As a result,
the average enterprise size has declined from an average of 2 in the beginning of the decade to 1 in
2007. The annual growth in productivity, like its counterparts in the arts industry, reached double
digit figures. Despite this improvement, gross value added per capita remains the lowest in the CCIs
and barely reaches EUR 6,000. The need to increase productivity thus remains a major challenge for
the industry. Unlike any of its counterparts in the arts sector, gross value added has actually declined
between 2005 and 2007 and the sub-sector has registered a decline in market share. A
fragmentation of the industry seems to have occurred, with an increasing number of smaller
enterprises. This has increased competition in the sector and was possibly one of the factors leading
to an increase in labour productivity. However, the fragmentation of the industry into smaller units
may also have led to the loss of scale economies and an increase in the costs of production thus
leading to the decline in the industry. It is thus not clear whether there has been excessive
fragmentation in the industry and an in-depth review may be required to investigate this.
Furthermore, turnover of the performing arts sub-sector has declined from a high of almost EUR 11
million in 2003 to EUR 7 million in 2007. This also needs to be investigated further and indicates
difficulties in the ability of the industry to expand its existing markets and a loss in competitiveness
to competing industries.
Crafts
Crafts represent the smallest sub-sector in the CCIs and less than 20 enterprises are recorded,
employing around 100 individuals. The data available captures only the manufacture of glass and
ceramics and possibly underestimates the true size of this industry. The sector has the
characteristics of a manufacturing industry and the average enterprise in the crafts sector is made
up of six individuals. Each person employed in the crafts industry generates almost EUR 14,000
which is less than the average of the Maltese economy but still sizeable. Average wages are close to
EUR 11,000. Unfortunately, despite some gains in labour productivity, the number of enterprises,
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employment and gross value added generated by the industry registered a decline between 2005
and 200768. Although profit margins between 2001 and 2007 have averaged a relatively healthy 20
per cent, these have actually registered a trend decline. Unfortunately, despite its potential to
generate high value added products unique to Malta, this sub-sector appears to be on the decline
and probably needs targeted support from the part of government. Investment in a crafts cluster
coupled with a marketing strategy, product development and possibly education in enterprise
management is possibly required. The standardisation and certification of the industry to protect it
from cheap, mass produced fakes of original hand made crafts is also necessary to stem the decline
in turnover registered by the industry. Further penetration of export markets may also be necessary
for the recovery and growth of this industry to its true potential. The adequacy of access to private
finance may also need to be investigated, especially in view that the industry’s profits are relatively
stable compared to other sub-sectors in the CCIs. The linkages of this industry with the tourism
industry may also need to be strengthened.
Creative Services
The Creative Services group includes activities related to fairs, advertising and architecture. The subsector generates almost EUR 18 million in gross value added and is the third largest sector in the
CCIs. The sub-sector employs around 900 and is made up of around 400 enterprises employing on
average around 2 persons. Every person employed generates more than EUR 22,500 which is very
close to the economy’s average. At EUR 16,000 average wages are also close to the economy’s
average. Profit margins in the industry are close to 19 per cent but relatively volatile. Indeed profit
margins have actually declined from around 34 per cent in the beginning of the decade to less than
10 per cent in 2007. Despite the increase in the number of enterprises operating in this sub-sector,
employment, labour productivity and gross value added were on the decline suggesting a declining
industry. This is further supported by a significant loss in market share, the largest decline
experienced among the CCIs. Average enterprise size has also declined from almost 4 in the
beginning of the decade to 2 in 2007. This is also indicative of increased fragmentation and
competition in the sector, which possibly explains the decline in profit margins. In order for this
industry to return to higher profitability margins it needs to explore further market penetration,
possibly through exports. However, it is not clear whether the fragmentation evident in this sector is
beneficial for the industry to compete in a much more challenging export market. The volatility of
the sector can also lead to difficulties in the access to finance. However, expanding overseas could
encourage firms to grow, take advantage of scale economies and eventually raising profit margins to
more health levels. It is important to emphasis that the importance of this sector goes beyond its
direct contribution to the CCIs or the economy in general. The sub-sector can provide an important
input into other industries and should be central to the development of a clustering strategy in the
CCIs. In particular, advertising and fairs provide an important tool to increase market access
particularly in international markets. This is a major challenge identified in this report for many CCIs.
Cultural Sites
The cultural sites sub-sector is predominantly run by the public sector and includes museums,
historical sites, libraries and archives. There are 42 organisations included in this survey employing
around 12 persons on average for a total employment of around 500 persons. Productivity and
average wages are close to EUR 15,000. Profit margins are low reflecting the predominance of public
sector entities which do not generate profits. It is difficult to extract much more valuable
information from the SBS further than this. However, in the report, an in-depth analysis of the
museums sector based on micro data provided by Heritage Malta was carried out. The results are
worth reporting here in view of their relevance.
The first interesting conclusion emerging from the analysis of the micro data is the significantly high
gross value added multiplier of around 2. This means that for every Euro spent or invested in this
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It is worth noting that the decline of this industry as recorded in these statistics is primarily due to the ceramics sub-sector whereas the
performance of glass manufacture was more stable. Profit margins have however declined in both the glass and ceramic sub-sectors.
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sector, the economic activity generated would be actually double. This is a relatively high multiplier
compared to other industries in the Maltese economy. This suggests that investment in this sector
would be extremely beneficial to the Maltese economy. This has also significant implications on the
importance of cultural tourism in Malta. A tourist coming to Malta who spends more time in a
museum potentially generates more economic activity than say a tourist who spends more time on
the beach or in a restaurant. This highlights the importance of cultural tourism in Malta both as a
benefit to the CCIs but also as a benefit to the Maltese economy at large.
An analysis of demand determinants of the museums sub-sector also produced very interesting
results. First of all the model confirms the importance of tourism in the museums industry in Malta
with the number of tourists visiting Malta being an important determinant of the number of visitors
in museums in Malta. The findings are in line with empirical evidence found in similar studies
conducted abroad where higher museum prices have a negative but marginal effect on the number
of visitors. As a result raising prices is likely to actually increase turnover and possibly value added
and supports the recent pricing strategies of Heritage Malta.
The number of visitors in a museum in Malta is more determined by the price of alternative
activities. In particular an increase in the price of entertainment and in the price of restaurants in
Malta leads to a fall in the number of visitors. Moreover demand for museums is income inelastic
suggesting an inferior service. These results indicate that visitors to Maltese museums (mostly
tourists) prefer to spend time and money in restaurants and other entertainment activities and an
increase in their spending power is unlikely to lead to a commensurate increase in expenditure on
museums.
When combined with the findings of the high multiplier in the museums sector these results are
indicative of Malta’s failure to attract up-market cultural tourists. It is clear that this failure is having
a negative effect on both the heritage sector in Malta and also on economic activity in general. This
calls for the strengthening of Malta’s efforts to attract cultural tourism or alternatively to encourage
more tourists to visit heritage sites in Malta. The accessibility of heritage sites, the quality of the
infrastructure and the quality of the experience needs to be enhanced. The analysis clearly
demonstrates the huge potential for economic gains which exist and are indicative of the need for
further public investment as well as for the exploration of the possibilities of exploiting
private/public partnerships.
Design
The design sector is still a relatively young and relatively vulnerable sector within the CCIs. In 2007
there were 280 enterprises employing a similar number of employees indicating that the sector is
predominantly made by self employed individuals. Figures are not indicating a growing sector, with
declines in employment, value added productivity and market shares clearly evident. The decline in
enterprise size and the increase in the number of enterprises is also evidence of increasing
fragmentation of the sub-sector and rising competitive pressures. Whilst profit margins reach almost
30 per cent on average between 2001 and 2007, these experienced significant swings during the last
decade. These are all worrying signs for the industry. However, every person employed in the design
industry generates around EUR 17,500 in terms of gross value added. This is below the economy’s
average but still sizeable compared to other sub-sectors within the CCIs. At EUR 12,300 the same can
be said for average wages. Whilst these figures are not promising for the potential performance of
the sub-sector per se, it is important not to underestimate the importance of the sector as an input
in other sectors of the Maltese economy, including other CCIs. For instance, the design industry can
collaborate with the crafts industry, the heritage industry or the advertising industry to raise the
quality of the product or service offered, thus increasing the scope for higher value added activity in
these sub-sectors. It is therefore important not to underestimate these spill-over effects and the
importance of the design sub-sector for the creation of creative clusters within the CCIs. The same
applies for the importance of the design sub-sector to other industries in Malta outside the CCIs (for
example the role of design in manufacturing industries). In view of this positive externality,
government support to this industry should not be excluded despite the indicated weaknesses.
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Audiovisual
The audiovisual sector includes radio, TV, motion pictures, video and news agencies. The audiovisual
sub-sector in Malta used to generate around EUR 20 million in the beginning of this decade, reaching
a maximum of EUR 23 million in 2004. However, since then the sector has embarked on a significant
decline and by 2007 the sector was less than half its size in the beginning of this decade. The sector
employed around 800 in 2007, down from around 1,200 in the first five years of the decade. Each
employee generated around EUR 15,000 in gross value added in 2000, declining drastically to EUR
11,000 in 2007. Profit margins average 21 per cent but in more recent years this has also declined
drastically below 10 per cent. Profit margins in the sector are relatively unstable. Average wages
have also been extremely volatile and in 2007 reached EUR 10,400, still low relative to the rest of the
economy. The decline in the sub-sector is also evidenced by the decline in market share and is a
clear indication of competitiveness challenges. A significant decline in the size of operators is also
evident from around 10 in the beginning of this decade to around 3 in 2007. During this period the
number of enterprises has doubled to 250. Again, these figures are a clear indication of significant
fragmentation in the industry. Whilst this creates competitive pressures and possibly acts as an
incentive to creativity and innovation, it is doubtful whether this is actually helping this industry. A
more in depth investigation is clearly required. It is important to note that the state has an
important stake in this sector and in some cases is a clear leader. Therefore the Government’s
strategy for this sector is likely to have a significant influence on the performance of the sector. It is
also worth noting that this industry includes the filming industry. There is probably significant
potential in this industry and Malta’s investment in the past in this area may have given Malta a
comparative advantage. However, it is worth pointing out that the volatility evident in the
audiovisual sub-sector can only be partially attributable to the filming industry since a significant
degree of volatility is also evident in radio and TV sectors. This instability could create bottlenecks to
further investment in the industry and could limit access to finance. Similar to the creative services
industry and the design industry, the audiovisual sector can be an important input into the operation
of other sub-sectors in the CCIs and in other industries in the Maltese economy. As a result its
relevance transcends its direct contribution to economic activity in Malta. However, this also means
that failures to address the weaknesses of this sector could have significant and wider negative
implications within the CCIs and other Maltese industries.

3.3 Summarising the CCIs’ economic contribution
In total, the CCIs employed almost 7,600 people, down from around 9,000 in 2003. Of these, 6,000
were employees whilst the industry provided economic activity for around 1,600 self employed.
Between 2005 and 2007 gross value added per capita almost reached EUR 22,500 compared to EUR
28,300 for the Maltese economy. In general, productivity exceeds wages and the industry records an
average profit margin of 19 per cent. At EUR 15,600 average wages paid are marginally less than the
economy’s average. Almost 1/3 of employees are paid less than the average. However this is partly
due to the part-time nature of a significant portion of the employees in the CCIs, particularly in the
arts sector.
Domestic demand for goods and services of the CCIs represents around 3.4 per cent of Maltese
household expenditure. Media services including books, newspapers, magazines and audiovisual
services account for 1/3 of the expenditure by Maltese households on the CCIs. Crafts, glass,
ceramics and traditional foods represent another 2/5 of the expenditure by Maltese households on
the CCIs. Another 1/5 is spent on artistic goods and services. Maltese household expenditure on
museums, galleries and creative business services is marginal suggesting that the value added
generated by this sector is mostly derived from exports overseas or from tourism activity. The
largest industries in the sector are not necessarily those that are more in demand by Maltese
households indicating the importance of tourism and export penetration for the growth of the CCIs.
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In this respect, cultural tourism has received a significant emphasis in this report. Micro data made
available by the MTA indicates that tourists visiting Malta primarily for culture purposes represent
2/5 of the total tourists visiting the island in any one year. Whilst the number of ‘cultural’ tourists
tends to increase in summer in line with seasonal patterns in the tourism period, there is a higher
propensity of cultural tourists in the lean periods. Thus, cultural tourism could potentially reduce
seasonality in tourism dependent industries. The most popular cultural activities of both cultural
tourists and other tourists are visits to historical sites and to museums, further evidence of the
importance of tourism to the heritage sector. Museums are less popular than historical sites for both
types of tourists. Visits to arts and crafts venues and to festivals are the least popular. Only around
1/3 of tourists visit arts and crafts venues during their stay in Malta. Festivals are even less popular,
with slightly more than 1/10 of tourists attending. It is clear that tourism offers a potential for
growth and is an easily accessible market which is not yet fully exploited in Malta.
In 2009 tourists spent almost EUR 25 million on cultural activities. This is mainly made up of site
visits. In addition, tourists spent almost EUR 23 million on culture related products such as maps,
souvenirs, postcards or guidebooks. Most of this is related to expenditure on souvenirs. The
expenditure patterns follow very closely the cultural activities and visits of tourists. Nevertheless it is
notable that although visits to arts and crafts venues are not very popular, expenditure on souvenirs
is relatively high. This indicates that either the few tourists who visit these sites spend a significant
amount, or that souvenirs are purchased in other parts of the island. Reality is probably a
combination of the two. In total during 2009 tourists spent EUR 48 million or 6 per cent of total
tourist expenditure on the CCIs. This amount excludes expenditure on organised tours, excursions
and boat trips which could also be tied to heritage related activities. These represent an additional
2.5 per cent of tourist expenditure.
Apart from the importance of tourism to the heritage sector, data on international trade suggest an
increasing penetration into export markets particularly in the creative business services sector.
There is however still further scope for the exploitation of export markets. This requires maintaining
competitiveness. Export market shares for goods produced by the CCIs in Malta have experienced a
decline suggesting competitiveness losses. However, export market shares for services produced by
the CCIs have experienced an increase, even if an unstable one. This is indicative of gains in export
competitiveness of services.

BOX 3: Indicative figures of the performance of the CCIs in the recent years
The following analysis is based on national accounts data and hence is not directly comparable with the data
analysed in the detailed economic report which uses structural business statistics. These figures represent
only around 1 per cent of total gross value added generated by the Maltese economy and constitute only a
subset of the cultural and creative industries, which are analysed in more detail in the economic report.
However, the data used here gives more up to date economic indications.

• The cultural sector analysed in this context includes four sectors, namely, motion pictures and
video, radio and TV, other entertainment activities and libraries, archives and museums. The total
gross value added (GVA) in these sectors amounted to around €40 million in 2010, reaching around
1 percent of the total GVA generated by the Maltese economy in the same year.
• The share of GVA generated in the cultural sector to the total Maltese economy was relatively
stable throughout the period 2004-2010 as shown in the chart below. This indicates that this sector’s
performance was in line with the performance of the total economy.
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• However, total gross value added was generally on an upward trend throughout the period
2004-2010. The growth rate of 13 percent registered in 2010 suggests that these sectors have
overall outperformed the Maltese economy.
• It should be noted that GVA dropped by around 10 percent in 2009 reflecting also the economic
crisis. Nonetheless, this drop led to a decline in the operating surpluses of the sector whilst
compensation for employees remained stable.
• Total employment (full-time equivalent) in the cultural sector was also increasing over the
period of 7 years till 2010 at an annual average growth rate of around 4 percent.
• The motion pictures and videos sub-sector was one of the best performers in the cultural sector
with a general improving productivity and a substantial rise in employment levels. On a less positive
note, profit margins were generally on a downward trend. Figures for 2009 suggest that this subsector was somehow affected by the crisis as its performance declined in terms of productivity and
profits. Employment was however more resilient.
• Data for the radio and TV sub-sector hint towards long-term structural problems in the subsector. It has generated losses since 2005 and its productivity dropped by nearly half in 2010
compared to 2004 figures. Despite this performance, compensation of employees and employment
levels continued to rise, exerting further pressure on profit margins in the sector.
• Another good performer in the cultural sector is the other entertainment activities sub-sector.
Indeed, this sector was resilient to the economic crisis as productivity and employment levels
continued to rise in both 2009 and 2010.
• Though the smallest sub-sector, the libraries, archives and museums has grown significantly in
the period as productivity and employment levels improved throughout. In 2009, the performance
of this sub-sector somewhat declined reflecting also the effects of the economic crisis on the
Maltese tourism industry. Nonetheless, the sub-sector seems to be recovering well as performance
improved in 2010.
• Each sub-sector in CCIs has its own specific features and need to distinguish from one another.
Hence, while some horizontal policies would target and benefit all sectors, data confirms that there
is also a need to recognize the specific features and problems in each sub-sector.
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More detailed analysis for the performance of the cultural sector in the recent years
As illustrated in the chart below, at sub-sector level, the highest share of GVA was generated by the
motion pictures and videos followed by other entertainment activities.
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Productivity
The following chart indicates that though volatile, the productivity (GVA per employee) in the
cultural sector was generally improving throughout the period, from around €15,000 in 2004 to
nearly €18,000 in 2010. Such volatility mainly reflects performance of the motion and pictures which
has the highest share of productivity in the cultural sector and is a volatile sector by nature.
Moreover, the productivity figures for each sub-sector vary significantly. Productivity in the radio
and TV sub-sector has been generally dropping throughout the whole period 2004-2010 while
productivity in the other entertainment activities was practically stable. It is noteworthy that the
productivity in libraries, archives and museums sub-sector has improved substantially in the period.
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Profit Margins
The profit margins in the cultural sector were very low and were dropping throughout the period
from 23 percent in 2004 to 16 percent in 2010. This low performance is mainly the result of the
performance in radio and TV. Excluding this sub-sector, profit margins stood between 60 percent
and 65 percent. The chart below indicates that profit margins dropped in both 2009 and 2010
confirming the crisis affected the profit share of GVA as compensation for employees continued to
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increase. At sub-sectoral level profit margins in the motion pictures and video were declining in the
period and amounted to 32 percent in 2010. Meanwhile, profit margins in the other entertainment
activities and libraries, archives and museums were on an upward trend reaching 31 percent and 37
per cent respectively.
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The following chart shows the general upward trend in the compensation per employee in the
cultural sector. The low compensation per employee of around €7,000 mainly reflects the low wages
and salaries and reliance on part-time employment in the other entertainments sub-sector where
compensation per employee is around €3,000. When excluding this sub-sector, the compensation
per employee increases from around €10,000 in 2004 to over €13,000 in 2010. Moreover,
compensation per employee was stable in 2009 but declined in 2010. This drop is owing to a rise in
employment levels.
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CHAPTER 3:
CITY OF CULTURE
Case-Study: The impact of arts and
culture on city life and the national
economy.
Research on festivals, concerts and museums in July and
August 2010 in Valletta and Floriana.

A study by the Creative Economy Working Group in
collaboration with the National Statistics Office
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1. DIRECT AND INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT
∼

This survey was carried out over 7 weeks (July-August 2010) and attempts to capture a measure of the
economic impact of cultural events in the Valletta/Floriana area during this period, rather than that of a
whole year.

∼

It should also be highlighted that in the absence of details of intermediate consumption, i.e. the expense
incurred in supplying the regular and irregular events, it was not possible to provide a full multiplier effect.

∼

Hence, the following findings include ONLY the impact of the forward linkages of the cultural events on the
economy. The forward linkages include the expenditure of attendees and visitors in relation to the
event/visit. In other words, if the event/visit had not taken place, there would not have been this
expenditure, and hence other sectors would be affected accordingly.

∼

Refer to section 4 for methodology notes and detailed data and observations

Impact on Output (Jul-Aug 2010)
Festivals and
Concerts

Museums

Total

1,172,292

4,400,000

5,572,292

345,313

8,880,914

9,222,132

1,517,605

13,280,914

14,794,424

1.3

3

2.7

Output (Revenue) (€)
Direct Revenue
(including expenditure)

Indirect Impact
Total Impact on output
Multiplier Effect
GVA estimate (€)

6,891,636

GVA (% of GDP)

0.11

1.1 Economic impact of festivals and concerts
• The direct revenue from festivals and concerts amounted to around €1 million while
additional expenditure during these events amounted to nearly €140,000.
• The indirect impact on output amounts to €345,000, and hence, the total impact of the
events surveyed reached €1.5 million.
• At sectoral level, the highest indirect impact was on the hotels and restaurants sector.
There was also a significant impact on compensation of employees of the total
economy.

1.2 Economic impact of museums and historical sites
• The direct revenue from museums, sites and historical attractions amounted to €0.5
million while the expenditure during visits to these venues was significantly high,
nearly reaching €4 million.
• The indirect impact on the output of the total economy amounted to nearly €9 million,
resulting in a total impact of €13.3 million.
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• At sectoral level, the highest impact was on the wholesale and retail trade followed
closely by hotels and restaurants. There was also a significant impact on total
compensation of employees.

1.3 Total impact of all events surveyed in Valletta
• The total indirect impact on output of the Maltese economy resulting from both
festivals/concerts and museums/sites in the surveyed period amounts to €9.2 million.
• With a multiplier of around 2.7, the total impact of both direct impact and indirect
impact amount to almost €15 million. The value added generated from this output is
estimated to amount to nearly €7 million. Equivalent to 0.1 per cent of GDP, and taking
into consideration that this relates to approximately a period of 2 months, the impact
is very significant for the economy.
• Despite the low direct income that museums generate, the significant multiplier effect
of 3 in forward linkages confirms the importance of cultural sites and of increasing
cultural tourism in Malta.
• Festivals and concerts have a lower multiplier effect of forward linkages of around 1.5,
which though not high is still significant.

2. AUDIENCE/VISITORS OBSERVATIONS
2.1 Festivals and concerts
Audience profile
• 30,923 attendances were registered for Festivals and Concerts held in Valletta/Floriana
in July 2010.
• Music events were the most frequent and the leading genre in attendances in all
categories. The 25-39 age-group composed the largest audience share for both
festivals and concerts.
• Maltese were the high majority of audiences in both Festivals (84%) and Concerts
(97%). Festivals registered a higher concentration of audiences (41%) from the
Northern Harbour area. In concerts, a similar trend is observed although with a slightly
wider geographical spread.
• 61.3 per cent of attendees at Festivals and 36.4 per cent of attendees at Concerts had
successfully completed tertiary or higher education.
• The number of Festival goers who were staying in Valletta was 347 (2.8%) and the
number of Concert goers was 201 (1.1%), including both Maltese residents from
Valletta and tourists lodging in Valletta hotels. This can be compared against 8,000
tourists during the festival period and 2,483 tourists during the days of the concerts,
estimated to be lodging in Valetta/Floriana hotels (MTA data), within walking distance
of the events and the potential festival environment.
• Low attendances from Valletta and Floriana residents are also indicative of the barriers
between these communities and the events organised within their neighbourhood.

Stay time and expenditure
• The overall majority of festival and concert goers arrived and left immediately for the
events. Time of arrival is probably earlier for concerts due to larger crowds. The few
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who spent time in Valletta after the event, generally stayed for longer periods of time
if they were festival goers.
• Festivals events, attracting smaller audiences over a longer span of time (3 weeks) may
have the potential to retain more people in the area, whilst large scale one-off
concerts often act as stand alone events, with more time consumed on crowd control.
• Expenditure before and after concerts is higher due to larger audiences. Among those
who had such expenses, average expenditure on food and drinks from take-away
establishments and food and drinks in bars tended to be higher for concert goers. For
meals at restaurant, there is significantly higher average expenditure by Festival goers.
Restaurants in the area are more likely to cater for Festival goers due to the starting
time and duration of festival events.
• The ticket value of attendances at the Festivals and Concerts amounted to €137,472
including value of tickets given in kind, while expenditure before and after events
amounted to € 1,035,776.

Attendance patterns
• 72.5 per cent of the Festival goers attended more than one event in July, and 75.2 per
cent attended other events in the 6 months preceding the survey. 24.3 per cent were
unique visitors, attending no other event in the preceding 6 months other than the one
surveyed.
• Only 38.2 per cent of the Concert goers attended more than one event in July, and
56.7 per cent attended other events in the 6 months preceding the survey. 43.2 per
cent were unique visitors, attending no other event in the preceding 6 months other
than the one surveyed.
• A higher level of attendance to cultural events is indicated for the Festival audience,
with probably a smaller group of festival goers (compared to concerts goers) attending
two or three events in July. On the other hand, on average, only half the concert
audience is reported to have attended one other event.
• Festival goers are also more active in all types of events during the preceding six
months; music events being the most popular activity, followed by Drama and Visual
Arts exhibitions.
• On the other hand very few concert goers report attending any of the cultural events
for more than 4 times in the preceding 6 months. Music is again the more popular
activity, whilst in each of the other event types, fewer than 20 per cent report at least
one attendance.
• Museum attendances are at the lowest levels for both the Festivals and Concerts
goers.
• Those who attended other events in July, other than the one surveyed, had also
attended an event of the same genre in the preceding 6 months. 4 or more visits were
more likely to be reported by festival goers rather than concert goers. Those who did
not attend particular genres in July generally followed the same behaviour during the
preceding 6 months. However this trend is more prominent among concert goers.
• The three major audience groups (audiences at Music, Drama and Dance events),
reported music events as the most frequented events other than the surveyed
attendance, followed by drama.
• Dance audiences showed the highest percentage of multidisciplinary activity with 53
per cent indicating Drama events as another attendance and 66.1 per cent indicating
events as another attendance.
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• Among the Concert goers, drama events were more popular with the 55+ age group,
whilst Music events were more popular with the 25-39 age group. There was a more
distributed trend among ages for other events. For the festival audience there is a
more distributed activity among the 25-39, 40-54 and 55+ age groups for all event
types, with less activity from the under 25 group.
• Festival goers attending 4 or more other events as well as those attending 1-3 events
have Music as the most attended for all age groups. Concert goers with 4 or more
attendances to other events have cinema as the top preferences, while those
attending 1-3 times have music events as their top preference. Museums are among
least popular attendances for all age groups.

2.2 Museums and historical sites
Visitors’ profile
• 97,702 visits were registered from amongst 14 museums, sites and heritage attractions
in Valletta in August 2010.
• Tourists were the high majority of visitors69 (91,681 visits), equivalent to 96 per cent of
visitors during the research period. Household Budgetary Survey data suggests that
Maltese households spend less than €300,000 on cultural sites. This confirms tourists
are the major source of the €7 million generated by the museums sector70 in 2007.
• 80 per cent of visitors from abroad travelled to Malta by air, amounting to around
39,600 tourists with an average 7 days stay.71 This is equivalent to 59 per cent of a
potential group of 66,700 cultural tourists travelling by air, reporting to have visited
Valletta, as estimated by MTA surveys.
• 77 per cent (2,833) of Maltese visitors during the month were from the Northern
region and a further 16 per cent (607) from the Northern Harbour Region.
• The majority of visitors (53.5 %) had tertiary or higher level of education.
• The preferred mode of transport was the bus, followed by rented vehicle, further
enhancing the profile for museum visitors as independent travellers.

Stay time and expenditure
• The majority of visitors reported a staying time in Valletta of 1 to 3 hrs before and/or
after the visit, indicating they would have time to visit around 2 museums.
• A museum visitor spent an average €45 during a day visit. In total, visitors spent
€512,212 on tickets and €3.9 million outside of the surveyed site.
• Substantial expenditure is reported before the visits on clothing and footwear, meals
in restaurants and souvenirs. Expenditure on souvenirs is equivalent to around double
the expenditure on tickets to other sites (other than that surveyed). Expected
expenditure after the visit confirms the same trends, including high expenditure
planned on souvenirs (3 times as much as that planned for other site tickets) and
substantial expenditure in bars, take-away and restaurants. This indicates a substantial
portion of tourist expenditure which is not being captured within the visited sites.
• Additional to this research, Cultural Tourism indicators show that in 2009, tourist
expenditure on cultural activities (site attraction, event tickets and popular
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The term ‘visitors’ is taken to include all entrances to museums, including repeating visitors and same visitors to different museums.
When referring to ‘Unique Visitors’ the term will be used as such.
70
As reported in ‘Chapter 1 : The Economics of the Cultural and Creative Industries’
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This is confirmed to be in line with data from separate MTA surveys, estimating 37,800 tourists visiting Valletta and to visiting Museums.
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entertainment) amounted to around €22.5 million, making up 5.8 per cent of total
tourist expenditure. This marked an increase from the previous year despite a drop in
the number of tourists visiting Malta. Despite prices for entrance in cultural sites rising
by around 3 per cent, expenditure in this activity rose by around 15 per cent72.
• There was further expenditure on cultural products (including souvenirs, maps,
postcards, guidebook etc), amounting to around €24 million, and making up around
7.3 per cent of total tourist expenditure. A further 4 per cent of total tourist
expenditure went on Clothes.
• The Heritage Malta museums case-study (Chapter 2, Box 1) confirms that in the
museum sector, demand is not very sensitive to Price. A decrease in prices, will not go
far in attracting higher demand, while a price raise will increase total revenue, and vice
versa73. This only takes into consideration a market driven perspective and excludes
the consideration of the wider and equally important cultural value of museums and
sites to the Maltese communities, where pricing policies may influence attendances
and repeat visits.
• Every 1 Euro spent in the museum sector generates 3.9 Euros of output, of which 1.9
Euros are gross value added. Low import costs and a lower profit-drive may contribute
to this relatively high multiplier. Investment in this sector has significant spill-over
effects on other domestic industries.
• The cultural tourist is indicated as a prime target for increased economic benefits, as
the potential economic gain of an additional tourist who prefers to spend on museums
could be larger than the gain from an additional tourist who prefers to spend more on
other goods and services in the Maltese economy.

Visiting patterns
• Typically visitors are indicated to visit an average of 2 museums per day, with an
estimated 49,517 unique individuals equivalent to 97,702 visitors in different Valletta
museums74.
• The big three (St. John’s Co-cathedral, the Palace State Rooms and Armoury and the
Malta Experience) registered a share of 79 per cent of total visits between them. This
affects directly the bias towards the popularity of 3 museum genres that are mostly
frequented in Valletta (art, archaeology & history and attractions).
• The St John’s Cathedral was indicated to be the first stop for most tourists. For a
second visit the most popular venues were likely to the Palace armoury and State
rooms, the National Museum of Archaeology, the National war Museum and the Malta
Experience. Other sites ranked markedly lower on the visitor’s map with an
overwhelming majority not intending to visit them at all.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 Festivals and concerts
Recommendations to Government
• Encourage catering establishments to capitalise on the business potential of festival
audiences.
72

Source: MTA/ Heritage Malta Data
Source: Heritage Malta Data
74
The term ‘visitors’ is taken to include all entrances to museums, including repeating visitors and same visitors to different museums.
When referring to ‘Unique Visitors’ the term will be used as such.
73
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• Issue temporary permits to extend opening hours for catering establishments during
festivals.
• Collaborate with the police force to clarify, simplify and ease regulation for the
organisation of open air activities.
• Strategically address marketing efforts within the tourism sector to attract niche
markets for festivals and concerts which are currently focused on the heritage sector.
• Ensure that public transport during festivals and concerts enables late night travel
from Valletta and Floriana to major destinations.

Recommendations to Local Councils
• Create a festival environment in the city for increased visibility and activity.
• Collaborate with organisers and producers to integrate the local communities in the
activities.
• Champion the importance of festivals and concerts for the social, economic and
cultural growth of the city.

Recommendations to organisers and artists
• Develop a festival city through increased visibility and fringe activity.
• For festivals, capitalise on the season’s characteristic and programme or commission
works that focus on the assets of the cityscape and the neighbouring harbour
environment (e.g. found/ unknown spaces, site-specific work etc). Similarly, festivals
during the winter and autumn seasons may focus on established performance spaces
or closed spaces.
• Whilst potentially retaining Valletta as a hub, extend programming to territories
outside the hub through touring performances.
• Create central-hubs for pre and post theatre hangouts.
• Festivals organised by public cultural organisations need to develop long-term
audience development programmes to diversify their audiences and attain multidisciplinary participation.
• Collaborate with the immediate local communities to encourage further participation
and ownership, thus ensuring acceptance of the event.
• Introduce combo tickets to encourage repeat attendances and multi-disciplinary
engagement.
• Increase incidental attendances from the tourism sector through promotion with day
visitors in Valletta and those residing in Valletta and Floriana hotels.
• Continue profiling audiences through qualitative and quantitative research.

3.2 Museums and historical sites
Recommendations to Government
• Invest more to gain more! With a multiplier effect of 3, there’s economic scope to
enhance quality and investment.
• Stronger coordination between Malta’s tourism policy and heritage policy is needed
since the potential economic gain of an additional tourist who prefers to spend on
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museums could be larger than the gain from an additional tourist who prefers to spend
more on other goods and services in the Maltese economy.
• Approach museums as one cluster and facilitate better networking between the 18
sites and museums in the Valletta and Floriana area.
• Invest in high quality ancillary services (cafes, restaurants & souvenir shops) within the
spaces.
• Facilitate further autonomy for individual sites and museums under the responsibility
of Heritage Malta to empower curators and staff to add value to the collection, seek
sponsorships, private investment and increase links with the arts sectors.
• Create multi-day city passes to encourage repeat visits to Valletta and increase
attendances in museums or facilitate longer visits in individual sites.

Recommendations to Local Councils
• Enhance collaboration with museums to increase the participation and engagement of
local communities.
• Create a narrative for the city and build a brand identity that virtually and physically
links the historical time-line of the city to the sites, museums and collections.

Recommendation to Museums
• Coffee, food and souvenirs may bring more income than tickets!
• Increase the visitor experience through interactive interpretation with virtual and
physical links to the surrounding museums.
• Diversify events in the museums during opening hours whilst increasing special events
in museum spaces outside regular hours. This guarantees new audiences, potential
repeat visits and links with arts related evening activities.
• Sites and museums with high demand are relatively not price sensitive. However they
need to strike the right balance between establishing a maximum capacity that does
not cause damage to the site or works whilst ensuring a sustainable financial model. In
the eventuality of full capacity, it would be in the interest of museums to guide visitor
flows to other sites and museums. Yet, only constant networking can drive this
forward.
• For museums experiencing low attendances, the model of free entry or mixed ticketing
policies such as free entrance for permanent collections and ticketed entry for
specialised temporary exhibitions should be considered. Increased income will be
generated through stronger emphasis on ancillary services. Collaboration with the big
three and other museums is crucial for a win-win outcome.
• This indicates many sites are not tapping into the traffic flowing through the ‘big
three’. This may call for the formation of an inter-community cooperation between
these institutions in order to share marketing efforts, provide promotional campaigns,
cooperative programs and tours, shared market intelligence, and other joint activities.
• With the increase of independent travel and decrease in intermediaries, museums
need to increase their online presence including online-ticketing systems and establish
a clustered physical presence through self-service booths and information points.
Shared technological investment, market intelligence and promotion need to become
the focal points of the museum cluster.
• Continue to profile visitors through qualitative and quantitative research.
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4. Detailed data and observations

A. Festivals & Concerts
Figures, trends and comments drawn in this report relate solely to the
surveyed events specified in the methodology note, and held during the
month of July 2010.

Methodology Note – Concerts and Festivals
The Jazz Festival, 8 events from the Malta Arts Festival, the Winter Moods concert and Joseph Calleja concert
held in July 2010 were the irregular cultural events surveyed in an economic impact assessment of Valletta as a
cultural city.
For each of these events, a target sample size of persons attending the event proportional to the expected
audience was determined. Interviewers were assigned to each event and persons attending the event were
interviewed immediately before or after the event or during the interval, until the target sample size was
reached.
A total of 1,308 interviews were conducted. These included a number of interviews that were carried out with
same individuals who attended more than one of the above-mentioned cultural events. After the data
collection stage, questionnaires were vetted and all data was input. The first stage of analysis involved a series
of checks to identify any errors, outliers or inconsistencies in the data. Missing expenditure data were imputed
through the use of mathematical algorithms. The statistical software package SPSS was used throughout the
analysis.
Through the availability of data on the number and type of tickets sold or issued for each event, it was possible
to weight the survey sample data to reflect total attendance. Two sets of weights were created. The first set of
weights enables grossing up sample attendance at each surveyed event to reflect the total attendance for that
particular event. These weights would be useful if we were to focus specifically on the individual events that
were surveyed. Through a further calibration, a second set of weights was created to gross up attendance at
surveyed events to reflect total attendance at all events (even those not surveyed) making up the Malta Arts
Festival, Jazz festival, Winter Moods concert and Joseph Calleja concert. The weighting method involved
distinguishing between complimentary and paid for tickets. In the case of the two concerts a further
benchmarking variable used was the age distribution of concert-goers according to type of concert attended as
published in NSO’s publication ‘Kultura 2000: A Survey on Cultural Participation’. The weighted distribution of
attendances was checked against data provided by the organisers.
Once the analysis was finalised, a set of tables covering various aspects of the questionnaire were produced.
Separate tables were compiled for events that were publicly funded and those that were privately funded.
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1. Audience profile
30,923 attendances were registered for festivals and concerts in July in 2010 with music as the leading genre in all
categories. The 25-39 age group composed the largest audience share for both festivals and concerts with concerts
attracting a significantly larger percentage of this age group. A more balanced audience share aged above 25 is
found in festivals. The absolute majority of audiences in both festivals and concerts were Maltese. Festivals
attracted just over 12% of its audience from non-Malta residents with a 3% share registered for concerts. NonMalta based audiences were mainly EU nationals. This is an indication of the type of relationship that exists
between festivals, concerts and the tourism sectors. On the other hand, the extremely positive high presence of
Maltese in these events reflects international case studies on festivals that highlight the importance of a local
audience to sustain the growth of festivals. Once this is secured then the tourism market can be exploited.
The 2010 MTA market profile survey reveals that 90% of all tourists visiting Malta, visit Valletta during their stay
and 38% of all tourists visiting Valletta list culture as the reason for visiting Malta. This is equivalent to 60,000
Valletta visitors per month during summer listed as “cultural tourists”. For this group, the market profile survey
reveals a bias towards heritage whereas only 2% attended a theatrical performance, 1.5% dance, 0.2% opera, 3.1%
visual arts and 3.3% cinema during their stay in summer in Malta.

Attendances by genre
Irregular Events
TOTAL MUSIC EVENTS
TOTAL DRAMA EVENTS
TOTAL DANCE EVENTS
TOTAL VISUAL ARTS EVENTS
Total attendance

Total Tickets
25,208
2,387
642
2,686

Full Price
9,288
1,346
225
-

Youths
394
176
35
-

Senior
458
233
81
-

Comps/Free
15,056
543
291
2,686

Under 13
(free)
12
89
10
-

30,923

10,859

605

772

18,576

111

FESTIVALS AUDIENCE

CONCERTS AUDIENCE

Attendance at events by age-group

Atte ndance at events by age-group

13% (1,575)

26% (3,244)

33% (4,225)

28% (3,449)

under 25

25-39

40-54

18% (3,278)

19% (3,316)

55+

Attendance at events by sex

19% (3,326)
44% (7,998)

under 25

25-39

40-54

55+

Attendance at events by sex

51%

49%

52%

48%

(6,399)

(6,201)

(9,610)

(8,713)

Male

Female

Attendance at events by citizenship
6%

10% (1,250)

Male

Female

Attendance at events by citizenship
0% (47)
3% (604)

(664)

84%
(10,058)

97%
( 16,707)

Maltese

EU national

Non-EU national

Attendance at events by place of residence

9%
(1,064)

4%

Maltese

3% (536)

(471)

EU

Non-EU national

0% (24)

97%

87%

(17,656)

(10,936)

Malta

EU national

Attendance at events by place of residence

Non-EU

Malta

EU

Non-EU
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1.1 Geographical distribution
Festivals registered a higher concentration of audiences from the Northern Harbour area (clustered as Qormi, B'Kara,
Gzira, Hamrun, Msida, Pembroke, Pieta, San Giljan, San Gwann, Santa Venera, Sliema, Swieqi, Ta' Xbiex). Poor
attendance was registered from Gozo (0.8%), the Southern Harbour area (11.6%) (clustered as Valletta, Birgu, Isla,
Bormla, Zabbar, Fgura, Floriana, Kalkara, Luqa, Marsa, Paola, Santa Lucija, Tarxien, Xhajra) and the South Eastern
area (clusterd as Zejtun, B'Bugia, Gudja, Ghaxaq, Kirkop, M'Scala, M'Xlokk, Mqabba, Qrendi, Safi, Zurrieq).
In concerts, a similar trend is observed although with a slightly wider geographical spread. This may reflect a more
selective audience for festivals and poor cultural, physical or economic access to Gozitans and the Southern region.
Concerts on the other hand seem to have mass appeal and are attracting a wider audience from across Malta and
Gozo. Yet, low attendances from Valletta and Floriana are indicative of the barriers between these communities and
the events organised within their neighbourhood. Visitors (in this case Maltese from outside Valletta and Floriana)
add value to these areas, yet if the host community is alienated from the festival or event, it will not relate to the
sense of pride, place and ownership required for a successful festival or event. ‘The more an event is seen by its host
community as emerging from within rather than being imposed on them, the greater that community’s acceptance
of the event will be’. (Derrett 2004)
Attendance at events by Maltese Districts

Attendance at events by Maltese Districts

(Festivals Audience)

(Concerts Audience)

1% (91)

3% (598)
13%

12%

19%

23%

(1249)

(2022)

(2,219)

(4,127)

29%

15%

(5,093)

41%

(1664)

12%

14% (2,437)

(4,525)

18% (3,099)

(1,248)

Southern Harbour
Western

Northern Harbour
Northern

South Eastern
Gozo and Comino

Southern Harbour
Western

Northern Harbour
Northern

South Eastern
Gozo and Comino

1.2 Education level
The largest audience share who attended Festivals and Concerts has successfully completed tertiary or higher
education. Festivals registered a significantly higher percentage (61.3%) of attendees with a tertiary or higher
education. Similar to the geographic distribution observed in audiences who attended concerts, this audience was
also diverse in terms of educational background, albeit higher in the tertiary or higher education category (36.4%).
.The observation on geographical distribution is also relevant to the educational level of audiences attending festivals
and events.
Highest Educational Level

Highest Educational Level

(Festivals Audience)

0% (18)

(Concerts Audience)

0% (0)

1% (101)

3% (529)

16% (1,964)

61% (7679)

36%

35%

(6,651)

(6,407)

22% (2,758)

26%
(4,684,)

No schooling

Primary

Secondary

Post-secondary/
non-tertiary education

Tertiary or higher

No schooling

Primary

Secondary

Post-secondary/
non-tertiary education

Tertiary or higher
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2. Travel and Transport / Staying in Valletta
Festivals

Concerts

Means of TRAVEL TO MALTA
(for Visitors from abroad)

By air
No answer
Total

Means of TRAVEL TO MALTA
(for Visitors from abroad)

Count

Valid Percent

1344
320
1,664

100
100

Means of TRASPORT TO VALLETTA
(for all visitors)
Means of transport
Count
Percent
to Valletta
347
2.8
Staying in Valletta
195
1.6
Taxi
1,125
8.9
Bus
10,460
83.1
Own transport
199
1.6
Rented vehicle
258
2.1
Other
15
No answer
12,600
100
Total

Count

Valid Percent

601
65
667

100

By air
No answer
Total

100

Means of TRASPORT TO VALLETTA
(for all visitors)
Means of transport
Count
Percent
to Valletta
201
1.1
Staying in Valletta
266
1.5
Taxi
2,096
11.5
Bus
15,325
83.9
Own transport
22
.1
Rented vehicle
364
2.0
Other
50
No answer
18,323
100
Total

Staying in Valletta: 347

Staying in Valletta: 201

Not more than 347 tourists, from around 8,000
estimated to be lodging in Valletta/Floriana during
the Festivals, attended festival events. (Note: The 347
may also include Maltese residents from
Valletta/Floriana, as well as repeat foreign visitors
attending more than one event)

Not more than 201 tourists, from around 2,483
estimated to be lodging in Valletta/Floriana during
the time, attended the concerts. (Note: The 347
may also include Maltese residents from
Valletta/Floriana, as well as repeat visitors
attending more than one event)
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3. Time spent in Valletta/ Floriana
The overall majority of attendees arrive and leave immediately for an event. Time of arrival is earlier for Concerts
due to the larger crowds that are associated with these events. At the end of these events, audiences tend to
disperse immediately away from Valletta and Floriana. The research does not identify whether people who leave
the area immediately, go to other venues outside Valletta/ Floriana after an event, however, for those who do, it
is evident that Festival audiences tend to hang out in the area for longer periods of time than those attending
concerts. This may imply that Festivals which are attracting smaller audiences over a longer span of time (3
weeks) have the potential to retain more people in the area since large scale one-off Concerts (2 concerts in 2
days) often act as stand alone events. Such concerts often attract large crowds (5000+) which require more
crowd control and therefore more time for audiences to enter and exit the venue. On the other hand, festivals
can lure audiences and non-audiences to extend their stay by visibly transforming the City and creating a festival
buzz which leads to a unique time-bound shared experience. This may also be an excellent opportunity to
capitalise on more than 2000 tourists (MTA data) who at any point in time during the festival are residing in a
Valletta or Floriana hotel and are within walking distance to the potential festival environment. Therefore, even
if on the assumption that none of these tourists are interested in attending artistic events, they can still
contribute to the festival environment whilst potentially becoming incidental audiences. This gives scope for
post performance activities and fringe performances in other venues and in surrounding streets. This also gives
scope for authorities to issue temporary permits for extended operating hours and increase communication with
the Police to facilitate such permits. The inconveniences claimed by residents which are often triggered by
increased sound levels, can be negotiated by the authorities, organisers and Local Councils only if the economic,
social and cultural benefits of festivals are truly endorsed, researched and well communicated.

Festivals

Concerts

Attendance at events by time spent in
Valletta/ Floriana before the event
Valid
Count
Percent
Arrived immediately
9999
79.8
Less than 1 hour
1233
9.8
1 hour - less than 3
1016
8.1
hours
3 hours - less than 5
75
.6
hours
5 hours or more
215
1.7
No answer
62
Total
12,600
100.0

Attendance at events by time spent in
Valletta/ Floriana before the event
Valid
Count
Percent
Arrived immediately
11,336
62.7
Less than 1 hour
4,443
24.6
1 hour - less than 3
1,972
10.9
hours
3 hours - less than 5
243
1.3
hours
5 hours or more
73
.4
No answer
257
Total
18,323
100.0

Attendance at events by time spent in
Valletta/ Floriana after the event
Valid
Count
Percent
Leave immediately
8899
72.9
Less than 1 hour
687
5.6
1 hour - less than 3
1693
13.9
hours
3 hours - less than 5
101
.8
hours
5 hours or more
217
1.8
Not decided yet, but
614
5.0
more than 1 hour
No answer
388
Total
12,600
100.0

Attendance at events by time spent in
Valletta/ Floriana after the event
Valid
Count
Percent
Leave immediately
13,978
77.6
Less than 1 hour
1,586
8.8
1 hour - less than 3
1,624
9.0
hours
3 hours - less than 5
122
.7
hours
5 hours or more
0
.0
Not decided yet, but
694
3.9
more than 1 hour
No answer
319
Total
18,323
100.0
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4. Expenditure outside of venue
Due to larger audiences, there is more expenditure before and after concerts than festivals. On average, expenditure by
those who purchased food and drinks from take-away establishments was higher at concerts. Average purchases of
food and drinks in bars were similar for festivals and concerts before the event but purchases were higher than festivals
after Concerts. However, there is a significant higher average expenditure by those who purchase meals at restaurants
before and after festival events with the 40-54 age group spending an average €37 for a meal after a performance. The
total estimated expenditure generated by festivals and concerts outside the venue before and after the events was
€137,472. Restaurants in the area are more likely to cater for Festival audiences before and after shows, which are
spread in venues around Valletta and Floriana, especially when the duration of a performance allows audiences to
partake in other activities before or after the event. This should not be a looming partnership for the business
community but a profitable and regenerative venture for businesses, communities and Local Councils.

Festivals

Concerts

BEFORE the surveyed event
(what attendees reportedly already spent)
Total
expenditure
€

Attendees
who had
expenses

Average
expenditure €

Clothing and
footwear
Personal services or
for the household
Food or drinks
consumed in bars
Food or drinks
from take away
establishments
Meals in
restaurants
Other items

TOTAL

71

6.83

1,764

55

31.78

0

-

0.00

3,297

474

6.95

395

146

2.70

4,986

352

14.18

1,339
12,266

90

14.92
-

-

Attendees
who had
expenses

Average
expenditure €

0

-

0.00

0

-

0.00

0

-

0.00

17,488

1,632

10.72

896

224

4.00

18,654

872

21.40

136
37,174

14
-

10.00
-

Total
expenditure
€

Other items

TOTAL

Average
expenditure €

(per category)

(over attendees
who had expenses)

4,347

422

10.31

143

57

2.50

0

-

.00

6,357

945

6.73

3,372

672

5.02

4,711

483

9.76

Other items

0

-

0

TOTAL

18,931

-

-

(e.g. newspapers,
cigarettes, stamps etc)

Clothing and
footwear
Personal services or
for the household
Food or drinks
consumed in bars
Food or drinks
from take away
establishments
Meals in
restaurants

AFTER the surveyed visit
(what attendees reportedly plan to spend)
Attendees
who had
expenses

Average
expenditure €

538

116

4.65

0

-

.00

0

-

.00

38,863

2,341

16.60

4,699

516

9.10

24,512

1,634

15.00

489
69,101

39
-

12.53
-

Total
expenditure
€

(over attendees
(per category) who had expenses)

Regular Purchases
Clothing and
footwear
Personal services or
for the household
Food or drinks
consumed in bars
Food or drinks
from take away
establishments
Meals in
restaurants

Attendees
who had
expenses

Regular purchases

485

AFTER the surveyed visit
(what attendees reportedly plan to spend)

(e.g. newspapers,
cigarettes, stamps etc)

Total
expenditure
€

(over attendees
(per category) who had expenses)

Regular purchases
(e.g. newspapers,
cigarettes, stamps etc)

BEFORE the surveyed event
(what attendees reportedly already spent)

(over attendees
(per category) who had expenses)

Regular purchases
(e.g. newspapers,
cigarettes, stamps etc)

Clothing and
footwear
Personal services or
for the household
Food or drinks
consumed in bars
Food or drinks
from take away
establishments
Meals in
restaurants
Other items

TOTAL
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Festivals

Concerts

% distribution of expenditure on food, drinks
and meals, by age group

% distribution of expenditure on food, drinks
and meals, by age group

100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%

40%
40%

20%
20%

0%
Food or drinks

0%

Food or drinks from
take away

Meals in restaurants

Food or drinks

Food or drinks from take

consumed in bars

away establishments

55+

4,847

165

5,831

55+

3,375

773

187

40-54

4,299

521

10,768

40-54

5,849

170

5,381

25-39

10,282

400

3,204

25-39

26,096

5,933

17,519

< 25

1,234

168

3,654

< 25

9,898

1,195

4,522

consumed in bars

Meals in restaurants

Average expenditure before the event
(over attendees who had expenses)

Average expenditure before the event
(over attendees who had expenses)

{Euro}

18

18

16

16

14

14

12

12

10

10

8

8

6

establishments

{Euro}

6

`

4

4

2

2

0

0
Food or drinks
consumed in bars

Food or drinks from
take away

Food or drinks

Meals in restaurants

consumed in bars

establishments

Food or drinks from
take away

Meals in restaurants

establishments

< 25

6

2

12

< 25

5

5

7

25-39

7

3

16

25-39

7

5

9

40-54

2

2

14

40-54

7

2

9

55+

10

2

13

55+

8

0

0

Average expenditure after the event
(over attendees who had expenses)

Average expenditure after the event

{Euro}

(over attendees who had expenses)

40

40

35

35

30

30

25

25

20

20

15

15

10

10

5

5

0

{Euro}

0
Food or drinks
consumed in bars

Food or drinks from
take away

Food or drinks

Meals in restaurants

consumed in bars

establishments

Food or drinks from
take away

Meals in restaurants

establishments

< 25

7

2

22

< 25

15

7

25-39

11

3

12

25-39

19

13

13
16

40-54

14

12

37

40-54

14

0

15

55+

9

1

16

55+

16

5

8
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5. Direct economic impact of festivals and concerts
Direct economic impact of Festivals and Concerts through the expenditure by audiences, is calculated to be the
75
total value of tickets purchased and given in-kind (€ 1,034,820) and the reported and planned expenditure
before and after the events (€137,472), totalling € 1,172,292.

6. Attendance patterns for cultural events
The figures below indicate attendance trends of audiences in the two groups researched in the survey. Two important
remarks need to be made prior to any observations. The majority of events held in the Valletta/Floriana area during
the month of July in dance, drama and visual arts were part of the Arts festival. Therefore, any indication of repeat
visits by both festivals and concerts audiences to these three genres is more likely related to the Arts festival. On the
other hand, attendances for music events include all concerts organised during the Arts and Jazz festivals and largescale concerts in Floriana. Any mention of this genre as a repeated activity may be related to both music events during
the festival, the jazz festival or the other concert held in Floriana.

Repeat VS Unique Visitors:
-Festivals audience
In July

Did you attend or plan to attend any other events in Valletta in July?
Yes
No
In 72.5% of the attendances the attendee was a
repeat visitor; while in 26.6% of the attendances the
72.5
26.6
attendee was a unique visitor.

In the preceding
6 months

Did you attend or plan to attend any other events in Valletta in the preceding 6
months?
Yes
No
For 75.2% of the attendances the attendee was a
repeat visitor; while for 24.3% of the attendances
75.2
24.3
the attendee was a unique visitor.

-Concerts audience
In July

Did you attend or plan to attend any other events in Valletta in July?
Yes
No
In 38.2% of the attendances the attendee was a
repeat visitor; while in 61.1% of the attendances
38.2
61.1
the attendee was a unique visitor.

In the preceding
6 months

Did you attend or plan to attend any other events in Valletta in the preceding 6
months?
Yes
No
For 56.7% of the attendances the attendee was a
repeat visitor; while for 43.2% of the attendances
56.7
43.2
the attendee was a unique visitor.
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On the basis that the majority of complementary tickets are given to sponsors in exchange for services/bulk purchases etc and they
would be set off against an invoice.
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6.1 Attendance patterns in July
Music is the most popular genre for repeat visits in the month of July with both festivals and concerts audiences.
However, there is a higher rate of attendance for music events with the festival audiences. The relatively high
percentage is also due to the vast offering of music events in the month of July in both festivals and concerts. With the
Concert Audience, attendance to Drama and Visual Arts exhibitions is relatively lower. The second most attended after
Music is Cinema. With the Festivals audience, Drama, Visual Arts exhibitions and Dance all have relatively higher rate of
attendance, featuring before Cinema in preference. Museums registered significantly low attendances.

Festivals

Concerts
Attended in the July

76
Have you attended other cultural events in Valletta in July
2010?

Have you attended other cultural events in Valletta in
July 2010?

(Music Concerts Audience)

(Arts and Jazz Festival audience)

100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%
40%

40%

20%

20%
0%

0%

Dance

Drama

Visual Arts
exhibition

Music

Museum

Cinema

No

11,551

10,477

11,076

8,957

12,054

11,844

Yes

1,011

2,085

1,486

3,606

508

719

Dance

Drama

Visual Arts
exhibition

Music

Museum

Cinema

No

18,038

17,178

17,302

15,394

17,945

16,938

Yes

285

1,145

1,021

2,929

378

1,385

Planning to attend in July77
Are you planning to attended other cultural events in
Valletta in July 2010?

Are you planning to attend other cultural events in
Valletta in July 2010?

(Music Concerts Audience)

(Arts and Jazz Festival audience)
100%

100%

80%

80%
60%

60%

.

40%

40%
20%

20%

0%

0%

Dance

Drama

Visual Arts
exhibition

Music

Museum

Cinema

No

11,097

8,942

10,736

6,901

11,887

11,379

Yes

1,338

3,492

1,698

5,534

547

1,056

Dance

Drama

Visual Arts
exhibition

Music

Museum

Cinema

No

8,552

8,110

8,348

6,966

8,552

8,552

Yes

0

441

204

1,585

0

0

Responses to questions on attendances in July to other cultural events in Valletta, indicated that festival audiences tend to
be more culturally active with repeat attendances during the month. Between them, 12,600 festival event attendees
reported 23,080 other attendances during July (other than the surveyed visit), for a ratio of 1:1.8. On the other hand,
18,323 concert attendees reported 9,373 other attendances during July (other than the surveyed visit), for a ratio of 1:0.5.
This marks a higher level of cultural activity for festival goers and may be indicative of a smaller but more active group of
festival goers attending different events during July (2 or 3 events). On average, half of the concert audience is indicated to
have attended only the surveyed event, while the other half attended one other event. Therefore, while the number of
18,323 concert goers may closely represent the number of unique individuals who attended, the number of 12,600 festival
attendees is more likely to include repeat visitors to different events.

76
77

Other than the event attended in which the interview was held.
Excludes attendees of the concert held at the end of July. Activity of these attendees should be all recorded by the previous question.
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6.2 Attendance patterns in the preceding 6 months
In the preceding 6 months to the surveyed events, attendances to other cultural events varied. For those who
attended, music events were the most popular amongst Festivals and Concert audiences. The highest frequency (4+
visits) for repeated attendances in Valletta/ Floriana is for music events amongst Festivals audience and cinema
viewings amongst the Concerts audience. For the Festivals audience, drama and visual arts exhibitions registered a
high rate of attendance whereas dance and cinema registered a lower attendance level.
For the Concerts audience, very few have indicated attending a type of cultural event more than 4 times. In all
other event types, fewer than 20% attended at least one event. Following music, drama and cinema are relatively
the more popular.
The festivals audience is the most active in all types of events whereas museum attendances are at the lowest
levels in both the Festivals and Concerts audience categories with 15.5% and 6.9% respectively registering at least
one visit in the previous 6 months.

Festivals

Concerts

How many times have you attended other cultural events
in Valletta in the preceding 6 months?

How many times have you attended other cultural events
in Valletta in the preceding 6 months?
(Music Concerts Audience)

(Arts and Jazz Festival audience)
100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

20%

20%

0%

0%

Dance

Drama

Visual Arts
exhibition

Music

Museum

4+ times

294

326

294

280

46

735

2,076

1-3 times

1,717

2,797

2,050

6,248

1,269

2,525

9,120

0

16,286

15,175

15,954

11,770

16,983

15,037

Dance

Drama

Visual Arts
exhibition

Music

Museum

Cinema

4+ times

544

1,391

1,349

1,982

711

1,333

1-3 times

2,202

4,058

3,529

5,076

1,944

0

9,769

7,066

7,651

5,457

9,875

Cinema

6.3 Cross-matching attendances78 in July and the preceding 6 months
The research indicates that those who attended a particular genre in July had also attended an event of the same
genre between January and June. A significant number of attendances were registered by interviewees who
claimed to attend 4 or more times between January and June for events of Drama, Visual Arts, Music, and visits at
the Museum if they have done so during July.
Those who did not attend particular genres in July generally followed the same behaviour during the preceding 6
months. However there are good attendance rates in the range of 1-3 times in a number of areas especially among
the festivals audience. Drama, Visual Arts and Music are the most attended between January and June, even if they
weren't attended in July. Amongst the festival Audience, there are also a number of individuals attending more
than four times in every event type.

78

Other than the event attended in which the interview was held
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Attendance Patterns (Arts/Jazz Festival Audience)

4+
times

1-3
times

0

% attendance to same type events in Jan-Jun

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
No

Yes

No

Did you attend
Dance at
Valletta in
July?

No

Yes

No

Did you attend
Visual arts
exhibitions at
Valletta in
July?

Yes

No

Did you attend
Music events
at Valletta in
July?

Yes

No

Did you visit
Museums at
Valletta in
July?

Yes

Did you go to
the Cinema at
Valletta in
July?

Did you / will you attend other events in July? (other than the surveyed event)

Audience Numbers

Drama
attendance in
Valletta in July

Dance

Attendance
to same type
even in
Valletta in
the
preceding 6
months

Yes

Did you attend
Drama at
Valletta in
July?

Visual arts
exhibition
attendance in
Valletta in July

Music attendance
in Valletta in July

Museum
attendance in
Valletta in July

Cinema
attendance in
Valletta in July

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

0
1-3
times
4+
times

9,761

0

7,066

0

7,651

0

5,449

0

9,867

0

9,120

Yes
0

1,367

835

2,660

1,390

2,568

953

2,766

2,310

1,615

329

1,775

292

368

176

709

682

830

520

691

1,291

532

179

907

426

Total

11,496

1,011

10,435

2,072

11,049

1,472

8,906

3,601

12,013

508

11,803

719

Attendance Patterns (Music Concert Audience)
100%

4+
times

1-3
times

0

% attendance to same type in Jan-Jun

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
No

Yes

No

Did you attend
Dance at
Valletta in
July?

No

Yes

No

Did you attend
Visual arts
exhibitions at
Valletta in
July?

Yes

No

Did you attend
Music events
at Valletta in
July?

Yes

No

Did you visit
Museums at
Valletta in
July?

Yes

Did you go to
the Cinema at
Valletta in
July?

Did you / will you attend other events in July? (other than the surveyed event)

Audience Numbers

Drama
attendance in
Valletta in July

Dance

Attendance
to same type
even in
Valletta in
the
preceding 6
months

Yes

Did you attend
Drama at
Valletta in
July?

Visual arts
exhibition
attendance in
Valletta in July

Music attendance
in Valletta in July

Museum
attendance in
Valletta in July

Cinema
attendance in
Valletta in July

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

0
1-3
times
4+
times

16,286

0

15,175

0

15,954

0

11,770

0

16,983

0

15,037

Yes
0

1,432

285

1,718

1,079

1,059

992

3,528

2,720

928

342

1,566

959

294

0

285

41

264

30

71

209

35

11

310

425

Total

18,013

285

17,178

1,120

17,277

1,021

15,369

2,929

17,945

353

16,913

1,385
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6.4 Multi-disciplinary attendances by the festivals audience
Arts/Jazz Festival Audience
% of those who attended or plan to attend other event types in July79

Dance

Drama

Visual Arts
exhibition

Music

Museum

Cinema

Music
Audience

13.6

30.7

21.3

56.0

6.9

11.5

Drama
Audience

19.5

47.2

19.3

57.3

[6.7]

6.6

Dance
Audience

[36.2]

53.2

[24.3]

66.1

[10.0]

[11.9]

The three major audience groups (audiences at Music, Drama and Dance events), reported music events as the
most frequented events other than the surveyed attendance, followed by drama. Dance audiences showed the
highest percentage of multidisciplinary activity with 53.2 per cent indicating Drama events as another
attendance and 66.1 per cent indicating Music as another attendance. Museum visits are indicated to be the
lowest attendances for all three audiences.

6.5 Age distribution in different cultural events
% Age Distribution in Cultural events attendance in Jan-Jun
(Music Concert Audience)
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
0

1-3

4+

0

Dance

1-3

4+

0

Drama

1-3

4+

0

Visual arts
exhibition

1-3

4+

0

Music

1-3

4+

0

Museum

1-3

4+

Cinema

Number of Attendances

under 25

25-39

40-54

55+

% Age Distribution in Cultural events attendance in Jan-Jun
(Arts/Jazz Festival Audience)
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
0

1-3
4+
times times
Dance

0

1-3
4+
times times
Drama

0

1-3
4+
times times
Visual arts
exhibition

0

1-3
4+
times times
Music

0

1-3
4+
times times
Museum

0

1-3
4+
times times
Cinema

Number of Attendances

under 25

79

25-39

40-54

55+

[ ]: Figures less than 300 have been flagged as under-represented since they are based on small sample counts.
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7.1 Event attendance by age group
(In the preceding 6 months)

Festivals

Concerts
%

0
1-3
4+

< 25
80.9
17.6
1.5

2539
77.7
20.4
1.9

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

0
1-3
4+

75.2
21.4
3.4

48.6
41.9
9.5

62.6
26.4
11.1

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

0
1-3
4+

75.9
18.8
5.3

57.9
33.1
9.1

62.6
26.1
11.2

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

0
1-3
4+

53.0
36.0
11.1

43.3
43.2
13.5

50.0
36.7
13.4

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

0
1-3
4+

89.8
10.2
0.0

79.8
15.4
4.8

77.8
15.1
7.1

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

0
1-3
4+

69.8
20.0
10.2

66.5
21.1
12.5

76.2
12.7
11.1

78.0
13.7
8.3

0
1-3
4+

67.7
25.2
7.1

81.6
15.7
2.7

83.9
8.1
8.0

94.1
5.2
0.7

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

0
1-3
4+

< 25
87.1
12.9
0.0

2539
92.7
5.4
1.9

Age
4054
83.3
12.3
4.4

100.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

50.7
32.6
16.7

0
1-3
4+

90.2
9.8
0.0

87.1
11.4
1.5

77.3
21.3
1.4

72.5
22.7
4.8

100.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

55.7
29.3
15.0

0
1-3
4+

92.1
7.9
0.0

86.9
12.1
0.9

77.8
17.1
5.1

90.8
7.7
1.5

100.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

33.1
42.7
24.3

0
1-3
4+

59.9
39.7
0.5

71.9
25.7
2.4

55.4
44.3
0.3

57.1
41.1
1.8

100.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

73.3
19.0
7.7

0
1-3
4+

94.7
5.3
0.0

97.1
2.8
0.1

83.3
16.0
0.7

90.9
8.8
0.3

Preference indication: Events with highest %
attendance by age and frequency

Events with
highest %
attendance
for 4+ times
Events with
highest %
attendance
for 1-3 times

Events with
highest % of 0
attendance

under
25

25-39

40-54

55+

Music

Music

Music

Music

Cinema

Cinema

CA

Drama

All ages

Music
Cinema/
AV
Cinema/
AV

VA

Drama

Drama

VA

Music

Music

Music

Music

Music

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Cinema

VA

VA

VA

VA

Museum

Museum

Dance

Cinema

Museum

Dance

Dance

Museum

Dance

Dance

VA

Cinema

Cinema

Museum

Cinema

Music

Visual arts
exhibition

Drama

Dance

Number of
events
attended

Museum

55+
76.7
16.8
6.5

Cinema

Cinema

Museum

Music

Visual arts
exhibition

Drama

Dance

Number of
events
attended

Grouped below
by attendance
frequency in the
preceding 6
months

%

Age
4054
78.5
15.2
6.3

55+
87.9
12.1
0.0

Preference indication: Events with highest %
attendance by age and frequency
Grouped below
by attendance
frequency in the
preceding 6
months

under
25

25-39

40-54

55+

All ages

Events with
highest %
attendance
for 4+ times

Cinema

Cinema

Cinema

Drama

Cinema

Music

Music

VA

Music

Drama

-

Dance

Dance

VA

Dance /
Music /AV

Events with
highest %
attendance
for 1-3 times

Music

Music

Music

Music

Music

Cinema

Cinema

Drama

Drama

Drama

Dance

VA

VA

Dance

Cinema

Museum

Museum

Cinema

Cinema

Museum

VA

Dance

Museum

Museum

Dance

Drama

Drama

Dance

VA

VA

Events with
highest % of 0
attendance
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B. Museums and Historical sites
Figures, trends and comments drawn in this report relate solely to the
surveyed sites specified in the methodology note, and held during the
month of August 2010.

Methodology Note – Museums and Sites
Data collection:
The National Museum of Archaeology, Palace Armoury & State Rooms, National War Museum, St. John’s coCathedral, and The Malta Experience were the regular events surveyed in an economic impact assessment of
Valletta as a cultural city. A total of 971 interviews were conducted, out of which 767 were complete, and 204
were partially completed (used to extract demographics).
Each museum was visited 4 times between 17th and 30th August 2010. The sampling rate varied from 1 in 5 to
1 in 20, depending on museum and day visited, and questionnaires were provided in Maltese, English, Italian
and French. Each sample person was approached, and depending on the outcome was marked as one of the
following:
o Survey completed
o Survey partially completed (only 5 key questions answered)
o Clicked (but no interviewer available to conduct survey)
o Refusal to co-operate
o No contact (for e.g. due to language barrier).
Data gathered from surveyed venues was used to extrapolate data for the whole month of August for 14
museums in Valletta:
♦ 7 public: National Museum of Archaeology, Palace Armoury & State Rooms, National War Museum,
National Museum of Fine Arts, Garden of Rest, Lascaris War Rooms, Saluting Battery
♦ 7 private: St. John’s co-Cathedral, The Malta Experience, Manoel Theatre Museum, Casa Rocca
Piccola, The Great Siege Events Museum, Toy Museum, Sacred Island
The following 3 museums were excluded from the calculations since no data on admissions was available: St.
Paul’s Museum, The Knights Hospitallers, Valletta Living History
Cleaning of data:
♦ Questions were checked against each other to make sure that answers to certain questions made sense
with respect to answers to other questions.
♦ Missing values for variables which were considered essential were imputed using appropriate
mathematical algorithms. Such variables included:
o Expenditure before and after the visit
o Variables used for weights: Sex, Age group, Place of residence, Means of travel to Malta.
Weights:
- Non-response weight: to calibrate for non-response. Calibrated using:
o Sex (Male / Female)
o Age group (0-17 / 18-64 / 65+)
o Place of residence (Malta / EU / Non-EU)
o Means of travel to Malta (By air / Cruise passenger / Other means).
- Base weight: to gross up over all museums. Weighted using:
o Sampling rate
o Number of visitors in August (provided by museums).
- The weighted distribution of visitors by type of ticket was checked and matched with that provided by
museums.
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1. Visitors profile
97,702 visits were registered from amongst 14 museums, sites and heritage attractions in Valletta in August 2010. The
top three sites, registering a share of 79% of total visits between them were St. John’s Co-cathedral, the Palace State
Rooms and Armoury and Malta Experience. This affects directly the bias towards the popularity of 3 museum genres
that are mostly frequented in Valletta (art, archaeology & history and attractions). 96% of visitors to museums during
the research period were non-Malta residents, and 80% of these travelled to Malta by Air, amounting to 39,600
tourists.
The 2010 MTA market profile survey reveals that 35.9% of tourists list culture as the reason for their visit, equivalent to
69,287 cultural tourists in Malta at any given time during summer peak periods. MTA surveys also indicate that 173,700
tourists (90% of tourists) visit Valletta during their stay, and 38.4% of Valletta visitors list culture as the reason for their
visit. This is equivalent to an estimated 66,700 potential Valletta museum visitors. With 39,600 unique visitors estimated
in the Valletta Museums surveys, this means 59% of this potential group visited Museums in August.
The economic report (Chapter 2) confirms that the heritage sector is heavily dependent on tourism, particularly the
cultural sites sub-sector. Indeed Household Budgetary Survey data suggests that Maltese households spend less than
€300,000 on cultural sites. In 2007 the cultural sites sub-sector generated a turnover of around €7 million suggesting
that most of this turnover was consumed by tourists visiting Malta and thus represents exports.

Attendance figures, by ticket type
Adults

Senior
Citizen

Youth and
Students
(>17)

Children
(<17)

Children
(<12)

Group
Entries

Not
identified

Total

46,104

2,438

2,439

2,000

4,095

29,808

10,818

97,702

Attendance figures, by museum genre
Art
Museums

Archaeology &
history
museums

Ethnology &
anthropology
museums

Monuments
& sites

Military
Sites

Other
Museums
and
attractions

Total

48,867

31,129

1,828

570

1,071

14,237

97,702

Visitors to museums by age-group
4% (3,961)

Visitors to Museums by sex

13% (12,669)

Female

18-64

(48,326)

65+

Visitors to Museums by place of residence

Visitors to Museums by citizenship
10%

10% (9,392) 4% (3,926)

Malta

49%

(49,376)

(81,072)

Under 18

Male

51%

83%

(9,044 )

4%

86%

86%

(84,383)

(82,637)

EU

Non-EU

Maltese

EU national

(3,952)

Non-EU national
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1.1 Geographical distribution of
Maltese

1.2 Education level of all visitors

Count

Maltese Visitors to Museums by district of Residence

Pre-Primary

7%
(247)

77%
(2,833)

Western

752

0.84

Primary

2,681

2.98

Secondary

19,996

22.25

Post-secondary/
non-tertiary
education

18,341

20.41

Tertiary or higher

48,083

53.51

No answer

7,849

-

16%
(607)

Northern Harbour

Valid
Percent

Northern

2. The visitor experience
80 per cent of visitors from abroad travelled to Malta by air. Unlike cruise passengers who are day visitors, the
majority of visitors in museums and historical sites have at their disposal 7 days (based on MTA data). Yet, as
indicated in section 5, the majority of visitors only spend a day in Valletta with enough time to visit an
estimated average of 2 museums each.
The preferred mode of transport was the bus, followed by rented vehicle. This data enhances further the
profile of independent travellers as major clients to museums and historical sites. For those visiting another
museum/s after their current location, the majority chose the Palace armoury and State rooms, followed by St.
John’s co-cathedral and the National War Museum. Although the 14 museums/sites/ attractions in the
Valletta/ Floriana area are owned and managed by a mix of public and private organisations, the visitor may
not necessarily distinguish or be interested in who’s managing which venue. The visitor wants to maximise the
experience and ensure the most interesting, cost-effective and efficient visit. Thus, these museums should not
be seen as individual venues but a cluster or quarter of various cultural assets.
Museums are a fixed asset with regards to location and the geographic positioning can be exploited for the
benefit of such institutions. In addition, other museums should not be seen as competitive spaces but rather as
complimentary institutions that together can provide better and more diverse experiences.
Wang (2007) discusses location in terms of surrounding organisations, which can help each other by forming
collaborations in certain aspects of their businesses. The author proposes the formation of an inter-community
cooperation between similar touristic institutions such as museums in order to share marketing efforts. In such
a community, organisations should be able to provide joint promotional campaigns, cooperative programs
offering tours for travel agencies, shared market intelligence, and other activities which would clearly benefit
all organisations involved.
Similarly, Aalst and Boogaarts (2002) also discuss how art museums in particular, can benefit from being
situated close to each other. With reference to Amsterdam’s Museumplein and Berlin’s Museumsinsel, the
authors discuss how not only can a museum benefit from organisations in its vicinities but also how this can be
planned and emphasised in order to create a cultural location simply by having groups of museums close to
each other. In this scenario, the initial location is almost irrelevant, and it’s the museums themselves who
create the location, adding value to it and each other. Noting that museum visitors would usually want to see
the most in the least amount of time, the authors also mention how art museums may be linked to each other,
not merely by sharing marketing efforts but also by planning content. The three museums forming the
Museumplein in Amsterdam are noted as an example of this, having content divided chronologically, so that as
a group the museums form a larger and more attractive product than that which would be offered individually.
(Cassar 2011)
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Whereas, individually the “big three” (Palace, Co-cathedral and Malta Experience) enjoy critical mass, they can
benefit from increased collaboration vis-à-vis promotion, market intelligence, international collaboration and
coordination with large guided groups. As indicated in the Heritage Malta case study presented in the creative
economy report, increased ticket prices in such venues will not decrease income, due to inelastic demand.
However, smaller museums stand to gain from increased collaboration and networking. The model of free
entry with stronger investment in ancillary services, such as cafes and quality merchandise, should be
considered.
In addition, all museums would benefit from a multi-day pass which can allow visitors to spread out visits at
their leisure over a longer period of time, whilst maximising their experience in each venue including
increasing expenditure in venues with excellent ancillary services.

2.1 Travel and transport
/ Staying in Valletta
Means of TRAVEL TO MALTA
(for Visitors from abroad)
Count
By air
Cruise Passenger
Other
Total

75,274
16,594
1,908
93,776

Valid Percent
80.27
17.70
2.03
100

Means of TRASPORT TO VALLETTA
(for all visitors)
Means of transport
Count
Percent
to Valletta
Staying in Valletta
4,122
4.27
Taxi
5,537
5.73
Bus
55,426
57.36
Own transport
2,892
2.99
Rented vehicle
10,561
10.93
Horse-drawn cabin
487
0.50
Ferry
3,942
4.08
Coach/tour
6,727
6.96
bus/organised bus
On foot

2,840

2.94

Other
No answer
Total

4,095
1,072
97,702

4.24
100

2.2 Time spent in Valletta
Visitors to Museums by time spent in
Valletta before the visit
Valid
Count
Percent
Arrived
13,050
14.50
immediately
Less than 1 hour
14,523
16.14
1 hour - less than
32,881
36.54
3 hours
3 hours - less than
16,830
18.70
5 hours
5 hours or more
12,702
14.12
No answer
7,715
Total
97,702
100
Visitors to Museums by time spent in
Valletta after the visit
Valid
Count
Percent
Leave
13,523
15.02
immediately
Less than 1 hour
8,070
8.96
1 hour - less than
28,833
32.02
3 hours
3 hours - less than
17,353
19.27
5 hours
5 hours or more
18,851
20.94
Not decided yet,
3,412
3.79
but more than 1
hour
No answer
7,660
Total
97,702
100
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3. Expenditure outside venue
A museum visitor spent an average €45 during a day visit. This is comparable to the average €40 tourist expenditure per
day identified by MTA. Visitors spent €512,212 on tickets and €3.9 million outside the venues. Before the event there
was substantial expenditure on clothing and footwear, meals in restaurants and souvenirs. There was an expenditure on
souvenirs which was equivalent to around double the expenditure on tickets to other venues (in addition to the one
visited while being interviewed). The expected expenditure after the visit confirms expenditure trends before the visit.
Once again, there was high expenditure planned on souvenirs (three times as much as that planned for tickets to other
sites) and substantial expenditure in bars, take-away and restaurants. The data clearly identifies the retail potential of
museums in souvenirs and catering, and the substantial income which is currently being lost. This income can increase
sustainability, encourage new investments and maximise public funds.

BEFORE the surveyed visit
(what attendees reportedly already spent)
Total
expenditure
€

Attendees
who had
expenses

Average
expenditure
€

(per category)

(over attendees
who had expenses)

49,975

8,731

5.72

Clothing and
footwear
Personal services or
for the household

162,809

9,069

17.95

(e.g. tour operator,
doctor's visit)

68,676

6,868

10.00

Food or drinks
consumed in bars
/ coffee shops
Food or drinks
from take away
establishments
Meals in
restaurants

169,283

21,455

7.89

72,646

12,012

6.05

198,107

12,035

16.46

Souvenirs
Tickets to other
sites
Transport to / in
Valletta
Other items

232,178

13,891

16.71

102,978

9,785

10.52

21,321

10,542

2.02

TOTAL

299,724
1,377,696

9,697
-

30.91
-

Total
expenditure
€

Attendees
who had
expenses

Average
expenditure
€

(per category)

(over attendees
who had expenses)

157,970

10,339

15.28

570,996

10,459

54.59

0

-

.00

323,086

24,480

13.20

192,845

14,839

13.00

301,712

21,269

14.19

322,406

20,436

15.78

65,441

10,971

5.96

11,149

11,593

.96

588,612
2,534,217

13,766
-

42.76
-

Regular purchases

Regular purchases
(e.g. newspapers,
cigarettes, stamps etc)

AFTER the surveyed visit
(what attendees reportedly plan to spend)

(e.g. newspapers,
cigarettes, stamps etc)

Clothing and
footwear
Personal services or
for the household
(e.g. tour operator,
doctor's visit)

Food or drinks
consumed in bars
/ coffee shops
Food or drinks
from take away
establishments
Meals in
restaurants
Souvenirs
Tickets to other
sites
Transport to / in
Valletta
Other items

Total expenditure outside of venue before the visit:
Total expected expenditure after the visit:
Total estimated expenditure before and after:

TOTAL

€ 1,377,696
€ 2,534,217
€ 3,911,913
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4. Direct economic impact of museums and historical
Direct economic impact of museums and historical sites through the expenditure by museum visitors, is
calculated to be the total value of tickets purchased (€ 512,252) and the reported and planned expenditure
before and after the visit (€3,911,913), totalling € 4,400,000.

5. Visiting patterns at museums and historical sites
Number of visits
(includes same visitors)
25,456

1

Number of
unique visitors
25,456

27,774
20,178

2
3

13,887
6,726

16,773
7,521

4 or more
No answer

3,448

97,702

Total

49,517

Number of sites visited

Whereas 97,702 is equivalent to the number of visits, as it includes same visitors to different sites, the number
of unique visitors is around 49,517. This indication confirms the indicated average of 2 museum visits for nearly
all unique visitors.
The chart below sheds light on the behaviour of visitors, showing visits already done and those planned, in
addition to the visit where the survey was answered.

Have you visited or plan to visit other sites in Valetta?
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1. Note on Eurostat cultural statistics
In the first edition of the Eurostat ‘Cultural Statistics’ in 2007, data on cultural employment was
calculated using a matrix crossing cultural economic activities (industry employment according to
NACE) with cultural occupations (Number of occupations according to ISCO). This enabled the
approximation of the number of cultural professional working in the cultural industries, which was
on overlapping area of the 2 groups as shown in the diagram below.

Since then, both classifications have been revised. Additionally, discussions were ongoing within
ESSnet-culture, which deals with the methodology applied to cultural statistics, including the scope
of ‘cultural economic activities’ and ‘cultural occupations’. Therefore, for the 2011 edition of the
‘Cultural Statistics’80, Eurostat adopted a transitional solution and presents statistics on cultural
employment not as an aggregate, but separately for selected cultural sectors (NACE) and for cultural
occupations (ISCO).
The selected cultural (NACE Rev.2 ) sectors are:
NACE 58 - Publishing activities;
NACE 59 - Motion picture, video and television programme
production, sound recording and music publishing activities;
NACE 60 - Programming and broadcasting activities;
NACE 90 - Creative arts and entertainment activities;
NACE 91 - Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities.
With some small exceptions, these groups are entirely composed of cultural classes at 4-digit level.
The Selected Cultural Occupations are (ISCO 88):
ISCO 243 - archivists, librarians and related information professions
ISCO 245 - and writers and creative or performing artists

Employment in the selected cultural sectors (NACE) for Malta is indicated at 1.7 per cent of total
employment by Eurostat. This is confirmed by data compiled by the Creative Economy Working
Group.81 Employment in selected Cultural Occupations (ISCO) in Malta is not given in the report. For
this indicator, Eurostat derives data from its Labour Force Survey and therefore, data for Malta is
problematic because of a small sample size. However the indicator stands at around 0.38 per cent
according CEWG data.

80

Eurostat, 2011, Cultural Statistics, Luxembourg. Available at: < http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-32-10374/EN/KS-32-10-374-EN.PDF > [Accessed 12 September 2011].
81
Employed persons in the Eurostat ‘Cultural Statistics’ report is defined as (employees + non-employees) persons aged in age brackets
according to each country’s case, who during the reference week of the Labour Force Survey performed work, even for just one hour a
week, for pay, profit or family gain and who were not at work but had a job or business from which they were temporarily absent because
of, e.g. illness, holidays, industrial dispute or education and training. The distinction between full-time and part-time work is based on a
spontaneous response by the respondent, and it is impossible to establish a precise distinction.
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2. Comprehensive employment indicators for Malta
Employment
Industry
employment as
a share of total
employment84

Cultural and
Creative
Occupations
(ISCO)82 (2009)

Industry
Employment
by NACE83

716
1,049
1,595
2,890

616
1,250
3,527
2,197

0.4%
0.8%
2.3%
1.4%

6,250

7,590

4.9%

Heritage
Arts
Media
CBS
Total
(CCIs)

(2007)

(2007)

In 2009, at EU-27 level, 3.6 million people were employed in the five main cultural sectors of
economic activity (NACE 58, 59, 60, 90, 91) representing 1.7% of total employment. The highest
shares in this respect were found in the Nordic countries and the lowest in Portugal, Romania and
Turkey. In Malta employment in the selected main cultural sectors is estimated at around 2,929
people in 2007 (CEWG) and/or 2,800 people in 2009 (Eurostat)85. The percentage of total
employment is given as 1.7% by Eurostat (for 2009) and estimated at 1.88% by CEWG (for 2007).

2.1 Industry employment86
(NACE REV 1.1)
Heritage
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Arts

Crafts

Cultural Sites

Total

Visual Arts

Music

126
121
114
114
118
110
114
105

631
512
511

126
121
114
114
118
741
626
616

257
559
786
741
619
548
509
436

257
258
499
407
279
292
292
225

Media
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Performing
Arts
868
926
1,340
1,301
895
823
679
589

Total
1,382
1,743
2,625
2,449
1,793
1,663
1,480
1,250

Creative Business Services

Printing and
Publishing

Audio-visual

Total

Design

Software
Services

Creative
Services

Total

2,680
2,885
2,788
2,890
3,037
2,863
2,716
2,691

1,165
1,323
1,120
1,249
1,220
1,337
670
836

3,845
4,208
3,908
4,139
4,257
4,200
3,386
3,527

551
759
486
636
515
269
239

604
993
934
994
843
1,028
1,005
1,051

49
838
834
915
822
1,244
951
907

653
2,382
2,527
2,395
2,301
2,787
2,225
2,197

82

Workers in these occupations are not necessarily employed in CCIs. For ex.: Designers in manufacturing firms.
Workers in these industries are not necessarily all creative workers. For ex.: Accountants with an advertising agency.
84
Total employment in Malta as estimated in the Labour Force Survey by Eurostat: 156,000 (2007). Dataset available online at
<http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=lfsi_emp_a&lang=en> (Accessed 1 November 2011)
85
Data compiled by the Creative Economy Working Group and from the Eurostat Pocket-Book ‘Cultural Statistics’ (2011) are being
compared.
86
The employment figures used are from Structural Business Statistics (NSO) and include full time and part time employment. From data
available, it was not possible to distinguish between full time and part time employment.
83
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CCIs employment as a share of total employment87 2007)
Sub-Sector
Crafts
Cultural Sites
Visual Arts
Music
Performing Arts
Printing and Publishing
Audio-Visual
Design

0.07%
0.33%
0.28%
0.14%
0.38%
1.73%
0.54%
0.15%

Software Services

0.67%

Creative Services

0.58%

Total CCIs employment

4.87%

Percentage of employees and non-employees (self-employed) among all
persons employed in Cultural industries (2007)
Employees

Non-Employees88

Crafts
Cultural Sites

93.33%
99.02%

6.67%
0.98%

Visual Arts
Music
Performing Arts

36.47%
33.78%
31.75%

63.53%
66.22%
68.25%

Printing and
Publishing

85.25%

14.75%

Audio-Visual
Design

90.79%
71.55%

9.21%
28.45%

Software Services

93.24%

6.76%

Creative Services

85.34%

14.66%

Cultural and Creative
Occupations

79.10%

20.90%

Sub-Sector

For selected cultural sectors (NACE 58, 59, 60, 90, 91) Eurostat reports the EU average (2009) of nonemployees/self-employed among all persons employed at around 24%. In about half of the EU countries, the
percentage of non-employees in these cultural sectors was 20 % or less, while in Italy, the Netherlands, Ireland
and Austria this proportion exceeded 30 %. In Malta, the equivalent based on the selected main areas would
be around 19.12% (560 non-employees as opposed to 2,369 employees).

87
88

Ibid 72
Non-Employees would encompass self-employed and family workers.
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2.2 Cultural occupations89
Employment Status90
(2009)
Number of
persons
registered in
Cultural and
Creative
Occupations

Employed
Full time

Employed
Part time

Unemployed

Crafts Occupations

575

86%

11%

3%

Cultural Sites Occupations

141

82%

14%

4%

Arts Occupations

952

31%

32%

36%

Music, singing and composing

97

85%

6%

9%

1,095

84%

14%

2%

500

73%

24%

3%

Design occupations

1,199

83%

14%

3%

Web, software and Computer systems
designers and analysts

1,156

90%

6%

3%

535

73%

25%

1%

6,250

75%

17%

8%

Number of persons registered in:

Literature, Publishing and Printing
Occupations
Audiovisuals Occupations

Occupations in Advertising,
Architecture and Cultural Services

Cultural and Creative
Occupations

Occupations in/at:

Crafts
Cultural Sites
Arts & Music
Literature, Publishing and Printing

0.74%

Audiovisuals
Design
Web, software and Computer systems
design and analysis
Advertising, Architecture and Cultural
Services

0.33%
0.80%

Total Cultural and Creative
Occupations
89
90

Number of persons employed
in cultural and creative
occupations as a share of total
employment (2009)
0.39%
0.09%
0.48%

0.77%
0.37%
3.98%

Data is based on ETC statistics as classified in ISCO.
Not necessarily employed in a cultural or creative industry (Marked ‘-’ if sufficient data was not available)
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Number of persons registered in cultural and creative occupations
3000
2500

Persons

2000
1500
1000
500
0
Heritage

Arts

Crafts Professionals
Arts Profesionals
Literature, Publishing and Printing Professionals
Designers
Profesionals in Advertising, Architecture and Cultural Services

Media

CBS

Cultural Sites related Workers
Composers, musicians and singers
Audiovisuals Professionals
Web, software and Computer systems designers and analysts
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APPENDIX II: MAPPING THE ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES OF THE CCIs
(by NACE)
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1. Classification and mapping of the CCIs and attributed NACE codes
This matrix maps all the NACE codes attribute to the Creative Economy in Malta,
grouped according to the CCI sub-sectors and the stages of the value chain.

The mapping in this section is intended to give a whole overview of the Creative Economy throughout a value
chain from origination to distribution. This includes manufacturing and retail activity which draws from the
content originating through the skills in the cultural and creative sectors. Data collection for all of the NACE
codes identified here enables a wider view of the impact of CCIs on the whole economy and indicates the interrelations that exist.
However, for the scope of assessing the more direct impact of CCIs, a selection of core Cultural & Creative
activities are taken into consideration in section 2. Nearing the end of the value chain, the majority of NACE
codes become distant from a creative motive in their manufacturing or consumption. Therefore they are
omitted from of a direct impact analysis of the CCIs.
Some groupings of economic activity extend across several sub-sectors [such codes are marked with (%)], while
in other cases only some of the activities in a NACE category would be attributable to the CCIs [such codes are
marked with (p)]. A value ratio could be used to distribute the NACE-code value in these cases. The ratio should
be based on data such as distribution of employment, business structures and sales shares, to distinguish the
estimated level of economic activity between the sectors. However sufficient data and information for such
allocation is rarely readily available. Further methods are suggested in section 3, together with a conversion
table to NACE Rev 2.
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Area 1: Heritage
NACE Codes Rev 1.1

Area
Code

1.1

Sub-Sectors

Crafts

1.2

Antiques

1.3

Traditional
Festivals and
Celebrations

1.4
1.4.1

Content Origination
(Creation & Production)

Manufacturing and
Reproduction

Exchange and Distribution

26.13 : Manufacture of hollow
glass
36.22 : Manufacture of jewellery
and related articles n.e.c. (p)
36.30 : Manufacture of musical
instruments (p)
26.21 : Manufacture of ceramic
household and ornamental
articles
• 74.84 : Other business activities
n.e.c. (p)
• 52.12 : Other retail sale in nonspecialized stores (p)
52.63: Other non-store retail sale
(p)

Cultural
Sites
Archaeological Sites
92.52 : Museums activities and
preservation of historical sites and
buildings

1.4.2

Museums

1.4.3

Environment
al Heritage

1.4.4
1.4.5

Libraries
Archives

1.4.6

Exhibitions

74.84/78.87 : Other business
activities n.e.c. (p)
52.50: Retail sale of second-hand
goods in stores (p)
92.53 : Botanical and zoological
gardens and nature reserves
activities
92.51 : Library and archives activities

Area 2: The Arts
2.1

Visual Arts
The Codes below pertain to the whole sector 2.1

2.1.1

Painting

92.31 : Artistic and literary
creation and interpretation (%)

2.1.2

Sculpture

92.31 : Artistic and literary
creation and interpretation (%)

2.1.3

Photography

74.81 : Photographic activities
74.84 : Other business activities
n.e.c. (p)

74.84 : Other business activities
n.e.c. (%)
52.12 : Other retail sale in nonspecialized stores (%)
52.50 : Retail sale of second-hand
goods in stores (%)
52.63: Other non-store retail sale
(%)
70.20 : Letting of own property
33.40 : Manufacture of optical
instruments and photographic
equipment

52.48 : Other retail sale in
specialized stores (p)
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Area
Code

2.1.4
2.1.5
2.2
2.2.1

Sub-Sectors

Content Origination (Creation &
Production)
92.31 : Artistic and literary
creation and interpretation (%)

Manufacturing and Reproduction

Graphic and
91
Digital art
0ther
92.31 : Artistic and literary
Contemporary
creation and interpretation (%)
92
Art
Music
Live Music

92.31 : Artistic and literary
creation and interpretation (%)

92.32 : Operation of arts facilities (%)
55.40 : Bars (p)
24.65 : Manufacture of prepared
unrecorded media (%)

2.2.2

Exchange and Distribution

Published
Music

22.14 : Publishing of sound
recordings

22.31 : Reproduction of sound
recording
32.30: Manufacture of television
and radio receivers, sound or
video recording or reproducing
apparatus and associated goods
(%)

52.45 : Retail sale of electrical
household appliances and radio and
television goods (%)
74.84 : Other business activities
n.e.c. (p)

2.3 Performing Arts
2.3.1

The Codes below pertain to all Performing
Arts , and may include activity spread along
the whole value chain

Opera

2.3.2

Theatre

2.3.3

Dance

92.31 : Artistic and literary
creation and interpretation (%)
92.72 : Other recreational
activities n.e.c. (p)
92.34 : Other entertainment
activities n.e.c. (p)

The Codes below pertain to all Performing Arts in
the exchange stage

55.40 : Bars (%)
92.32 : Operation of arts facilities (%)

Area 3: Media
3.1

Publishing
and Printed
Media

3.1.1

Books

3.1.2

Press

22.11 : Publishing of books
92.31 : Artistic and literary
creation and interpretation (%)
22.12 : Publishing of newspapers

3.1.3

Other
publications

3.2.1

3.2.2

Audiovisuals
Film & Video
Production
and
Distribution
Film
servicing

22.21 : Printing of newspapers

92.40 : News agency activities
(%)
22.13 : Publishing of journals and
periodicals

The codes below pertains to the sub-sectors
3.1.1 and 3.1.3

22.15 : Other publishing

22.22 : Printing n.e.c. (p)

-

3.2

22.23 : Bookbinding and finishing
22.24 : Composition and platemaking

92.11 : Motion picture and video
production

-

The Codes below pertain to all sector 3.1

51.47 : Wholesale of other
household goods (p)
52.61 : Retail sale via mail order
houses (p)
52.47 : Retail sale of books,
newspapers and stationery (p)
71.40 : Renting of personal and
household goods n.e.c. (p)
74.84 : Other business activities
n.e.c. (p)

22.25 : Ancillary activities related
to printing (p)

92.12 : Motion picture and video
distribution

92.13 : Motion picture projection

22.32 : Reproduction of video
recording

71.40 : Renting of personal and
household goods n.e.c. (p)

-

-

91

Includes Drawing , activities like etching and engraving for eventual P ri ntmaking, and Digital Art (Digital art includes computer art,
which can be considered as a form of contemporary Graphic Arts)
92
Includes a number of modern art forms, such as: Assemblage, Collage, Mixed-media, Conceptual Art, Installation, Happenings and
Performance art, along with film-based disciplines such as Photography, Video Art and Animation, or any combination thereof. Other
modern visual art could include environmental or Land art, such as transitory forms like ice/snow sculpture, and graffiti art.
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Area
Code
3.2.3

Sub-Sectors

Television

Content Origination (Creation &
Production)
• 92.20 : Radio and television
activities

3.2.4

Radio

92.40 : News agency activities
(%)

3.2.5

Videogames

36.50 : Manufacture of games
and toys (p)
72.21: Publishing of Software (p)

3.2.6

Other
Broadcasting

-

Manufacturing and Reproduction

Exchange and Distribution

24.65 : Manufacture of prepared
unrecorded media (p)
32.20 : Manufacture of television
and radio transmitters and
apparatus for line telephony and
line telegraphy (p)

52.45 : Retail sale of electrical
household appliances and radio and
television goods (P)
64.20 : Telecommunications (p)

The code below pertains to the whole sector 3.2

32.30: Manufacture of television
and radio receivers, sound or video
recording or reproducing apparatus
and associated goods (%)

Area 4: Creative Business Services
4.1

Design

4.1.1

Interior
Design

4.1.2

Graphic
Design

4.1.3

Fashion
Design

• 52.44 : Retail sale of furniture,
lighting equipment and household
articles n.e.c.

93.05 : Other service activities
n.e.c. (p)

22.22 : Printing n.e.c. (p)
22.25 : Ancillary activities related
to printing (p)
17 : Manufacture of textiles
36.61 : Manufacture of imitation
jewellery
18 : Manufacture of wearing
apparel; dressing and dyeing of
fur
18.10 : Manufacture of leather
clothes
18.22 : Manufacture of other
outerwear
18.24 : Manufacture of other
wearing apparel and accessories
n.e.c.
19.30 : Manufacture of footwear

4.1.4

Product
Design

4.2

Software

4.3

Creative
Services

4.3.1

Architecture

4.3.2

Advertising
Other
creative
services

4.3.3

4.4

The Codes below pertain to the whole
sector 4.1

36.50 : Manufacture of games
and toys

74.84 : Other business activities
n.e.c. (p)

22.25 : Ancillary activities related
to printing (p)

22.14: Publishing of sound
recordings
72.20: Software consultancy and
supply
72.21 Publishing of Software
72.40: Database activities
72.60: Other computer related
activities

24.65 : Manufacture of prepared
unrecorded media (%)

22.33 : Reproduction of
computer media

• 52.42 : Retail sale of clothing
• 52.43 : Retail sale of footwear and
leather goods
• 51.41 : Wholesale of textiles
• 52.41 : Retail sale of textiles
• 51.16 : Agents involved in the sale
of textiles, clothing, footwear and
leather goods
• 51.42 : Wholesale of clothing and
footwear
The Codes below pertain to the whole sector 4.1

52.48 : Other retail sale in
specialized stores (p)
52.50 (p) : Retail sale of second-hand
goods in stores

52.48 : Other retail sale in
specialized stores (%)

• 74.20 : Architectural and
engineering activities and related
technical consultancy (p)
• 74.40 : Advertising
92.33 : Fair and amusement park activities (p)

Cultural
Services
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2. Summary of NACE codes identified in relation to core cultural & creative
activities
Data from these NACE codes was included in the Economic
Report on CCIs (Chapter 2) and is based on Rev 1.1

HERITAGE
Crafts:
26.13 : Manufacture of hollow glass
26.21 : Manufacture of ceramic household and ornamental articles
Code 26.13 and 26.21 are easily identifiable craft-related NACE codes which are taken here as indicative of the crafts sector.
(Other reports and studies generally refrain from identifying crafts activity in NACE codes)
Crafts are a problematic area in terms of economic statistical classification. Particularly art crafts activities are informal
economic sectors, which are not easily taken into account in statistical classifications. Furthermore distinction between
handcrafted products or machine-made crafts is generally not made. It was therefore impossible to identify the traditional
activities related to crafts within the NACE classification.

Antiques
No Codes
There is no directly identifiable NACE code for activity in this sector. Code 74.87 (other business activities n.e.c) may capture
some activity as it should include activities of self-employed auctioneers: Other related codes could be 52.12 (Other retail
sale in non-specialized stores) and 52.63 (Other non-store retail sale).

Traditional Festivals
No Codes
There is no relation to specific NACE codes in this area. Referring to activities such as traditional ‘festas’ and other open-air
festivals, this would include the economic activity generated in relation to such events, including fireworks and food-retail.

Cultural Sites
92.51 : Library and archives activities
92.52 : Museums activities and preservation of historical sites and buildings
92.53 : Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserves activities
9251 includes activities of libraries of all kinds, reading, listening and viewing rooms, public archives providing service to the
general public to a special clientele, such as students, scientists, staff, members etc.
9252 includes operation of museums of all kinds, as well as operation of historical sites and buildings.
9253 includes operation of botanical gardens, operation of nature reserves and wildlife preservation.

ARTS
Visual Arts:
92.31: Artistic and literary creation and interpretation (33.3%)
92.32: Operation of arts facilities (33.3%)
74.81: Photographic activities
9231, Artistic and literary creation and interpretation includes:
-production of live theatrical presentations, concerts and opera or dance production and other stage productions: activities
of groups or companies, orchestras or bands
-activities of individual artists such as actors, directors, musicians, authors, lecturers or speakers, sculptors, painters,
cartoonists, engravers, etchers, stage-set designers and builders, etc.
-restoring of works of arts such as paintings etc.
The value for this code is being divided equally between 3 areas: Visual Arts, Music and Performing arts..
9232, Operations of Arts facilities includes the operations of concert, theatre halls and other art facilities, as well as the
operation of ticket agencies. The value for this code is also divided in 3 between Visual arts, Music and Performing Arts.
74.81, Photographic activities, should ideally be split between visual arts, and the media sector, as it includes activity of both
nature (such as technical activities of film processing, as well as activities of photojournalists). However data at this point
makes this distinction difficult to make.
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Music:
92.31: Artistic and literary creation and interpretation (33.3%),
92.32: Operations of Arts facilities (33.3%)
22.31: Reproduction of sound recording
2231 includes the reproduction from master copies of records, CDs, DVDs and tapes with music or other sound recordings.
This sector should also include Publishing of sound recording and printed music (2214). However in this area, only aggregate
data (3-digit NACE) was available for ‘Publishing’ (22.1). This aggregated data is categorised under the Media sector in the
Printing and Publishing sector.

Performing Arts:
92.31: Artistic and literary creation and interpretation (33.3%),
92.32: Operations of Arts facilities (33.3%)
92.34: Other entertainment activities n.e.c.
9234, includes production of entertainment not elsewhere included, such as the activities of dancing schools and dance
instructors, circus production and puppet shows, firework displays, etc… It excludes recreational activities such as recreation
parks, casting activities and coin operated video games.

MEDIA
Publishing Printed material:
22.10: Publishing
22.20: Printing and related Services
52.47: Retail sale of books, newspapers and stationery
92.40: News agency activities (50%)
2210 includes, publishing of books, newspapers, sound recordings and other publishing (photos, posters postcards…)
Publishing of sound recording (2214) is also aggregated in this section in the stead of the Music sector as only 3 digit data is
available for Publishing.
2220 includes printing of newspapers, and printing n.e.c. (including books, brochures, magazines….), as well as Book
binding, pre-press activities, and other related ancillary services (f. ex. embossing, varnishing, laminating…)
9240 includes activities of journalists and press photographers and news-syndicates, news-agencies involved in the
furnishing of news, pictures and features to the media. The code is being split equally between ‘Printing and Publishing’ and
‘Audiovisuals’.

Audiovisuals:
92.10: Motion Picture and video activities
92.20: Radio and television activities
92.40: News agency activities (50%)
22.32: Reproduction of video recording
9210 includes motion picture and video production, distribution and projection. Production includes: production of theatrical
and non-theatrical motion pictures for projection in theatres of broadcasting on television; supporting activities such as
dubbing; and the activities of sound-recording studios. Distribution includes the distribution of motion pictures, DVDs and
video tapes to other industries, but not the general public, as well as buying and selling of distribution rights. Projection
includes projection in cinemas, in the open air, or in other projection facilities. These groups exclude activities of duplicating
and reproduction from master copies, wholesale and retail of DVDs and video tapes and renting to the general public.
9220 includes broadcasting of radio and television programmes, as well as their production, whether or not broadcasted.
Alternatively production may result in permanent tapes which may be sold, rented or stored, for broadcasting and
rebroadcasting.
2232 includes the reproduction from master copies of DVDs and video tapes with motion pictures and other video
recordings.

Creative Business Services
Design:
74.87: Other business activities n.e.c.
This class mainly includes activities of design, including fashion design, services of graphic designers, activities of interior
designers and stand designers.
It also includes some activities which are not in design, but still related to the Creative Economy, such as personal theatrical
or artistic agency activities, activities of self-employed auctioneers, and activities of fair, exhibition and congress organisers.
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It also includes an element of non-creative activities such as bill collecting, credit rating, business brokerage.

Software Services:
72.20 : Software consultancy and supply
72.21 Publishing of Software
72.22: Other software consultancy and supply
22.33: Reproduction of computer media
7221 includes the development, production, supply and documentation of ready-made (non-customized software).The code
includes activity of games development, which should ideally be identified and placed under the Media Section.
7222 includes analysis, design and programming of systems ready to use, including made-to-order software, program
writing and web page design. The group excludes reproduction of non-customised software and hardware-related
consultancy.
7220 groups the 7221 and 7222 together. Data is available only grouped as such prior to 2003.
2233 includes the reproduction from master copies of software and data on discs and tapes

Other Creative Services:
74.20 : Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy (25%)
74.40 : Advertising
92.33 : Fair and amusement park activities
7420 includes consulting architectural activities such as building design and drafting, town and city planning and landscape
architecture. However the code also includes engineering activities. Therefore 25% of the value was considered.
7440 is the creation and realisation of advertising campaigns, including creation and placing of outdoor advertising, media
representation, aerial advertising, distribution and delivery of advertising material and space provision for advertising. It
excludes printing of advertising material, market research, PR activities, related photography, and radio/TV/film production
of commercial messages.
9233 includes activities of amusement parks or theme parks, including the operation of a variety of attractions, such as
rides, games, shows and theme exhibits. The activity in this code is included in this section due to the high creative input
associated with such activities, including performers, designers and crafts-people. This activity also has a strong link with
cultural tourism.

Cultural Tourism:
No Codes
It is difficult to identify activity in NACE codes. The sector would refer for example to activities of tour guides and companies
specialising in eco-tourism and agro-tourism. Such activity may be captured in code 63.30 (Activities of travel agencies and
tour operators).
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3. Conversion of CCIs mapping from NACE REV 1 to NACE REV 2
NACE (statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community) is the uniform classification
system imposed on EU member states by EU level legislation. It allows for comparability between member
states and internationally. The latest revision, NACE Rev. 2, resulted from a revision of the international
integrated system of economic classifications undertaken between 2000 and 2007. The new version is meant
to modernise EU statistics by keeping abreast of technological developments and structural transformations in
the economy.
The new NACE Rev. 2 has separated classes of activity at 4-digit level that were conjoined in the previous
versions. For example it has distinguished: museums from historical sites; radio broadcasting from television
broadcasting; publishing of books from publishing of directories; architectural activities from engineering;
performing arts from artistic creation; and activities of design from a generic ‘other business activities’ group.
Such changes should provide for a more accurate statistical mapping of the cultural and creative sector.
On an EU level, during 2010 data for the reference year 2008 based on NACE Rev. 2 was published for some of
the SBS datasets. In Malta, as at 2012, NACE Rev.2 data will be available for 2008, and possibly for 2009.
The first four levels of the NACE system (first four digits), are the same in all European countries. In some
instances, individual countries further utilise a 5-digit level in their own national NACE version for more
detailed classification of economic activities. The fifth digit sub-classes will therefore vary from one country to
another. Having in place 5-digit codes would make it easier to compile cultural statistics through Business
Register data, as well as to identify specific samples for special cultural surveys.
However, in many instances it is not possible to separate data in regular business surveys to enable separation
on a 5-digit level, whilst even the 4-digit level may prove problematic. This is mainly due to the variety of
activities that businesses may be involved with, coupled with insufficient information and inadequate sample
sizes. Therefore alternative measure may be sought to distribute data accordingly where needed in order to
draw a statistical mapping of the diverse sectors. The methodologies outlined hereunder could be used for
such a task, provided sufficient data exists.

Suggested approaches to estimate/separate data and
develop allocation ratio in cases of insufficient coding:
Specifically designed surveys can be carried out in targeted sectors to enable informed estimation
for the whole sector.
Separation of data could be based on expert knowledge and information provided by enterprises,
unions, associations and researchers.
Estimation could be based on the basis of information available about a smaller subgroup. Such
information might be available for example if a sub-group belongs to a professional union or
association. Information on other enterprises can be estimated using the subgroup as a sample.
Separation might be based on the educational background of employees, or the nature of
professionals employed. Such information could indicate a ratio to use for separating data of
distinct activities within the same businesses, or grouped within the same codes.

Following is a conversion table, identifying the equivalent of Rev 2 NACE codes for the Rev 1.1 activities
included in the economic analysis for the cultural and creative industries. The table also provides a suggested
breakdown of activities for some sectors, which could indicatively be a 5 digit level NACE category.
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Conversion table from NACE Rev 1.1 to NACE Rev. 2 for cultural and creative industries
(p) : only part of that code is attributable to the Creative sector
(%): the value for that code should be shared with other creative sub-sectors

NACE 1.1
(current Core Areas)

Crafts

Archaeological
Sites;
Museums;
Environmental
Heritage;
Libraries;
Archives;
Exhibitions.

Visual Arts:
Painting;
Sculpture;

93
94

NACE 293

(3 digit)

(4 digit)

Suggested sub-grouping
94

(5 digit)

26.13 - Manufacture of hollow glass

23.1- Manufacture of glass and glass
products

23.13 - Manufacture of hollow glass

26.21 - Manufacture of ceramic household
and ornamental articles

23.4- Manufacture of other porcelain and
ceramic products

23.41 - Manufacture of ceramic household
and ornamental articles

-

47.7 - Retail sale of other goods in
specialised stores (p)

47.78 - Other retail sale of new goods in
specialized stores (p)

_ Specialized retail sale of craftwork
articles

-

90.0 –Creative, arts and entertainment
activities (%)

90.03 - Artistic Creation (%)

_ Activities of individual restorers

47.79 - Retail sale of second-hand goods in
stores (p)

_ Retail sale of antiques

Antiques

Traditional
Festivals
Cultural
Sites:

NACE 2

-

-

92.51 - Library and archives activities
92.52 - Museums activities and
preservation of historical sites and
buildings

91.01 - Libraries and archives activities
91.02 - Museum activities
91.0 - Libraries, archives, museums
botanical and zoological gardens

92.53 - Botanical and zoological gardens
and nature reserves activities
74.81- Photographic activities

-

91.03 - Operation of historical sites and
buildings and similar visitor attractions
91.04 - Botanical and zoological gardens
and nature reserves activities

47.7 - Retail sale of other goods in
specialised stores (p)
74.2 - Photographic activities (%)

47.78 - Other retail sale of new goods in
specialized stores (p)
74.20 - Photographic activities (%)

_ Retail sale of arts objects & paintings

Some NACE Rev 2 codes are listed, even if their correspondent in Rev 1.1 is not. In such cases, the valid equivalent code in Rev 1.1 was not identifiable, and therefore activity could not be included in the economic analysis.
Activities specified here are the relevant activities from the indicated 4 digit codes in NACE Rev 2 marked (p) or (%)
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NACE 1.1
(current Core Areas)
Photography;
Graphic and
Digital art;
0ther
Contemporary
Art

NACE 2

NACE 293

(3 digit)

(4 digit)

92.31- Artistic and literary creation and
interpretation (%)
92.32- Operation of arts facilities (%)

-

-

90.0 - Creative, arts and entertainment
activities (%)

47.6 - Retail sale of cultural and recreation
goods in specialised stores (%) (p)

59.2 - Sound recording and music
publishing activities

92.31- Artistic and literary creation and
interpretation (%)

90.0 - Creative, arts and entertainment
activities (%)

92.32 - Operation of arts facilities (%)

22.3 - Reproduction of recorded media

Performing
Arts:
Opera;
Theatre;
Dance

92.31 - Artistic and literary creation and
interpretation (%)

18.2 - Reproduction of recorded media

90.0 - Creative, arts and entertainment
activities

94

(5 digit)

90.03 - Artistic Creation (%)

_ Activities of individual visual artists

90.04 - Operation of arts facilities (%)

_Operation of art museums and exhibition
spaces

47.63 - Retail sale of music and video
recordings (%)

59.20 - Sound recording and music
publishing activities

_ Activities of sound-recording studios
_ Publishing of sound (master) recordings
_ Release, promotion and distribution of
sound recordings
_ Production of taped radio programming
_ Publishing of printed music

90.01 - Performing Arts (%)

_ Production, organisation and
presentation of concerts
_Activities of orchestras, bands and choirs

90.03 - Artistic Creation (%)

_ Arranging of music and activities of
individual composers

90.04 - Operation of arts facilities (%)

_ Operation of concert halls and similar
_ Operation of variety theatres and
cabarets (%)

18.20 - Reproduction of recorded media
(%)

_ reproduction from master copies of
gramophone records, compact discs and
tapes with music or other sound recordings

90.01 - Performing arts (%)

_ Production, organisation and
presentation of theatre and dance
performances
_ Activities of ballet companies
– Activities of own-account performers and
circus groups
– Activities of own-account stage, motion
picture, radio and television artists and
other performing arts activities

Music:
Live Music;
Published
Music.

Suggested sub-grouping
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NACE 1.1
(current Core Areas)

NACE 2

NACE 293

(3 digit)

(4 digit)

Suggested sub-grouping
94

(5 digit)

90.02 - Support activities to performing
arts

92.32 - Operation of arts facilities (%)

Cultural
Education

92.34 - Other entertainment activities
n.e.c.

Printing and
Publishing:
Books;
Press;
Other
Publications

90.04 - Operation of arts facilities (%)

-

58.1 - Publishing of books, periodicals
and other publishing activities
22.1 - Publishing

22.2 - Printing & related services

18.1 - Printing and service activities related
to printing

52.47 - Retail sale of books, newspapers
and stationery

47.6 - Retail sale of cultural and recreation
goods in specialised stores (%)

85.52 - Cultural education (p)

_ Organisation of theatre performances
_ Operation of opera houses and theatres
_ Operation of variety theatres and
cabarets (%)
_ Activities of ticket agencies (p)
- piano teachers and other music
instruction
- art instruction
- dance instruction and dance studios
- drama schools (except academic)
- fine arts schools (except academic)
- performing arts schools (except academic)
- photography schools (except commercial)

58.11 - publishing of books
58.12 - Publishing of directories and
mailing lists
58.13 - Publishing of newspapers
58.14 - Publishing of journals and
periodicals
58.19 - Other publishing activities
18.11 - Printing of newspapers
18.12 - Other printing
18.13 - Pre-press and pre-media services
18.14 - Binding and related services
47.61 - Retail sale of books
47.62 - Retail sale of newspapers and
stationery in specialized stores (p)

_ Retail sale of newspapers, journals and
periodicals
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NACE 1.1
(current Core Areas)

NACE 2

NACE 293

(3 digit)

(4 digit)

90.0 - Creative, arts and entertainment
activities (%)

90.03 - Artistic Creation (%)

_ Activities of individual writers
_ Activities of individual journalists and
press photographers (%)

92.40 - News agency activities (%)

74.2 - Photographic activities (%)

74.20 - Photographic activities (%)

_ Activities of photojournalists

60.1 - Radio broadcasting

59.11 - Motion picture, video and television
programme production activities
59.12 - Motion picture, video and television
programme post-production activities
59.13 - Motion picture, video and television
programme distribution activities
(excluding video rental stores)
59.14 - Motion picture projection activities
60.10 - Radio broadcasting

60.2 - Television programming and
broadcasting activities

60.20 - Television programming and
broadcasting activities

90.0 - Creative, arts and entertainment
activities (%)

90.03 - Artistic Creation (%)

47.6 - Retail sale of cultural and recreation
goods in specialised stores (%)
58.2 - Publishing of software (%)

47.63 - Retail sale of music and video
recordings (%)
58.21 - Publishing of computer games

18.2 - Reproduction of recorded media

18.20 - Reproduction of recorded media
(%)

_ Reproduction from master copies of
records, compact discs and tapes with
motion pictures and other video recordings

74.10 - Activities of textile, jewellery,
graphic and related design

_ Activities of fashion designers
_ Activities of interior decorators
_ Activities of graphics and
communications designers
_ Activities of industrial and product design

71.12 - Engineering activities and related
technical consultancy (p)

_ Engineering design

59.1 - Motion picture, video and
television programme activities

Audiovisual:

92.20 - Radio and television activities

92.40 - News agency activities (%)
22.3 - Reproduction of recorded media

Design:
Interior Design;
Graphic Design;
Fashion Design;
Product Design.

Software

94

(5 digit)

92.31 - Artistic and literary creation and
interpretation (%)

92.10 - Motion Picture and video activities
Film & Video
Production
and
Distribution;
Film servicing;
Television;
Radio;
Video-games;
Other
Broadcasting.

Suggested sub-grouping

74.87/74.84 - Other business activities
n.e.c.

72.21 - Publishing of Software

74.1 - Studios for textile, jewellery,
graphic and related design

71.1 - Architectural and engineering
activities and related technical consultancy
(%) (p)
58.2 - Publishing of software (%)

_ Activities of individual journalists and
press photographers (%)

58.29 - Other software publishing
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NACE 1.1
(current Core Areas)
72.22 - Other software consultancy and
supply
72.40 - Database activities
22.3 - Reproduction of recorded media

Creative
Services:
Architecture;
Advertising;
Other Creative
Services

Cultural
Tourism

NACE 2

NACE 293

(3 digit)

(4 digit)

62.0 - Computer programming,
consultancy and related activities

62.01 - Computer programming activities

18.2 - Reproduction of recorded media

18.20 - Reproduction of recorded media
(%)

74.20 - Architectural and engineering
activities and related technical consultancy

71.1 - Architectural and engineering
activities and related technical
consultancy (%)

71.11 - Architectural activities

74.40 - Advertising

73.1 - Advertising

73.11 - Advertising agencies
73.12 - Media representation

92.33 - Fair and amusement park activities

93.2 - Amusement and recreation activities

93.21 Activities of amusement parks and
theme parks

63.30- Activities of travel agencies and
tour operators (p)

79.1 - Travel agency and tour operator
activities (p)

79.12 - Tour operator activities (p)

Suggested sub-grouping
94

(5 digit)

_ Web Design and programming
_ System Software and Software
applications
_ Database Design and programming
_ Reproduction from master copies of
software and data on discs and tapes
_ Consulting architectural activities in
building construction
_ Consulting architectural activities in
interior design
_ Consulting architectural activities in
town, city and regional planning
_ Consulting architectural activities in
landscape architecture

_ Arranging and assembling tours which
include visits to museums, historical or
cultural sites, theatrical, musical or sporting
events
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The International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) is designed by the International Labour
Organisation. The classification has been adapted by the EU {ISCO-88(COM)} for the scope of surveys, with a
newer version {ISCO-08} to be used by 2011/12. The defined list of cultural occupations using ISCO-08 is being
finalised as part of the ESSnet-culture process.
Employments statistics in Malta have yet to be converted to the new system. Therefore ISCO-88 is the main
available tool for the identification of cultural and creative occupations. These are not grouped under a single
code, but spread out in the classification. Even at 4-digit level, in some instances the groupings are not specific
enough to distinguish cultural professions. Therefore the list selected for the scope of this strategy cannot
cover the cultural field exhaustively as some cultural occupations could not be identified and measured by
ISCO-88.

List of Cultural and Creative Occupations (ISCO-88)
HERITAGE
The group for craftsmen and related occupations includes the list of occupations below:
− 7113:
− 7221:
− 7311:
− 7312:
− 7313:
− 7321:
− 7322:
− 7323:
− 7324:
− 7331:
− 7332:
− 7424:
− 8131:
− 8139;
− 7432:
− 131900:

Stone splitters, cutters and carvers
Blacksmiths, hammersmiths and forging press workers
Precision-instrument makers and repairers
Musical instrument makers and tuners
Jewellery and precious-metal workers
Abrasive wheel formers, potters and related workers
Glass-makers, cutters, grinders and finishers
Glass engravers and etchers
Glass, ceramics and related decorative painters
Handicraft workers in wood and related materials
Handicraft workers in textile, leather and related materials
Basketry weavers, brush makers and related workers
Glass and ceramics kiln and related machine operators
Glass, ceramics and related plant operators not elsewhere classified
Weavers, knitters and related workers
(includes Handicraft workers in textile, leather and related materials)
Managers in crafts related activities

The list includes management professionals related to crafts activity.
Occupations related to Cultural Sites includes the codes; Sociologists, anthropologists and related
professionals (2442), Archivists and curators (2431), Biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals
(2211). Another occupational area pertaining to this section is Gallery, museum and library technicians, which
is however aggregated with the code Decorators and commercial designers (3471) in the Design section. Also
included are managerial professionals related to cultural sites.
Decorators and commercial designers (3471) in the Design section includes various occupations; mainly
relating to design; product and Garment designers, Graphic and multimedia designers, and Interior designer.
However it also includes some occupations which may relate to cultural sites and crafts.

ARTS
The Visual arts section includes Sculptors, painters and related artists (2452). This section should also include
the number of private teachers (teaching outside educational structures) in creative subjects. However the
pertaining ISCO ‘Other teaching professionals not elsewhere classified’ (2359) had none registered.
Performing Arts includes the following codes:
− 2544 Film, stage and related actors and directors
− 2454 Choreographers and dancers
− 3473 Street, night-club and related musicians, singers and dancers
− 3474 Clowns, magicians, acrobats and related associate professionals
2455 would also include actors and directors involved in Filming and cinema, an element of the Audiovisuals sector.

Music professionals are in the grouping Composers, musicians and singers (2453).
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MEDIA
The group for occupations in areas of Literature, Publishing and printing includes:
− 2451
− 2444
− 7341
− 7342
− 7343
− 7346
− 7345
− 8252
− 8251

Authors, journalists and other writers
Philologists, translators and interpreters
Compositors, typesetters and related workers
Stereotypers and electrotypers
Printing engravers and etchers
Silk-screen, block and textile printers
Bookbinders and related workers
Bookbinding-machine operators
Printing-machine operators

Audiovisuals professionals include Radio, television and other announcers (3472), Photographers and image
and sound recording equipment operators (3131) and Photographic and related workers (7344). Film servicing
industry has no relating occupational ISCO codes.
Also included are managerial professionals related to media sectors.

CREATIVE BUSINESS SERVICES
The group for professionals in areas of Design includes the list of occupations below:
− 347100
− 347103
− 347102
− 347101
− Others in
3471
− 7436
− 7437
− 2148
− 7435
− 7433
− 7434
− 7442
− 5210
− 3118

Furniture/Decoration Designer
Graphic Designer
Tattooist
Industrial Designer
Decorators and
commercial designers
Sewers, embroiderers and related workers
Upholsterers and related workers
Cartographers and surveyors
Textile, leather and related pattern-makers and cutters
Tailors, dressmakers and hatters
Furriers and related workers
Shoe-makers and related workers
Fashion and other models
Draughtspersons

Decorators and commercial designers (code 3471) are described as professionals applying artistic techniques
to product design, interior decoration and sales promotion. Examples of occupations included in the code are
Display decorators, Interior designers, fashion designers, industrial products designers and tattooists. Where
possible, distinction between such sub-groupings was made in the data.
The grouping for professionals related to Software and Web development include the following occupations:
'Computer systems designers and analysts (2131), Computer programmers (2132), Computing professionals
not elsewhere classified (2139). Such professionals would be involved in the development, production, supply
and documentation of software including business and creative software, digitalised creative content and
games.
For professionals related to Architecture, one specific code is Architects, town and traffic planners (2141). For
professionals related to Advertising and PR one specific code; Advertising and public relations department
managers. In relation to the area Cultural services only one occupation was identified; Travel Guides (5113).
Also included are managerial professionals related to software, architecture and advertising.
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Occupation categories (ISCO) related to the creative economy
Conversion: ISCO 08 to ISCO 88
ISCO 08 CODE
ISCO 08
CODE
1222

Occupation
Advertising and public relations managers

ISCO 88 Code
ISCO 88
Code
1234

Advertising and public relations department managers

1317

General managers of business services

Occupation

Further Categorisation ideal:

p

Managers of advertising and
public relations companies

1319

General managers not elsewhere classified

p

Those related to culture

2153
216
2161
2162
2163
2164
2165

Sports, recreation and cultural centre
managers
Telecommunications engineers
Architects, planners, surveyors and designers
Building architects
Landscape architects
Product and garment designers
Town and traffic planners
Cartographers and surveyors

2144

Electronics and telecommunications engineers

p

Telecommunications engineers

2141
2141
3471
2141
2148

Architects, town and traffic planners
Architects, town and traffic planners
Decorators and commercial designers
Architects, town and traffic planners
Cartographers and surveyors

p
p
p
p

Building architects
Landscape architects
Product and garment designers
Town and traffic planners

2166

Graphic and multimedia designers

3471

Decorators and commercial designers

p

Graphic and multimedia
designers

2310

University and higher education teachers

2310

2320

Vocational education teachers

2310

2330
2341
2354
2353
2355
2431
2432

Secondary education teachers
Primary school teachers
Other music teachers
Other language teachers
Other arts teachers
Advertising and marketing professionals
Public relations professionals
Software and applications developers and
analysts
Software developers
Web and multimedia developers

2320
2331
2359
2359
2359
2419
2419

College, university and higher education teaching
professionals
College, university and higher education teaching
professionals
Secondary education teaching professionals
Primary education teaching professionals
Other teaching professionals not elsewhere classified
Other teaching professionals not elsewhere classified
Other teaching professionals not elsewhere classified
Business professionals not elsewhere classified
Business professionals not elsewhere classified

2131
2131
2132
2139

1431

251
2512
2513

2519

262
2621
2622
2632
264
2641
2642
2643
265
2651
2652

MUSIC teachers
Language teachers
ARTS teachers
Advertising and Marketing
Public Relations

Computer systems designers and analysts
Computer systems designers and analysts
Computer programmers
Computing professionals not elsewhere classified

P
P
P
P

Software
Web and Multimedia
Web and Multimedia
Web and Multimedia

2131
2132
2139

Computer systems designers and analysts
Computer programmers
Computing professionals not elsewhere classified

p
p
p

2431

Archivists and curators

2432

Librarians and related information professionals

2442

Sociologists, anthropologists and related professionals

2451
2451
2444

Authors, journalists and other writers
Authors, journalists and other writers
Philologists, translators and interpreters

2452
2453

2455
2455

Sculptors, painters and related artists
Composers, musicians and singers
Street, night-club and related musicians, singers and
dancers
Choreographers and dancers
Street, night-club and related musicians, singers and
dancers
Clowns, magicians, acrobats and related associate
professionals
Production and operations department managers not
elsewhere classified
Film, stage and related actors and directors
Film, stage and related actors and directors

3472

Radio, television and other announcers

Software and applications developers and
analysts not elsewhere classified

Librarians, archivists and curators
Archivists and curators
Librarians and related information
professionals
Sociologists, anthropologists and related
professionals
Authors, journalists and linguists
Authors and related writers
Journalists
Translators, interpreters and other linguists
Creative and performing artists
Visual artists
Musicians, singers and composers

Dancers and choreographers

2454
3473
3474

2654
2655
2656
2659
3118
343

p
p
p
p
p
P
P

3473
2653

p

Film, stage and related directors and producers
Actors
Announcers on radio, television and other
media
Creative and performing artists not elsewhere
classified
Draughtspersons
Artistic, cultural and culinary associate
professionals

1229

3474
3118

P
p

Authors and related writers
Journalists

p
p

p

p

producers

p
p

Film, stage and related directors
Actors

p

Clowns, magicians, acrobats and related associate
professionals
Draughtspersons

Photographers and image and sound recording
equipment operators
Decorators and commercial designers
Administrative associate professionals not elsewhere
classified

3431

Photographers

3131

3432

Interior designers and decorators

3471

P

Photographers

p

Interior designers and decorators
Gallery, museum and library
technicians
Gallery, museum and library
technicians
Arts and Culture subjects

3433

Gallery, museum and library technicians

3439
3471

Decorators and commercial designers

p

3435

Other artistic and cultural associate

3340

Other teaching associate professionals

p

p
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35
351
3511
3512
3514
352
3521

professionals
Information and communications technicians
Information and communications technology
operations and user support technicians
Information and communications technology
operations technicians
Information and communications technology
user support technicians
Web technicians

3122

Computer equipment operators

p

ICT

3121

Computer assistants

p

ICT

3122
3121

Computer equipment operators
Computer assistants

p
p

web
web

Telecommunications and broadcasting
technicians
Broadcasting and audio-visual technicians
3131
3132

3522

3132

7113

7221
73
731

p
p

Library clerks
Travel guides
Fashion and other models
Stonemasons, stone cutters, splitters and
carvers

Blacksmiths, hammersmiths and forging press
workers
Handicraft and printing workers
Handicraft workers

Electronics and telecommunications engineering
technicians
Broadcasting and telecommunications equipment
operators

5113
5210

Travel guides
Fashion and other models

7113

Stone splitters, cutters and carvers

7122

Bricklayers and stonemasons

7221

Blacksmiths, hammer-smiths and forging-press workers

p
p

p

p

Sign writers, decorative painters,
engravers and etchers

7311

Precision-instrument makers and repairers

7312
7313
7314
7315

Musical instrument makers and tuners
Jewellery and precious-metal workers
Potters and related workers
Glass makers, cutters, grinders and finishers
Sign writers, decorative painters, engravers
and etchers

7312
7313
7321
7321

Musical instrument makers and tuners
Jewellery and precious-metal workers
Abrasive wheel formers, potters and related workers
Abrasive wheel formers, potters and related workers

3471

Decorators and commercial designers

7323
7324

Glass engravers and etchers
Glass, ceramics and related decorative painters

7331

Handicraft workers in wood and related materials

p

7424

7331

Basketry weavers, brush makers and related workers
Handicraft workers in textile, leather and related
materials
Handicraft workers in wood and related materials

p

7341
7342
7343
7341
7346
8251
8252
7345

Compositors, typesetters and related workers
Stereotypers and electrotypers
Printing engravers and etchers
Compositors, typesetters and related workers
Silk-screen, block and textile printers
Printing-machine operators
Bookbinding-machine operators
Bookbinders and related workers

Handicraft workers in wood, basketry and
related materials

7319
732
7321

Handicraft workers in textile, leather and
related materials
Handicraft workers not elsewhere classified
Printing trades workers
Pre-press technicians

7322

Printers

7323

Print finishing and binding workers

7318

7512
753
7531
7532
7533
7534
7535
7536
754
7549
8132
8181

Bakers, pastry-cooks and confectionery makers
Garment and related trades workers
Tailors, dressmakers, furriers and hatters
Garment and related pattern-makers and
cutters
Sewing, embroidery and related workers
Upholsterers and related workers
Pelt dressers, tanners and fellmongers
Shoemakers and related workers
Other craft and related workers
Craft and related workers not elsewhere
classified
Photographic products machine operators
Glass and ceramics plant operators

7332

7412

Bakers, pastry-cooks and confectionery makers

7433
7434

Tailors, dressmakers and hatters
Furriers and related workers

7435

Textile, leather and related pattern-makers and cutters

7436
7437
7441
7442

Sewers, embroiderers and related workers
Upholsterers and related workers
Pelt dressers, tanners and fellmongers
Shoe-makers and related workers

7322

Glass-makers, cutters, grinders and finishers

7344
8131

Photographic and related workers
Glass and ceramics kiln and related machine operators
Glass, ceramics and related plant operators not
elsewhere classified

8139

Stonemasons, stone cutters,
splitters and carvers
Stonemasons, stone cutters,
splitters and carvers

To exclude: Medical and dental
prosthetic technicians

Precision-instrument makers and repairers

7317

Telecommunications engineering
technicians
Telecommunications engineering
technicians

p

7311

7316

image and sound recording
equipment operators
Broadcasting and audio-visual
technicians

Telecommunications engineering technicians
3114

4411
5113
5241

Photographers and image and sound recording
equipment operators
Broadcasting and telecommunications equipment
operators

p

p

Printers

p
p

Printers

p

Producers of traditional food and
sweets

p

Craft and related workers not
elsewhere classified
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